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ABSTRACT

Quantum light-matter interfaces that can reversibly map quantum information be-
tween photons and atoms are essential for building future quantum networks. Crys-
tals doped with rare-earth ions (REIs) are an attractive solid-state platform for such
light-matter interfaces due to their exceptional optical and spin coherence proper-
ties at cryogenic temperatures. Building scalable REI-based technology has proven
to be challenging due to the inherently weak coupling of REIs with light. This the-
sis explores the integration of REIs with nanophotonic resonators to overcome this
weak light-matter interaction and enable e�cient, scalable quantum light-matter in-
terfaces. Specifically, this work focuses on the development of quantum nanopho-
tonics with ytterbium in yttrium orthovanadate (Yb3+:YVO4 ).

This thesis begins with an introduction to a nanophotonic platform based on pho-
tonic crystal cavities fabricated directly in rare-earth host materials and highlights
the initial successes of this platform with neodymium-doped materials. This moti-
vates an examination of the optical and spin coherence properties of 171Yb:YVO4 ,
a REI material that was previously unexplored for quantum technology applica-
tions. This material is found to have strong optical transitions compared to other
REI-doped materials, a simple energy level structure, and long optical and spin
coherence lifetimes.

The focus then turns to the detection and coherent manipulation of single ytter-
bium ions coupled to nanophotonic cavities. The Purcell-enhancement in these
cavities enables e�cient optical detection and spin initialization of individual ytter-
bium ions. We identify ions corresponding to di↵erent isotopes of ytterbium and
show that the coupling of electron and nuclear spin in ytterbium-171 at zero-field
gives rise to strong electron-spin-like transitions that are first-order insensitive to
magnetic field fluctuations. This allows for coherent microwave control and the ob-
servation of long spin coherence lifetimes at temperatures up to 1 K. We then make
use of the optical selection rules and energy structure of 171Yb:YVO4 to demon-
strate high-fidelity single-shot optical readout of the spin state. These results estab-
lish nanophotonic devices in 171Yb:YVO4 as a promising platform for solid-state
quantum light-matter interfaces.
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C h a p t e r 1

INTRODUCTION

Interest in quantum technologies has exploded in recent years with the promise of
quantum computers that can outperform their classical counterparts, ultra-secure
communication guaranteed by the laws of quantum mechanics, and advances in
precision metrology. The aim of this “second quantum revolution" [6] is to create
useful technologies that harness quantum mechanical e↵ects such as superposition
and entanglement. Fundamental to this goal is the ability to both control and read-
out individual quantum systems and engineer interactions between them to enable
scalability. Despite impressive experimental e↵orts, the fragile nature of quantum
states makes direct scaling to build large quantum systems an outstanding challenge.

Quantum networks, in which quantum nodes for processing and storing quantum
information are connected by quantum channels, have emerged as a route to build-
ing scalable and flexible quantum-enhanced technologies that can make use of rel-
atively elementary quantum systems currently available [7]. Optical photons are
excellent carriers of quantum information and the ideal candidate for establishing
long-distance, room-temperature links between quantum nodes. The challenge lies
in finding a way to e�ciently and reversibly map information from light into quan-
tum nodes where it can be stored and processed. The development of such quantum
light-matter interfaces is then of vital importance to the successful implementation
of a quantum network.

Among the wide variety of approaches and platforms that have been developed
toward this goal [8–10], solid-state spins with optical transitions o↵er a promis-
ing route to robust and scalable light-matter interfaces. There are many di↵erent
optically-addressable solid-state spins currently being investigated for this applica-
tion, including quantum dots, color centers in diamond or silicon carbide, donors in
silicon, and rare-earth ions in solids (see [11] for an excellent review of the state-
of-the-art in these systems at the time of writing).

In order for a solid-state quantum emitter to be useful in the context of a quantum
network, it must have long spin coherence lifetimes to enable storage of quantum
information and spectrally stable optical transitions to enable the generation of in-
distinguishable photons necessary for entanglement generation. To enable the e�-
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cient extraction of emitted photons into a well-defined optical mode, these emitters
should be coupled to optical cavities. Crucially, the emitters must maintain their
desired spin and optical properties when integrated into these cavities.

Finding a system that can satisfy these requirements is a fundamental challenge in
the field of solid-state quantum emitters. Quantum dots have e�cient interactions
with light, but su↵er from large inhomogeneous broadening (i.e. the wavelength
of emission between di↵erent quantum dots on the same substrate is very di↵erent)
and short spin coherence times [12]. This reduces indistinguishability and makes
establishing entanglement over large distances di�cult. Nitrogen vacancies (NVs)
in diamond have been one of the most well-studied solid-state systems for quantum
networks [11], but su↵er from low photon collection e�ciency and degradation
of optical properties when integrated with nanophotonics [13]. Silicon vacancies
(SiVs) have emerged recently as a promising alternative to the NV with superior
optical properties and integration with nanophotonic structures [14, 15]. One dis-
advantage of this system is that achieving long coherence times requires operation
at dilution refrigerator temperatures (<100 mK) [16, 17].

Rare-earth ions (REIs) in solids combine exceptional optical coherence properties
with electron and nuclear spin states that o↵er the possibility of fast microwave
manipulation and long-term storage. These exceptional properties come at the cost
of weak optical transitions, which provides a challenge for building e�cient light-
matter interfaces. As a result, most demonstrations using rare-earth ions for light-
matter interfaces have relied on ensembles of emitters in bulk crystals to provide a
stronger interaction with light. To overcome this, we can take the approach of cavity
quantum electrodynamics (CQED) and integrate these ions into optical cavities with
small-mode volumes and high quality factors. By engineering the environment of
the REIs in this way, we can enhance the interaction at the single-photon level and
enable new quantum technologies using the REIs.

This thesis presents recent progress on the development of a quantum light-matter
interface based on a nanophotonic cavity coupled to single 171Yb3+ ions in the yt-
trium orthovanadate (YVO4) host crystal. Purcell-enhancement in the nanocavity
enables e�cient optical detection and spin initialization of individual Yb3+ ions.
We identify single 171Yb3+ ions and show that the coupling of electron and nuclear
spin gives rise to strong electron-spin transitions that are first-order insensitive to
magnetic field fluctuations. This allows for coherent microwave control and the
observation of long spin coherence times at temperatures up to 1 K. Furthermore,
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the optical selection rules and energy structure of 171Yb:YVO4 enable high-fidelity
single-shot optical readout of the spin state. These results are the first of their kind
for rare-earth ions and point to a promising solid-state technology for quantum net-
works.

1.1 Structure of this thesis
The rest of this chapter provides more background for the thesis with a brief survey
of rare-earth ion physics and an introduction to the nanophotonic platform that is
the foundation of this work.

Chapter 2 highlights the initial successes of this nanophotonic platform with neodymium-
doped materials. These experiments were the focus of the first few years of my time
at Caltech and set the stage for the work in 171Yb:YVO4 that is the main focus of
this thesis.

Chapter 3 is an in-depth investigation into a REI material that was previously unex-
plored for applications in quantum technologies: the 171 isotope of Yb in YVO. We
measure the optical transition strengths, determine the spin Hamiltonian, and assess
the optical and nuclear spin coherence properties of this system. These results point
to 171Yb:YVO4 as a promising material for quantum technologies.

Chapter 4 provides the basic theoretical background necessary to understanding the
experiments with single ions. This is primarily a review of the Jaynes-Cummings
model in the bad-cavity limit and Purcell enhancement.

Chapter 5 provides an overview of the experimental setup used for measurements
of single Yb ions.

Chapters 6 and 7 present the main result: detection and manipulation of single Yb
ions in a nanophotonic cavity. Chapter 6 focuses on the properties of an ion that
we determine to have zero nuclear spin. Chapter 7 builds on these results with
measurements of single Yb-171 ions.

Chapter 8 concludes with a discussion of some of the “known unknowns” in this
system and measurements to explore in the future.

1.2 Basics of rare-earth ion physics
In this section, I will give a heavily abridged introduction to the physics of rare-
earth ions in solid-state hosts. Rather than rewrite or reproduce the many excellent
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textbooks written on the subject over the years 1, my goal here is to give the reader
a general lay of the land and point to the relevant resources for the interested reader.
In Chapter 3, I will elaborate further when we take a closer look at the specific
material system used for the work in this thesis.

In the context of solid-state spectroscopy, the rare-earth ions of interest are the
lanthanides from cerium to ytterbium. In solids, these are most commonly found
in the trivalent state, where they take the form of a xenon core with a partly filled
4 f shell: [Xe]4 f N , where N = 1 for cerium up to N = 13 for ytterbium. We
are interested in, and are usually referring to, the transitions occurring within the
manifold of 4 f electrons. The interesting and unique properties of the rare-earth
ions result from the localized nature of these 4 f orbitals. The 4 f electron orbitals
are closer to the nucleus than the 5s and 5p orbitals, and so these outer orbitals act
to shield the 4 f electrons. This is often likened to a partial Faraday cage in the
sense that the ions are shielded from the electric field of the crystal. The result is
that the 4 f electrons have little participation in chemical bond formation and their
energy structure is only slightly modified from the case of free ion when placed in
a solid-state host. This then invokes the picture of a trapped ion in the solid state.

The energy levels within the 4 f shell are determined starting from the free ion.
One can determine these with the standard approaches from the quantum theory
of atomic spectroscopy with a multi-electron Hamiltonian that includes the mutual
Coulomb interaction and spin-orbit coupling. In the case of rare-earths, the magni-
tude of the Coulomb and spin-orbit coupling are of a similar magnitude. Calcula-
tions of the resulting energy levels can get quite close to the observed energy levels,
but typically the constants used in describing these interactions are extracted from
fits to the observed spectra. These calculations are quite cumbersome, but the free
energy levels of most all the rare-earths have been deduced in this way. These then
provide good free-ion wavefunctions that can be used to describe the energy levels
once we place them in solids. The free states of this ion are typically described in
Russell-Saunders notation with quantum numbers S, L, and J (spin, orbital angu-
lar momentum, and total angular momentum) with standard spectroscopic notation
2S+1LJ . Luckily for the modern worker in the field, one does not need to start from
scratch when approaching a new system or slog through the aforementioned calcu-
lations thanks to the tireless e↵orts of many dedicated spectroscopists over the past
100 years.

1See the end of this section for a list of recommended resources.
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Once placed in a solid, the resulting crystal field leads to a perturbation of the spin-
orbit coupling and breaks the degeneracy of the spin-orbit manifolds. Because the
specific crystalline environment is a relatively weak perturbation to the free ion
energy levels, the energy levels of a given rare-earth ion in a typical host can be
taken as representative of the energy level structure in all hosts. One ubiquitous
reference is the compilation of all the energy levels of the rare-earths in LaCl3,
commonly referred to as the Dieke diagram [18]. If the site symmetry is known,
one can use group theory to determine the number of crystal field levels that a
free ion term with total angular momentum J will split into and determine their
symmetry properties (e.g., transition selection rules). While assigning the states in
this way is straightforward, calculating the magnitude of this crystal field splitting
is substantially harder. The crystal field theory can do fairly well, but ultimately
relies on spectroscopy to feed back to the crystal field models. This is again quite
cumbersome and there are still research groups actively focused on solving such
models. (See, e.g., [19] for a recent example of this applied to 167Er:Y2SiO5 .)

We are usually interested in optical transitions between the lowest energy crystal
field levels of di↵erent total angular momentum states. These transitions are usu-
ally electric dipole in nature. Since these transitions are within the 4 f orbital, they
should be forbidden by the parity selection rule. That these transitions are partially
allowed can typically be explained by the crystal field mixing the 4 f levels with
states of opposite parity (such as 5d states). These transitions are then called in-
duced or forced electric dipole transitions and this provides an explanation for the
weak oscillator strengths of the rare-earth ion optical transitions.

As the local crystal fields determine the energy levels, variations in the crystal field
between site to site due to imperfections in the crystal lattice (including the imper-
fections caused by the rare-earths themselves!) lead to inhomogeneous broadening
of the rare-earth transitions. This is a static inhomogeneous distribution that for the
optical transition can be anywhere from ⇠ 10 MHz to > 10 GHz depending on the
specific host crystal and rare-earth used.

The number of levels that the free ion term will split into also depends on the prop-
erties of the ion itself. For ions with an odd number of electrons (e.g. the ones we
are primarily focused on in the Faraon group: Nd, Yb, and Er), Kramers’ theorem
states that each crystal field level must be at least two-fold degenerate in the pres-
ence of only electric fields. Each J level will then split into J+ 1

2 states. These states
are referred to as Kramers doublets and often serve as e↵ective spin 1/2 systems.
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Further structure is defined by the hyperfine interaction between the nuclear mag-
netic moment and electronic magnetic moment. The zero-field degeneracy of these
resulting hyperfine levels will be determined by the symmetry. In a magnetic field,
we also add in the Zeeman interaction which leads to a breaking of the remaining
degeneracy.

While these levels can in principle be described in terms of mixtures of mj states,
the energies and interactions within a given crystal field level are usually written
down in terms of an e↵ective spin Hamiltonian. Once completely determined2,
this spin Hamiltonian allows one to determine how energy states will behave in an
applied magnetic and make predictions on the relative strengths of optical and spin
transitions. While it does not give a complete picture and one must be aware of its
limits, this spin Hamiltonian is typically of the most utility to the experimentalist.

Coherence properties
Since the optical transitions within the 4 f shell are only weakly allowed, the corre-
sponding optical lifetimes of the transitions of interest (between the lowest crystal
field levels of the LSJ configurations) are quite long and range from ⇠ 100 µs to
> 10 ms. The coherence properties are then primarily determined by the coherence
lifetimes of the underlying spin transitions. At room temperature, the coherence
of the spin transition is limited by spin lattice relaxation. This spin lattice relax-
ation scales drastically with temperature. The spin lattice relaxation is mediated by
direct or indirect photon processes with the dominant interaction at higher tempera-
tures being the multi-phonon transitions through close lying crystal field levels. For
Kramers ions, the relaxation time for the direct process scales with magnetic field
B and temperature T as |B |�2T�1 and the indirect process scales as T�9. In practice,
this means spin lattice relaxation dominates the dynamics of the spin states until the
crystal is cooled below liquid helium temperatures. At this point, the spin lifetime
is also limited by cross relaxation (flip-flop) processes between the di↵erent ions.
This rate depends on concentration and spin linewidth, so can typically be mitigated
by working with dilute samples.

At cryogenic temperatures, the optical and spin coherence lifetimes are typically
dominated by magnetic fluctuations. Once interactions with other rare-earths are

2This determination of the spin Hamiltonian can be quite di�cult, especially for Kramers ions
with high nuclear spin in low symmetry crystals, e.g., 167Er:Y2SiO5 [19]. We will write down the
spin Hamiltonian for 171Yb:YVO4 in the next chapter and should consider ourselves lucky to have a
system that gives such a simple spin Hamiltonian.
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taken care of by working with dilute samples, the main contribution to these mag-
netic fluctuations is from the nuclear magnetic moments of the dopants making up
host crystal. For this reason, one typically works in hosts that are as “quiet” as
possible. Yttrium orthosilicate (YSO) is a popular choice as the dominant magnetic
moment in this material is yttrium, which has a magnetic moment of 0.14µN . By
applying a large magnetic field, one can align these host crystal nuclei and signif-
icantly slow down their contribution to the dephasing. We can further reduce the
sensitivity to magnetic field fluctuations by finding optical and spin transitions that
are first-order insensitive to magnetic field. The recipe for maximizing coherence
lifetimes in rare-earths is then crudely summarized as follows: go cold, work with a
quiet host crystal at low doping concentrations, and apply the right magnetic field.

Recommended resources
There are many excellent resources available for the reader interested in learning
more about rare-earths. For a rigorous introduction to REI spectroscopy, see the
texts from two heroes of the field: Wybourne (1965) [20] and Dieke (1968) [18].
Hufner (1978) [21] is a good resource with worked examples of applying group
theory to understand REI spectra. Powell (2010) is a more general group theory
reference that is useful in this context. The compilation by Jaquier and Liu (2005)
[22] is a nice compilation with the chapter by Reid recommended for those inter-
ested in learning more about crystal field theory in action and calculating transition
strengths. Abragam and Bleaney (1970) [23] is the go-to for those interested in the
spin Hamiltonian approach. Schweiger and Jeschke (2001) [24] is recommended
to those looking for a more modern reference. Macfarlane and Kaplianksii have a
useful compilation (1987), with the chapter by Macfarlane and Shelby [25] cover-
ing many of the spectroscopic tools used with rare-earth ensembles. In general, I
recommend the work of Cone (and his students/coworkers) or Macfarlane as a good
place to start for those interested in rare-earth spectroscopy. They have worked with
basically everybody (and every REI crystal imaginable) in the field over the years
and will at least set you down the right path.

1.3 What’s been done with the rare-earth ions?
As a result of their long optical and spin coherence lifetimes, the dominant applica-
tion of rare-earth ions to quantum technologies has been in the form of optical quan-
tum memories. Quantum memories are essential components for quantum networks
where they can be used to synchronize probabilistic events, for instance in quantum
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repeater protocols for entanglement generation across a network. These memories
rely on ensembles of rare-earth ions and are inspired by "photon echo" techniques
that enable the reversible transfer of a quantum state of light to a collective atomic
excitation. These protocols usually make use of the inhomogeneous distribution of
the ensemble that is either statically structured or dynamically altered to control the
absorption and subsequent re-emission of light. This field has rapidly evolved in
the past ten years and there have been a variety of di↵erent protocols implemented
with a wide range of host crystals. This has included demonstration of memories
with high e�ciencies (up to 69%) [26–28], long storage times (> 1 ms) [29, 30],
and multimode storage capacity [30–32]. Importantly, these memories have also al-
lowed for storage of quantum states of light [33] and preservation of entanglement
[30, 34]. For relatively recent review articles, see [35–37]

Another growing application of rare-earth ions is in microwave-to-optical trans-
duction of quantum states following the proposal by Williamson et al. [38] and
O’Brien et al. [39] in 2014. Such transducers will find utility in establishing entan-
glement between the microwave and optical domains, i.e., linking superconducting
circuits via optical photons. There have been initial demonstrations toward this goal
[40, 41], but there is still a lot of work to be done in this direction.

Detection and manipulation of single rare-earth ions is a rapidly expanding line of
research. The first definitive observation of a single rare-earth ion was in Pr:YAG
nanocrystals by Kolesov et al in 2012 [42]. This work used an optical upconversion
to a 4 f 5d state to take advantage of the short optical lifetime of this state. The use of
nanocrystals allowed for spatial isolation of individual ions. Further demonstrations
have followed relying on similar approaches. For example, resolved hyperfine split-
ting in Pr:YSO has been observed with the use of nanocrystals and solid-immersion
lenses to enhance the photon collection e�ciency [43, 44]. Following work showed
microwave manipulation [45] and coherent population trapping [46] with single
cerium ions in YAG along with ODMR of single ions in Pr:YAG [47]. These works
have also demonstrated techniques for single ion implantation [45, 46, 48, 49]. In
2018, the first detection of single rare-earth ions coupled to a nanophotonic res-
onator was shown in Nd:YVO by our group [4] and in Er:YSO by the Thompson
group [50].

The goal in the Faraon group has been to integrate rare-earth ions with nanopho-
tonics to enable e�cient and scalable interfaces with applications to all of the the
technologies mentioned above. Early work in neodymium focused on building
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nanoscale quantum memories and there are ongoing e↵orts to build optical quantum
memories with erbium for operation at telecom wavelengths. Another project in the
group is pursuing microwave-to-optical transduction, first with demonstrations in
171Yb:YVO4 and plans to move to telecom wavelengths. This thesis will focus on
the e↵orts toward detection and manipulation of single ions in 171Yb:YVO4 .

1.4 Photonic crystal cavities fabricated in rare-earth ion hosts
Many of the demonstrations in the Faraon group over the past few years have used
photonic crystal cavities fabricated directly in the host material using focused ion
beam (FIB) milling3. One such device is shown in Fig. 1.1. These devices were
initially designed and fabricated by one of the former postdocs in the lab, Dr. Tian
Zhong, with further optimization and fabrication in YVO taken over by graduate
student Jake Rochman.4 The fabrication process is detailed in [53] and further
details can be found in Evan Miyazono’s thesis [51]. The fabrication process is
briefly summarized as follows: a triangular nanobeam is fabricated in the surface
of the host crystal using the focused ion beam. Periodic trenches are made in this
material to form a photonic band gap with the spacing of these cuts tapered in the
middle to form the cavity mode. Light is coupled into and out of these devices
via total internal reflection using 45 degree couplers fabricated on both sides of the
device.

For early measurements in these devices, we were typically working in transmission
through “two-sided” devices where both sides of the cavity are designed to have
equal reflectivity. Most devices made these days are measured in reflection and are
“one-sided” devices in which the reflectivity of one side of the cavity is lowered by
reducing the number of photonic crystal lattice periods to allow for more e�cient
coupling into the collection path.

The best quality factors we have achieved in these devices are up to 7⇥ 104 at 1536
nm in Er:YSO. At neodymium wavelengths (⇠ 880 nm), the best devices have
given Q ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 104. For the devices in YVO, simulations of these designs give
mode volumes of ⇠ 1(�/n)3 (n is the refractive index of YVO) and quality factors
⇠ 106. The resonances of the fabricated devices are usually within 5 � 10 nm of
the design wavelength. Tuning of the resonance wavelength of the cavities onto
the optical transition of the rare-earth ion of interest is accomplished at cryogenic

3See [51] and [52] for details of a hybrid fabrication architecture that has also been pursued in
the Faraon group.

4I cannot su�ciently express my gratitude for their fabrication e↵orts!
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temperatures by depositing solid nitrogen to change the e↵ective refractive index of
the cavity mode [54].

2	um

Nanoscale	photonic	crystal	cavities	in	rare-
earth	hosts

6

T.	Zhong, J.M.	Kindem,	E.	Miyazono,	A.	Faraon Nat.	Comm.	(2015)
T.	Zhong,	et	al.	Opt.	Exp.	(2016)
E.	Miyazono,	et	al.	APL	(2016)
T.	Zhong, J.M.	Kindem,	J.	Rochman,	A.	Faraon Nat.	Comm.	(2017)
T.	Zhong,	J.M.	Kindem,	et	al.	Science	(2017)
J.	Bartholomew,	et	al.	PRA (2018)
T.	Zhong,	J.M.	Kindem,	et	al.	arXiv:1803.07520 (2018)

Figure 1.1: Example of the photonic crystal nanobeam resonators used in the Faraon
group. The left is a scanning electron microscope image of a device fabricated in
Nd:YSO and used for the work in [1]. Blue inset shows the trenches forming the
photonic crystal. The red inset shows coupling into and out of the device through
45� cuts at the end of the device. The right shows further schematics of this partic-
ular device with the simulated electric field of the fundamental TE resonance.
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C h a p t e r 2

NANOPHOTONIC INTERFACES IN ND:YSO AND ND:YVO

In this chapter, I will summarize the work that was the focus of my first few years
at Caltech. The goal of this chapter is to give a brief history of the measure-
ments in the triangular nanobeam platform and contextualize the single ion work
in 171Yb:YVO4 . I will not discuss experiments in detail and instead refer the inter-
ested reader to the corresponding publications and supplementary materials. The
results discussed here are published in [1–4, 53, 55]

2.1 Preservation of optical coherence in nanocavities
The first major goal of the research program in the Faraon group was to demonstrate
coupling between rare-earth ions and a nanophotonic resonator and, crucially, to
investigate whether the coherence properties of the rare-earth ions were degraded
inside this nanophotonic device.

We achieved this goal by demonstrating coupling of an ensemble of neodymium
atoms to a triangular nanobeam cavity fabricated in the yttrium orthosilicate (YSO)
host crystal. This work is detailed in [1] with highlights shown in Fig. 2.1. The
optical cavity used for this demonstration had a Q of 4,400 and simulated mode
volume of V ⇡ 1.65(�/n)3. In this device, an enhancement of photoluminescence
of the ions in the cavity was observed as the cavity was tuned onto resonance with
the optical transition. Purcell-enhanced emission of the cavity-coupled ions was
demonstrated with a reduction in the ion lifetime from 254 µs in bulk to 87 µs in
the cavity (Fig. 2.1a). Taking into account the modest branching ratio of Nd in YSO
(4.5 %), this corresponds to an averaged Purcell enhancement on the resonant tran-
sition of 42. In higher doping samples, we also directly showed that the ensemble
of ions modifies the transmission spectra of the cavity.

Following the demonstration of cavity-coupling, the next major question was whether
the coherence properties of the ions were preserved through the fabrication process.
The coherence lifetimes of the ensemble of cavity-coupled ions was measured using
photon echoes and we found no degradation from what was observed in the bulk
material (Fig. 2.1c). Further, the inhomogeneous broadening of the ensemble was
preserved in the device. Lastly, we observed statistical fine structure (SFS) on the
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Figure 2.1: Highlights from [1]. a) Lifetime measurement of cavity-coupled ions
with cavity on resonance (red) and detuned (blue) showing lifetime reduction from
254 µs to 87 µs. b) Measurement of Purcell enhancement as a function of de-
tuning. c) Preservation of optical coherence lifetimes in cavity-coupled ensembles.
Coherence is measured with photon echoes in two di↵erent doping densities and
compared to the coherence lifetimes in bulk.

cavity transmission due to the coupling to the ions, which was an important step on
the path to single ion detection

This was a significant first result for us in that it showed a path forward for this
platform. If we had instead found that the coherence properties were rubbish after
fabrication, I would probably be writing a very di↵erent thesis right now! Much
of this initial time was spent developing the fabrication process for the nanobeam
cavities and building up the measurement infrastructure and techniques in a new
lab.

Following this initial result, the work shifted from Nd:YSO to Nd in yttrium or-
thovanadate (YVO). This allowed us to take advantage of the significantly stronger
optical transitions available in this material. Increased fabrication e↵orts enabled
higher quality factors in the resulting devices in YVO. Details on the development
of the nanobeam resonators can be found in [53].
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Figure 2.2: Highlight from [2] showing collective strong coupling of a Nd ensem-
ble to YVO nanobeams fabricated in a) 1% and b) 0.2 % Nd:YVO. These plots
show cavity transmission spectra as the cavities are tuned through the Nd optical
transition at 879.7 nm.

2.2 Ensemble strong coupling
With the improved devices in Nd:YVO, the next result was demonstrating collec-
tive strong coupling of a cavity to an ensemble of ions. This work is detailed in
[2] with representative results shown in Fig. 2.2. In this system, we demonstrated
a phenomenon called cavity protection through which the coherence of the inho-
mogeneous ensemble can be suppressed through collective coupling to the cavity
[56]. This technique had been demonstrated in the microwave domain with an NV
spin ensemble [57, 58], but had not been demonstrated in the optical domain. This
work also complimented the work of other groups demonstrating collective cou-
pling of rare-earths to superconducting resonators in the microwave regime [59].
We showed that this e↵ect could be used to store and retrieve frequency bin qubits
in the collective ensemble excitation with high bandwidth (⇠ 50 GHz) and high
retrieval fidelity (98.7%).

While this regime was not explored further, it allowed us to demonstrate interesting
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Figure 2.3: Highlights from [3]. a) Demonstration of atomic frequency comb stor-
age in Nd:YVO nanocavity. A time-bin qubit is stored for 75 ns. The extracted
fidelity for di↵erent input states with extracted storage fidelities > 95%. b) Demon-
stration of temporal shifting of AFC echoes using the cavity-enhanced AC stark
shift.

REI physics in these devices. This demonstration of strong-coupling also brought
us closer to the impedance-matched ensemble coupling necessary for the quantum
memory work

2.3 Nanophotonic quantum memory
The next big result was the demonstration of a nanophotonic quantum memory
using an ensemble of neodymium ions coupled to a YVO nanobeam cavity. These
results are detailed in [3] with highlights shown Fig. 2.3.

The first step toward this goal was confirming that optical coherence was still pre-
served in the Nd:YVO devices. We then demonstrated that the Purcell enhance-
ment could be used to enhance optical pumping between the Zeeman split ground
states of Nd:YVO. With the ability to perform coherent optical measurements and
initialize the spin state, we then implemented an atomic frequency comb (AFC)
memory with the cavity coupled ensemble. We demonstrated modest storage times
of ⇠ 100 ns and device e�ciencies of 2.5%, but more importantly showed that this
device allowed for high-fidelity (⇠ 97%) storage at the single photon level. Further-
more, we demonstrated that the high Rabi frequencies in the cavity enabled a novel
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Figure 2.4: Highlights from [4]. a) PLE scan over isolated single Nd ion coupled
to a YVO nanocavity. b) Purcell enhancement of single Nd ion showing lifetime
of 2.3 µs compared to bulk lifetime of 90 µs. c) Second-order photon correlation
measurement on emission from single Nd ion showing g(2)[0] = 0.09.

method based on the cavity-enhanced AC stark shift that could be used to dynami-
cally tune the shape of the atomic frequency comb during storage. This gave us the
ability to shift the recall time of the otherwise fixed delay AFC protocol (Fig. 2.3b).

This work was followed with a more thorough investigation of the AC Stark shift
in the ensemble, the results of which are published in [55]. Alongside and building
upon this work, e↵orts of other members in the group have been focused on sim-
ilar research in erbium-doped materials for ensemble based memories at telecom
wavelengths. In these devices, they have demonstrated coupling to ions in Er:YSO
in both a hybrid platform based on amorphous silicon [52] and the nanobeam plat-
form [60]. Recently, AFC storage with high fidelity and improved storage times has
been demonstrated in an Er:YSO nanobeam (publication in review).

2.4 Detection of single ions
After demonstrating an ensemble-based quantum memory, the focus then shifted
to detection and manipulation of single ions in these cavities. In the same device
as was used for the quantum memory work, we demonstrated optical detection of
single Nd ions in YVO. Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate coherent control
pulses on the optical transition and show that the Purcell-enhancement in cavity
could be used to approach lifetime-limited optical coherence. This work is de-
scribed in [4] with highlights shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.5 Toward coherent spin control
Building on all this work, the next big goal was coherent control of single REI
spins. The electron spin transitions of Nd:YVO are known to have short coherence
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lifetimes, so we were primarily interested in exploring nuclear spins. One option for
working with nuclear spins would be using Nd-145 in YVO. The big disadvantage
here is that the nuclear spin of this isotope is 7/2, which means that in a magnetic
field there are 16 levels in both the ground and excited state. This leads to a forest
of transitions that are closely spaced or overlapping, which was not an especially
attractive option.

After wrapping up the quantum memory work, we started to look into the prop-
erties of 171Yb:YVO4 . While this material had not been explored in the context
of quantum applications, the 171 isotope of ytterbium was especially intriguing,
as it o↵ered the simplest possible energy structure one could ask for with both
electron and nuclear spin 1/2. As the optical transitions were within the reach of
our Ti:Sapph laser and the rest of the optical setup, we decided to have a boule
of 171Yb:YVO4 grown for us and see for ourselves whether this material might be
useful. The rest of this thesis tells the story of 171Yb:YVO4 from there.
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C h a p t e r 3

SPECTROSCOPY OF 171YB:YVO4

This chapter presents the characterization of 171Yb:YVO4 with focus on its suitabil-
ity for nanophotonic quantum technologies. The results presented in this chapter are
published in [61].

3.1 Introduction
Rare-earth ions (REIs) doped into crystalline hosts have demonstrated significant
progress in implementing solid-state quantum technologies. REIs possess some of
the longest optical and spin coherence lifetimes in the solid state [62–65], which has
provided the foundation for numerous demonstrations of quantum memories and
quantum interfaces [26, 27, 33, 66–68]. For interfaces involving both microwave
and optical photons, REIs with an odd number of electrons (i.e. Kramers ions),
such as erbium, neodymium, and ytterbium, are of interest due to their electron spin
transitions. The large magnetic moments of these ions allow for strong interactions
with microwaves, enabling fast operations and the potential for interfacing with
superconducting qubits. Isotopes of these ions with non-zero nuclear spin also o↵er
the possibility of long-term quantum storage [65]. This combination of properties
creates the potential for building interfaces between microwave photons, optical
photons, and long-lived nuclear spins.

Among the Kramers ions, ytterbium is an attractive choice due to its simple level
structure consisting of only two electronic multiplets. The optical transition be-
tween the lowest energy levels of these multiplets occurs around 980 nm, which
is readily accessible by standard diode lasers. Furthermore, the 171Yb3+ isotope is
unique among the trivalent REIs as the only Kramers ion with a nuclear spin of 1/2.
This gives the simplest possible hyperfine energy structure with both electron and
nuclear spin degrees of freedom, which reduces the complexity of optical prepara-
tion and manipulation of spin states [69, 70]. Recent work in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 [71–
74], Yb3+ :LiNbO3 [75], and Yb3+:YAG [76] highlights the interest in this ion. In
this work, we investigate 171Yb3+ doped into the host crystal YVO4. YVO4 is an
attractive choice for implementing quantum interfaces [3, 77] due to the ability to
fabricate nanoscale devices [53] and high site symmetry in this material. Further-
more, previous work points to the potential for high oscillator strength transitions
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for Yb3+ doped into YVO4 [78].

In this chapter, we present an initial survey of the properties of optical and nuclear
spin transitions in 171Yb:YVO4 at cryogenic temperatures. To determine whether
this material can be used for e�cient interactions with light, we characterized the
strength and inhomogeneity of the optical transitions using high-resolution optical
spectroscopy. Large hyperfine couplings and narrow optical inhomogeneous lines
in this material result in resolved optical transitions between the hyperfine states,
which allowed for characterization of the excited-state spin Hamiltonian directly
from absorption measurements in an applied magnetic field. Knowledge of the
spin Hamiltonian enables the identification of magnetic field orientations that create
strongly spin-conserving transitions (for cyclic transitions) or strongly spin-mixing
optical transitions (allowing for e�cient lambda systems). To assess the possibility
of storage and manipulation of quantum information in this material, we measured
the coherence properties of the optical and nuclear spin transitions as a function of
applied magnetic field. To demonstrate the potential for all-optical control of the
nuclear spin states, we also measured spin echoes using bichromatic Raman pulses.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the material properties
of the samples used in this work and the spin Hamiltonian used to model this sys-
tem. Section 3.3 describes the experimental methods and apparatus. Section 3.4
presents the experimental results and discussion. This section is further divided into
subsections: A (Optical absorption spectroscopy), B (Optical transition strengths),
C (Excited-state lifetime), D (Optical coherence measurements), E (Nuclear spin
measurements), and F (All-optical spin coherence measurements).

3.2 Background
Material properties
YVO4 (also called yttrium orthovanadate or YVO) forms a zircon tetragonal crystal
with D4h symmetry [79]. Ytterbium substitutes for yttrium in sites of local D2d

point group symmetry. The z-axis of the site coincides with the crystalline 4-fold
axis (the c-axis of the crystal). The uniaxial nature of this site reduces the number
of parameters needed to characterize the system compared to a lower symmetry
crystal such as Y2SiO5 [71, 72].

The majority of measurements presented in this paper were performed in samples
cut from a boule of YVO4 doped with isotopically enriched 171Yb3+ custom grown
by Gamdan Optics. The concentration of 171Yb was measured to be 100 ppm using
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secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The samples were cut and polished to
various thicknesses appropriate to each measurement. Fluorescence lifetime mea-
surements were performed using a nominally undoped sample of YVO4 (Gamdan
Optics), which was measured using SIMS to have a residual 171Yb3+ concentration
of approximately 2 ppm.

Spin Hamiltonian
The 4 f 13 configuration of Yb3+ consists of two electronic multiplets: 2F7/2 and
2F5/2. In the crystal field of YVO4, the ground-state multiplet (2F7/2) splits into four
Kramers doublets and the excited-state multiplet (2F5/2) splits into three Kramers
doublets. The energies of these crystal-field levels have been measured previously
[80] and are shown in Fig. 3.1. At liquid helium temperatures, only the lowest en-
ergy doublet of the ground state is thermally occupied. The optical transition of
interest for quantum interfaces is between the lowest energy doublets of the ground
state and excited state (2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0)). This transition occurs at approxi-
mately 984.5 nm for Yb3+ doped into YVO4.

In this work, we focus on the 171Yb isotope, which has a nuclear spin I = 1/2.
Treating the Kramers doublets as e↵ective spins with S = 1/2, we can describe the
system with the following spin Hamiltonian [23]:

He↵ = µBB · g · S + I · A · S � µnB · gn · I. (3.1)

The first term is due to the electronic Zeeman interaction, where µB is the Bohr
magneton, B is the applied magnetic field, g is the electronic Zeeman tensor, and
S is the spin 1/2 operator. The second term describes the coupling between the
electron spin and nuclear spin via the hyperfine interaction, where I is the nuclear
spin operator and A is the hyperfine interaction tensor. The last term arises from the
nuclear Zeeman interaction, where µn is the nuclear magneton and gn is the nuclear
Zeeman tensor. For 171Yb in YVO4, the non-zero components of gn will be of the
order of the gyromagnetic moment of the free nucleus gn = 0.987, which leads
to a nuclear Zeeman interaction ⇠ 2000 times smaller than the electronic Zeeman
term. For the magnetic field values used in this work, we treat this interaction by
incorporating it into the electronic Zeeman tensor.

The energy structure in the absence of an external magnetic field (B = 0) is de-
termined by the hyperfine interaction I · A · S. In the site symmetry of YVO4, the
degeneracy of these levels is partially lifted and the Hamiltonian has the following
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eigenvalues at zero field: E = Ak
4 ,

Ak
4 ,
�Ak+2A?

4 ,
�Ak�2A?

4 , where A? and Ak are the
components of the hyperfine tensor A perpendicular and parallel to the crystal sym-
metry axis (the c-axis) [23]. The order of the energies is determined by the signs
of these components, which we have determined to be Ag

k < 0 and Ag
?, A

e
k , A

e
? > 0

(see Section 3.4) with the superscript g (e) denoting the ground (excited) state. The
corresponding eigenstates numbered from lowest to highest energy are

|1ig = |"*ig |1ie =
1p
2

� |"+ie � |#*ie
�

(3.2)

|2ig = |#+ig |2ie =
1p
2

� |"+ie + |#*ie
�

(3.3)

|3ig =
1p
2

⇣
|"+ig � |#*ig

⌘
|3ie = |"*ie (3.4)

|4ig =
1p
2

⇣
|"+ig + |#*ig

⌘
|4ie = |#+ie . (3.5)

We denote the electron spin components as |"i ⌘ ���Sz =
1
2

E
, |#i ⌘ ���Sz = �1

2

E
and the

nuclear spin components as |*i ⌘ ���Iz =
1
2

E
, |+i ⌘ ���Iz = �1

2

E
.

For high magnetic fields applied along the c-axis, the electronic Zeeman interac-
tion dominates over the hyperfine interaction. In this regime, mixing between the
electron and nuclear spin is greatly reduced and the states e↵ectively become

��10↵g ⇡ |"*i ��10↵e ⇡ |#*i (3.6)
��20↵g ⇡ |"+i ��20↵e ⇡ |#+i (3.7)
��30↵g ⇡ |#+i ��30↵e ⇡ |"+i (3.8)
��40↵g ⇡ |#*i ��40↵e ⇡ |"*i . (3.9)

We have again numbered the states from lowest to highest energy using the fact
that gk < 0 for the ground state and gk > 0 for the excited state (see Section 3.4).
The prime is used to distinguish between the high field and zero field state labels.
In this work, we focus on the coherence properties of the optical and nuclear spin
transitions in the regime where the linear Zeeman interaction is dominant.

3.3 Experimental Methods
High-resolution laser absorption scans with a home-built external-cavity diode laser
(ECDL) using the design from [82] were performed to measure the inhomogeneous
linewidth and absorption of the 2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0) transition. The energies of
the optical transitions were extracted from absorption scans taken with magnetic
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Figure 3.1: Energy level diagram for 171Yb:YVO4 . a) Crystal field splittings of
171Yb:YVO4 reproduced from [80]. b) Zero-field energy level diagram for the
2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0) transition of 171Yb:YVO4 at 984.5 nm studied in this paper.
Energy splittings in the ground and excited state are extracted from the excited-
state hyperfine tensor determined in this work and previous measurements of the
ground-state hyperfine tensor [81]. The transitions corresponding to the observed
absorption spectrum in Fig. 3.2 for E k c (E ? c) are shown in solid blue (dashed
red). The dotted grey lines correspond to transitions that are forbidden by symme-
try. c) Energy level diagram for the linear Zeeman regime with B k c with arrows
denoting the transitions studied in this work.

fields applied along the crystal symmetry axes and used to determine the excited-
state spin Hamiltonian. For this purpose, we used a 90 µm thick a-cut sample of
171Yb:YVO4 . This thickness was chosen such that the sample was not overabsorb-
ing at 2 K. The sample was mounted in a custom sample mount and masked to avoid
spurious light leakage around the crystal that could lead to inaccurate measure-
ments of the optical depth. For the data presented here, the probe light propagated
parallel to the a-axis of the crystal and perpendicular to the applied magnetic field
(k ? B,c). Additional axial spectra (k k c) were taken to confirm the electric dipole
nature of the optical transitions [22]. The absorption was determined by measuring
the transmission of the ECDL on a photodetector (New Focus 2031) as the fre-
quency of the laser was scanned across resonance. The center frequency of the scan
was calibrated with a wavemeter (Burleigh WA-1500) and the frequency detuning
of the scan was calibrated using a Fabry-Perot reference cavity. The absorption ex-
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periments were performed in an Oxford Spectromag cryostat at a temperature of 2
K with an applied magnetic field of up to 6 T.

For measurements of the excited-state, optical coherence, and spin coherence life-
times, the optical transitions were addressed using a single frequency Ti:Sapphire
laser (M-Squared Solstis) that was gated by an 80 MHz acousto-optic modulator
in a double-pass configuration to create the required pulse sequence. For measure-
ments of the coherence properties and inhomogeneity of the nuclear spin transition,
the nuclear spin transition was addressed directly using a coaxial transmission line
mounted directly next to the sample.

The excited-state lifetime was measured from the time-resolved fluorescence decay.
We performed pulsed excitation on the 2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0) transition and collected
the resulting fluorescence to the upper crystal field levels of the ground state (i.e.
2F5/2(0) ! 2F7/2(1� 3)) using a 1000 nm long-pass filter. The fluorescence counts
as a function of time were recorded using a silicon APD (Perkin-Elmer). Fluores-
cence measurements were performed in a 500 µm thick sample that was nominally
undoped (residual 171Yb3+ concentration of ⇠ 2 ppm) and a 200 µm thick 100 ppm
sample of 171Yb:YVO4 . These measurements were performed at 4 K with zero ap-
plied magnetic field in a Montana Instruments cryostat using a home-built confocal
microscope setup.

The coherence properties of the optical transition were investigated using two-pulse
photon echo decays as a function of magnetic field strength. For this purpose, two-
pulse photon echoes on the |10ig ! |10ie transition were measured using hetero-
dyne detection. During the echo sequence, a fiber-based phase modulator EOM
(IXBlue NIR-MPX-LN-20) was driven by a microwave source (Windfreak Synth
HD) at 500 MHz to create an optical sideband resonant with the optical transition.
The resulting echo was detected as a beat at the sideband frequency using an In-
GaAs photodiode (Thorlabs DET08CFC, BW = 5 GHz). Typical ⇡-pulses for this
measurement were 4 µs long.

Optical coherence measurements were performed with the sample mounted on the
still plate of a Bluefors dilution refrigerator at a temperature of 650 mK. These
measurements used a 500 µm thick c-cut 100 ppm sample with k k c. The light
entered the refrigerator via single-mode optical fiber and was focused onto the back
surface of the sample, which was coated in gold to enhance reflection. The reflected
light was coupled back into the fiber and directed to the photodetector with a fiber
beam splitter. A variable magnetic field of up to 1.5 T was applied along the crystal
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c-axis using a homebuilt superconducting solenoid.

The inhomogeneous linewidth of the nuclear spin transition was measured using
continuous-wave Raman heterodyne detection [83]. Frequency-swept microwave
tones from a tracking generator (Anritsu) were amplified and applied to the sample.
The coherence generated on the |10ig ! |20ig nuclear spin transition was mapped
to an optical coherence by applying a continuous wave laser to the |20ig ! |10ie op-
tical transition at frequency ⌫0, which resulted in coherent Raman scattering on the
|10ig ! |10ie optical transition at ⌫r . This signal was detected on the transmitted
optical beam as a beat at the microwave transition frequency (⌫0 � ⌫r) using an
InGaAs photodiode.

The nuclear spin coherence was measured using two-pulse spin echoes. Coher-
ent manipulation on the nuclear spin state was performed with both direct mi-
crowave excitation and all-optical excitation with bichromatic Raman pulses [84–
87]. The ions were first initialized into the |10ig state via optical pumping on the
|20ig ! |10ie transition. For direct manipulation, the echo sequence was performed
using tones generated by a microwave source tuned to the |10ig ! |20ig nuclear spin
transition. Pulses were generated using microwave switches (Minicircuits ZASWA-
2-50DR+) with typical ⇡ pulse lengths of 100 µs. For all-optical spin echoes, the
nuclear spin transition was coherently manipulated via the shared excited state |10ie
by applying bichromatic pulses to the |20ig ! |10ie and |10ig ! |10ie transitions
as depicted in Fig. 3.1c. Typical spin ⇡ pulses for the all-optical sequence were
8 µs. The two optical frequencies were generated by driving a fiber-based phase
modulator with a microwave source tuned to the nuclear spin transition frequency.
The relative power of the two optical frequencies was chosen to maximize the echo
signal. The resulting spin echo was optically detected via Raman heterodyne scat-
tering by applying a readout pulse to the |20ig ! |10ie transition at the time of
the echo. The signal was detected as a beat on the probe laser at the nuclear spin
transition frequency.

Nuclear spin coherence measurements were performed at approximately 700 mK.
These measurements were done in transmission through a 2 mm thick a-cut sample
with k ? c,B. The polarization of the input light was set using a fiber polarization
controller to maximize the echo signal. A variable magnetic field was applied to
the crystal using a set of homebuilt superconducting Helmholtz coils. For the direct
microwave measurements, the magnetic field was applied along the c-axis. For the
all-optical measurements, the magnetic field was applied ⇠ 20� from the c-axis. As
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Figure 3.2: Optical absorption spectra of the 2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0) transition of
171Yb:YVO4 at 2 K and zero applied magnetic field for light polarized parallel
(solid blue) and perpendicular (dashed red) to the crystal c-axis.

described in Section 3.4, this was done to help equalize the strengths of the optical
transitions used in the measurement.

3.4 Optical and spin properties of 171Yb:YVO4

Optical absorption spectroscopy
The zero-field absorption spectra for the 2F7/2(0) ! 2F5/2(0) transition of
171Yb:YVO4 at 2 K is shown in Fig. 3.2. We observed narrow inhomogeneous
linewidths (average FWHM = 275 MHz), which allowed us to resolve and address
individual optical-hyperfine transitions. For E k c, we observed three resolved
transitions with a peak absorption coe�cient for the strongest transition of 450
cm�1. For E ? c, we observed four resolved transitions with a peak absorption of 50
cm�1. The corresponding transitions on the energy diagram are labeled in Fig. 3.1.
The strong polarization selection rules between the optical hyperfine transitions
observed in Fig. 3.2 are consistent with those derived for electric-dipole transitions
based on the site’s point group symmetry [5]. 1

We observed a peak at zero detuning, which corresponds to the presence of zero
1See appendix A for further details.
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spin isotope in the sample (measured to be < 10 ppm from SIMS). We also noted
the presence of additional satellite lines due to the 173 isotope.

The ground state Zeeman and hyperfine tensors of 171Yb:YVO4 have been deter-
mined using EPR [81], so a description of the system requires finding the corre-
sponding values for the excited state. For a uniaxial crystal, this reduces to four
parameters: the components of g and A, parallel and perpendicular to the crystal
symmetry axis. The values for A can be determined by the energy level structure
in the absence of a magnetic field, while g can be determined from the energy level
structure as magnetic fields are applied parallel and perpendicular to the crystal’s
c-axis.

Fitting to the energy level splittings extracted from the absorption spectra, we find
agreement with previously published data for the ground-state A tensor [81] (Ag

k/h =
�4.82 GHz, Ag

?/h = 0.675 GHz) and we determine the principal values of the
excited-state hyperfine tensor to be Ae

k/h = 4.86 ± 0.05 GHz and Ae
?/h = 3.37 ±

0.05 GHz.

The excited-state g tensor was determined by measuring the frequency of the optical
transitions with magnetic fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the crystal’s
c-axis. Fig. 3.3a shows an example of one such measurement in which the absorp-
tion was recorded while the magnetic field perpendicular to the crystal c-axis was
continuously ramped. By fitting to the energy levels extracted from this spectra and
similar measurements for other field orientations, we determine ge,k = 2.51 ± 0.1
and ge,? = 1.7 ± 0.1. Fig. 3.3b shows the absorption spectra expected from the
spin Hamiltonian, which we see enables accurate predictions of the energy level
splittings and relative transition absorption oscillator strengths in this case.

Optical transition strengths
The strength of the optical transitions can be characterized by assigning an oscil-
lator strength to each individual transition. The absorption oscillator strength for a
transition |ii ! | ji for a polarized spectrum is given by [88, 89]

fi j = 4⇡✏0
mec
⇡e2

1
N

X

i

9ni

(n2
i + 2)2

Z
↵i (⌫)d⌫, (3.10)

where ✏ is the vacuum permittivity, me is the mass of the electron, e is the charge on
the electron, c is the speed of light, N is the number density, and the summation is
over the three orthogonal polarizations states with ↵i and ni absorption coe�cient
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Figure 3.3: a) Typical high-resolution absorption spectra for a magnetic field ramp
with B,k ? c and E ? c showing resolved optical hyperfine transitions. Darker
regions correspond to higher absorption. b) Simulated absorption spectra using the
experimentally determined spin Hamiltonian for magnetic field ramp with B,k ? c
and E ? c. The simulated absorption spectra take into account a slight misalign-
ment (⇠ 1�) between the crystal a-axis and the applied magnetic field.

and index of refraction, respectively. For YVO4, nk = 2.17 and n? = 1.96 at 984
nm [90].

Assuming a doping density of 100 ppm, the number density of Yb3+ in YVO4 is
calculated to be N = 1.24⇥1018 cm�3, which is distributed between the four ground
state levels according to Boltzmann statistics at 2 K. The integrated absorption co-
e�cient and corresponding oscillator strengths for the observed transitions are sum-
marized in Table 3.1. We measure an average oscillator strength of 5.3 ⇥ 10�6 for
transitions allowed for E k c (transitions A, E, I in Fig. 3.2) and 1.8 ⇥ 10�6 for
transitions allowed for E ? c (transitions C, F, G, H in Fig. 3.2).

The radiative lifetime for the 2F5/2(0) ! 2F7/2(0) transitions can be determined
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Table 3.1: Absorption properties of the 171Yb:YVO4 transitions as labeled in
Fig. 3.2, including the transition polarization [5], integrated absorption coe�cient,
oscillator strength, and radiative decay rate at zero magnetic field.

Trans. Pol.
R
↵(⌫)d⌫ (GHz/cm) f (10�6) 1/⌧rad (kHz)

A ⇡ 97.3 5.4 1.3
C � 16.4 1.0 0.3
E ⇡ 102.7 5.5 1.4
F � 17.4 1.1 0.4
G � 20.2 2.6 0.2
H � 19.9 2.6 0.2
I ⇡ 189.7 4.9 1.2

from the absorption measurements. The radiative lifetime for a transition | ji ! |ii
is related to the oscillator strength by [88, 89]

1
⌧rad
=

2⇡e2

✏0mec
(n2 + 2)2

9n
n2

�2
0

f ji

3
, (3.11)

where n is the index of refraction, �0 is the wavelength in vacuum, and f ji is the
emission oscillator strength. The emission oscillator strength is related to the ab-
sorption oscillator strength fi j by f ji =

g
i

g
j

fi j , where gi (gj) is the degeneracy
of state |ii (| ji). The calculated emission rates for the observed transitions are
included in Table 3.1. From these rates, we obtain an average radiative rate of
1/⌧rad = 1/(590 µs) for the 2F5/2(0) ! 2F7/2(0) transitions.

Excited state lifetimes
The excited-state lifetime is important for optical preparation of population among
the spin states and sets the upper limit on the optical coherence time. The measured
excited-state lifetime allows us to determine the optical branching ratio between
the crystal field levels, which is important in the context of Purcell enhancement
in nanophotonic cavities [91]. Here, we measure the excited-state lifetime through
fluorescence decay.

To avoid the problem of radiation trapping [92] observed in previous measurements
of excited-state lifetimes in Yb-doped materials [76, 78, 93], the excited-state life-
time was measured in a nominally undoped sample of YVO4, which had a residual
171Yb3+ concentration of approximately 2 ppm. In this sample, we did not see
variations in the optical lifetime within the inhomogeneous line or other signs of
radiation trapping. A typical fluorescence decay in this sample is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Excited-state lifetime measurement via fluorescence decay. An expo-
nential fit (dashed line) gives ⌧f = 267 ± 1 µs.

Fitting to a single exponential gives a fluorescence lifetime of ⌧f = 267 ± 1 µs.
The branching ratio back to the same crystal field level (2F5/2(0) !2 F7/2(0)) is
then given by � = ⌧f /⌧rad , where ⌧f and ⌧rad are the fluorescence and radiative
lifetimes. Using the radiative lifetime obtained from the absorption measurements,
we determine the branching ratio to be � = 0.45

We also note that in a 200 µm thick 100 ppm sample we observed lifetimes longer
than 500 µs in the center of the inhomogeneous distribution that decreased to less
than 300 µs when the excitation pulse was detuned by 200 MHz from the center
of the line. This behavior is attributed to radiation trapping due to the high optical
depth and strong transition strengths of these ions.

Optical coherence measurements
To assess the ability to store quantum states in the material, we first investigate
the coherence of the optical transition using two-pulse photon echoes (2PPE). For
Kramers ions, we expect a dominant source of decoherence to be magnetic fluctua-
tions due to magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between Yb ions [94]. One way to
minimize this source of decoherence is to freeze out the electron spins by achieving
a ground-state splitting much larger than kbT [94]. For 171Yb:YVO4, the energy-
level splitting is maximized for a magnetic field along the crystal c-axis. Here, we
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Figure 3.5: a) Typical photon echo decays for B k c showing an increase of coher-
ence time and strong non-exponential decays with increasing magnetic field. Fits
to a Mims decay are shown for each field value as a solid line (see main text for
details). b) E↵ective linewidth extracted from the fits to the photon echo decays for
B k c.

present measurements of the optical coherence in the linear Zeeman regime with
the magnetic field along the c-axis. While a comprehensive study is warranted to
fully understand the decoherence mechanisms in this system, a large magnetic field
applied parallel to c provides insight on the maximum achievable coherence times
in this material and the dominant decoherence mechanisms.

Fig. 3.5a shows typical photon echo decays for magnetic fields ranging from 340
mT to 1.36 T along the crystal c-axis. We observed strong non-exponential decays,
which can be attributed to spectral di↵usion and described by a Mims decay [95].
For heterodyne detection, the decay of the echo field is given by [95]

E(t12) = E0e�(2t12/Tm

)x , (3.12)

where t12 is the delay between the two pulses used in the photon echo experiment,
x is the Mims parameter describing the spectral di↵usion, and Tm is phase memory
time (the time at which the echo field amplitude decays to e�1 of its initial value).
Fits to the Mims decay are shown as solid lines in Fig. 3.5a. From Tm, we can extract
an e↵ective homogeneous linewidth as �h,e↵ = (⇡Tm)�1. The e↵ective linewidth as
a function of applied magnetic field along the c-axis is shown in Fig. 3.5b.

We observed a decrease in the linewidth with applied magnetic field from ⇠5.5 kHz
at 340 mT to ⇠ 3 kHz at 1.5 T, which was the maximum magnetic field achievable
for this measurement. The reduction in linewidth for increasing magnetic field is
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expected for dephasing dominated by Yb-Yb spin flips and similar to that observed
in other Kramers ions [94, 96]. At the highest magnetic fields, we saw that the
coherence no longer increased with applied field. The non-exponential decay and
saturation of coherence time in the high-field limit are typical signs of the superhy-
perfine limit [97]. In this limit, magnetic fluctuations due to the electron spins are
e↵ectively frozen out and the main contribution to dephasing is interactions with
the nuclei of the host material.

We note that recent work in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 [74] and 167Er:Y2SiO5 [98] demon-
strated an increase in coherence time due to reduced sensitivity to magnetic fluctua-
tions at zero first-order Zeeman (ZEFOZ) points at B = 0. While we did not explore
the low-field regime in this work, Eq. (3.1) predicts similar zero-field ZEFOZ tran-
sitions in 171Yb:YVO4 between levels |3ig and |4ig of the ground state and |1ie and
|2ie of the excited state.

Nuclear spin measurements
The coherence times of the 2F7/2(0) nuclear spin transitions will determine the fea-
sibility of long-term quantum information storage in this system. In this section, we
present measurements on the inhomogeneous linewidth and coherence properties of
the |10ig ! |20ig nuclear spin transition in the linear Zeeman regime.

The inhomogeneous broadening of the nuclear spin transition was measured using
continuous-wave Raman heterodyne spectroscopy [83]. Fig. 3.6 shows a typical
trace of the normalized Raman heterodyne signal power as the microwave fre-
quency is swept across the resonance. Fitting this peak to a Lorentzian gives a
FWHM of 250 kHz, which serves as an upper bound on the inhomogeneous broad-
ening of the spin transition since the width of the observed signal can be power
broadened by the Rabi frequencies of the optical and microwave fields used in the
measurement [99]. The inhomogeneity of the nuclear spin transition can be at-
tributed to variations in the crystal field due to strain and defects in the crystal and
variations in the local magnetic field arising from spin-spin interactions [25], as
well as inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field along the beam path. This
measurement was done with a field of 440 mT along c, but is typical of what was
obtained for other magnetic field amplitudes applied along this direction.

The nuclear spin coherence was measured by spin echo decays with direct mi-
crowave manipulation of the |10ig ! |20ig spin transition and optical detection
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Figure 3.6: Continuous-wave Raman heterodyne measurement of the nuclear spin
inhomogeneity with B = 440 mT parallel to the c-axis. A Lorentzian fit gives a
FWHM of 250 kHz.

via coherent Raman scattering. Fig. 3.7 shows typical nuclear spin echo decays
for increasing magnetic fields along the c-axis. For the higher field decays, we ob-
served non-exponential decays resulting from time-varying dephasing mechanisms
that can again described by the Mims decay using Eq. (3.12). We measured coher-
ence times of 250 µs at 60 mT that increased up to 6.6 ms at a field of 440 mT,
which was the maximum achievable magnetic field for the experimental configu-
ration at the time of the measurement. Time-resolved measurements of the decay
of the area of spectral holes prepared in the inhomogeneous line [25] gave spin re-
laxation times longer than 200 ms in this field configuration, indicating that these
coherence times are not lifetime limited.

All-optical spin coherence measurements
In addition to direct microwave excitation of the nuclear spins, we are interested
in performing coherent all-optical control on the nuclear spins. All-optical con-
trol allows us to take advantage of relatively strong optical transitions to perform
faster manipulations on the spin. This approach also removes the need for a mi-
crowave circuit to be incorporated next to the sample, which reduces the complex-
ity of the experimental setup and prevents additional heating of the sample through
the microwave excitation. As an initial demonstration of the potential for all-optical
control in this system, we use an all-optical Raman echo technique [100] to mea-
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Figure 3.7: Typical nuclear spin echo decays for increasing applied magnetic field
along the c-axis. The echo sequence is performed with direct microwave excitation
and read out optically.

sure the coherence of the nuclear spin transition. The |10ig ! |20ig transition
is addressed by applying bichromatic pulses to the lambda system formed by the
|20ig ! |10ie and |10ig ! |10ie optical transitions. E�cient rephasing of coher-
ence on the spin transition using bichromatic pulses in this fashion requires that the
Rabi frequencies of the two transitions of the lambda system are equal [85]. For
magnetic fields applied parallel to the c-axis, one transition of the lambda system
is weak because the wavefunctions have approached separability and the optical
transition cannot flip the nuclear spin. Moving the field o↵ axis induces mixing of
the nuclear and electronic states, which allows for a more favorable branching ratio
between the two arms of the lambda system.

Fig. 3.8 shows representative all-optical Raman echo decays for increasing applied
magnetic fields applied 20� from the c-axis. Fitting to a Mims decay to describe the
observed non-exponential behavior gave spin coherence times up to 1 ms at 480 mT,
which was the maximum field available for this experiment. We note that moving
the field o↵ axis increases the magnetic sensitivity of the transition and therefore
we expect a decrease of the spin coherence time in this regime. This configuration
also reduces the ground state splitting, which would increase the contribution from
Yb-Yb electron spin interactions. We expect to extend this coherence time with
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Figure 3.8: Typical nuclear spin echo decays for increasing magnetic fields applied
20� from the c-axis. Here, the entire sequence is performed using all-optical ma-
nipulation of the spins.

increasing magnetic fields as observed in the optical coherence measurements.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this work, we have presented measurements assessing 171Yb:YVO4 for use in
quantum interfaces focusing on the strength of the optical transitions, the energy
level structure, and the coherence properties of the optical and spin transitions.

From optical absorption measurements, we extract oscillator strengths in the upper
range of those observed in REIs and larger than those observed for 171Yb3+ doped
into Y2SiO5 and YAG [71, 76]. This oscillator strength is promising for detecting
and manipulating single ions coupled to nanophotonic cavities. The combination
of large oscillator strengths and narrow inhomogeneous broadening in this material
gives rise to exceptionally large absorption coe�cients for this material. Signifi-
cantly, the peak absorption of 450 cm�1 is within a factor of 2 of the absorption in
recently studied stoichiometric rare-earth crystals [101], even though the ion con-
centration is a factor of 104 more dilute. This absorption coe�cient is promising for
ensemble-based memories in bulk samples and reaching the impedance-matched
regime necessary to achieve high-e�ciency nanophotonic quantum memories. We
observe a large branching ratio for relaxation directly to the ground state for the
2F5/2(0) ! 2F7/2(0) transition, which is appealing in the context of Purcell en-
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hancement of the emission rate in a nanocavity [1, 3].

The large hyperfine couplings and narrow inhomogeneous linewidths give rise to
resolved optical-hyperfine transitions. This is useful for addressing and manipulat-
ing single transitions and states without additional preparation. The large nuclear
spin transition splittings are also useful in the context of o↵-resonance memory
schemes and high-bandwidth spin wave storage. We completed a characterization
of the energy level structure by determining the excited-state spin Hamiltonian. The
knowledge of the full spin Hamiltonian is essential for designing optimal quantum
interfaces because it facilitates the prediction and engineering of lambda systems
or highly cyclic transitions. The symmetry of the crystal gives rise to the strong
selection rules on the optical transitions. These selection rules are advantageous for
engineering cyclic transitions [102], especially in the context of a nanocavity that
can preferentially enhance emission along one polarization.

For protocols requiring additional nuclear spin states, the 173Yb isotope could be of
interest because it has a nuclear spin of 5/2. The knowledge of the spin hamiltonian
for the 171Yb3+ isotope allows the spin Hamiltonian for the 173Yb isotope to be
approximated by scaling the hyperfine splittings by the ratio of the nuclear magnetic
moments of the isotopes [103].

The optical coherence times are already su�cient for use in quantum applications
and are promising from the perspective of reaching transform-limited photons in
a nanocavity setting. The observed spin coherence properties show potential for
use in spin-wave quantum memories and for single rare-earth ion qubits. In the
linear Zeeman regime, the optical coherence times are limited by the superhyperfine
interaction in the material. While a higher magnetic field regime was not available
for the experimental configuration at the time of measurement, we expect the spin
coherence times to increase with applied magnetic field as we completely freeze
out the electron spin contribution. Further extension of the nuclear spin coherence
time is predicted through the use of dynamic decoupling techniques [64]. We note
that the doping density used in these measurements (100 ppm) is relatively high
compared to many of the materials used for REI quantum technologies. We expect
that by going to lower doping density samples we will reduce the contribution from
Yb spin-spin interactions and observe longer optical and spin coherence times in
the low field regime. Furthermore, by moving to lower temperatures, we can hope
to freeze out the electron spins at lower magnetic fields. While this work focused
on the optical and nuclear spin coherence properties in the linear Zeeman regime,
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we calculate that a zero-field ZEFOZ transition exists for one of the ground state
transitions, which is expected to lead to an enhancement of coherence [74, 98].
This configuration would also have the advantage of a strong electron spin transition
between the ground states. This will be explored further in chapter 7. Future studies
are warranted to investigate the spin coherence properties of this material at lower
doping densities, temperatures, and di↵erent magnetic field regimes.

In summary, we find that 171Yb:YVO4 is a promising material for REI-based quan-
tum interfaces, such as ensemble-based quantum memories, microwave-to-optical
transduction, and single REIs in nanophotonic cavities. Based on these results, we
decided to pursue optical detection and manipulation of single Yb ions using the
nanobeam platform.
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C h a p t e r 4

THEORY: AN ION IN A CAVITY

"As everywhere in physics we mean by a model an approximation to the real state
of a↵airs in which certain troublesome complications have been omitted; a model
is a good one if the complications omitted have only a negligible influence on the
main observed facts." - Dieke, Spectra and Energy Levels of Rare Earth Ions in
Crystals

In this chapter, I give a brief introduction to the theoretical background relevant to
understanding what happens when we place an ion in a nanophotonic cavity. I will
start with the most fundamental model of interaction between light and atoms: the
Jaynes-Cummings model. With the addition of a driving field and dissipation, I
then discuss the physics of this model in the “bad cavity” regime where the cavity
loss rate dominates over the other rates in the system and show how these equations
of motion can be mapped to the semiclassical optical Bloch equations. This leads to
a discussion of Purcell enhancement and how it can be achieved using cavities with
high quality factors and low mode-volumes. After describing how the cavity can
a↵ect the properties of the ion, I’ll show how the ion can modify the reflection and
transmission response of the cavity in the low-excitation regime and comment on
how to properly introduce dephasing when calculating power spectra in this regime.
Lastly, I will plug in the experimentally relevant parameters to get a sense of what
we can expect to achieve in this nanophotonic platform with 171Yb:YVO4 .

My goal in this chapter is develop some intuition and establish the vocabulary used
in describing experimental results. In working this out, I will also explicitly point
out any assumptions made and how definitions used here might di↵er from those
seen in literature. The problem of an atom in a cavity has a long and rich history of
research in quantum optics, which will not be covered comprehensively here. I will
instead try to point the reader to useful resources along the way.

4.1 Setting up the problem
Here I am following a similar treatment to [104] and [105]. These papers in turn
draw on a paper by Rice [106] and Carmichael’s textbook [107], which are both
suggested for the reader interested in a much more rigorous treatment. Steck’s
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Figure 4.1: Jaynes-Cummings model of two-level emitter in a cavity. A two-level
emitter with transition frequency !a and free space decay rate � is coupled with
single photon Rabi frequency 2g to a cavity with frequency!c. The cavity is probed
in reflection with input coupling rate in and total energy decay rate  = in + sc.

Quantum Optics notes [108] also provide an excellent resource for this material.

We start with the most basic picture of the system as shown in Fig. 4.1. We consider
a two-level atom with transition frequency !a in a single-mode optical cavity with
frequency !c. The coupling between atom and cavity is determined by the single
photon Rabi frequency, 2g, which is given by

g =
µ

~

s
~!

2✏0n2V
. (4.1)

Here, µ is the transition dipole moment, n is the refractive index of the medium,
and V is the optical mode volume of the cavity [109]. We will assume that the atom
sits in the maxima of the cavity electric field with optimal alignment between cavity
polarization and dipole. We will interrogate this system with a laser of frequency
!L. This is the standard Jaynes-Cummings model and in the rotating frame of the
laser we can write the Hamiltonian for this system as:

Hac =
1
2
�a�̂z + �câ†â + g

⇣
â†�̂� + â�̂+

⌘
, (4.2)

where �a = !a � !l and �c = !c � !l are the atom and cavity detunings, re-
spectively, �̂± corresponds to the standard Pauli operators for the emitter, and â
(â†) corresponds to the annihilation (creation) operator for the cavity mode. The
first term in the Hamiltonian describes the free atom, the second describes the free
cavity mode, and the last term is the atom-cavity electric dipole interaction in the
rotating wave approximation. (Note ~ = 1 throughout.)

We assume this is a one-sided cavity that we measure in reflection and introduce a
classical coherent driving field that couples through the input mirror with rate in.
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The total cavity (energy) decay rate is given by  = in + sc, where in is the cou-
pling rate of the input mirror and sc encompasses all other loss mechanisms in the
cavity (such as scattering loss or leakage through the other mirror). The atom (en-
ergy) decay rate in free space is �. We start by considering the case where there is no
additional dephasing of the two-level system, such that the homogeneous linewidth
(HWHM) is determined by the lifetime as �h = �/2. In contrast to atomic systems,
solid-state systems typically exhibit excess dephasing on top of this lifetime limit.
We will introduce this excess dephasing as �deph so that the total dephasing rate
become becomes �d = �/2 + �deph.

We start with the Heisenberg-Langevin approach to develop some intuition and
obtain a set of equations that mirror semiclassical formalism. In this approach, the
damping terms ( and �) are introduced using an open systems approach in which
they correspond to a coupling to a continuum of bath modes [107]. From this
Hamiltonian, the corresponding Heisenberg-Langevin equations (HLEs) of motion
for the operators and the input-output relation for the cavity field are [104, 108]:

˙̂a = �ig�̂� �
✓ 

2
+ i�c

◆
â � pinâin + f̂ (4.3)

�̇� = igâ�̂z �
✓�

2
+ i�a

◆
�̂� + ĝ (4.4)

�̇z = �2ig
⇣
�̂+â � â†�̂�

⌘
� � �

�̂z + 1
�
+ ĥ (4.5)

âout =
p
inâ + âin. (4.6)

Note that f̂ , ĝ, and ĥ are noise operators that must be introduced in the Heisenberg-
Langevin formalism to properly preserve the commutation relations. For the pur-
pose of the discussion here, we will invoke the cold vacuum assumption in which
these decay terms only act to pull energy from the system [106]. This assumption is
well justified for our ion-cavity systems where we work at optical frequencies and
liquid helium temperatures. When we take expectation values of these equations,
the noise operators will operate on vacuum and will evaluate to zero. With this in
mind, I will drop these terms in the following expressions.

4.2 Bad cavity limit
The relevant physics of this system depends on the relative sizes of g, , and �. For
the ion-cavity systems investigated here, we are working in the “bad cavity” limit 1
in which the cavity decay dominates over all other rates in the system ( � g > �).

1 This is also referred to as the “fast cavity” or“Purcell” limit depending on the optimism of the
writer.
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In this regime, we adiabatically eliminate the cavity mode (i.e., set ˙̂a = 0) [106] to
get the following expression for the cavity field:

â =
�ig�̂� �

p
inâin

̃
, (4.7)

where ̃ = /2 + i�c. We substitute this expression for the cavity field (Eq. (4.7))
into the HLEs (Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5)) to get the following equations of motion for
the atom

�̇� = �
 
�̃ +

g2

̃

!
�̂� � ig

p
in

̃
âin�̂z (4.8)

�̇z = �
 
� +

g2

| ̃ |2
!
�
�̂z + 1

�
+ 2ig

p
in *,

�̂+âin

̃
�
�̂�â†in
̃†

+
- . (4.9)

A few useful expressions
Before moving on, we can quickly extract a few useful expressions. In the case of
no input field (âin = 0), the cavity field is given from Eq. (4.7) as

â =
�ig�̂�
̃
, (4.10)

so that from Eq. (4.6) the field at the output of the cavity is given by

âout = �
i
p
ing�̂�
̃

. (4.11)

The rate of photons leaving the cavity then follows as

nout = hâ†out âouti =
ing

2

| ̃ |2
h�̂+�̂�i !

in



4g2


h�̂+�̂�i, (4.12)

where the last expression holds on resonance (�c = 0). We see that the photon rate
of the undriven cavity directly maps to the population of the atom. It is also useful
to consider the case of an empty cavity (g = 0), in which

â =
�pinâin

̃
. (4.13)

The mean photon number in the cavity is then

n̄ = hâ†âi = in

| ̃ |2
hâ†inâini. (4.14)

We identify nin = hâ†inâini as input photon rate (photons per second). The mean
photon number in the cavity on-resonance is then

n̄ =
4in

2 nin =
4in

2
Pin

~!
, (4.15)
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where Pin is the incident power. We can also write down the empty cavity reflection
spectrum from the input-output relation:

r (�c) =
âout

âin
= 1 � 

̃
. (4.16)

The reflected power spectrum from the cavity is then

|r (�c) |2 = nout

nin
=
����1 �

in

̃

����
2
=

(in � /2)2 + �2
c

(/2)2 + �2
c
. (4.17)

Mapping to optical Bloch equations
In the bad cavity limit, we can map the HLEs to the usual semiclassical optical
Bloch equations for a two-level system. For simplicity, we assume that we are on
resonance with the cavity (�c = 0). We can recover the semi-classical equations
of motion by taking the expectation values of the HLEs. This semi-classical limit
amounts to treating the input field as a well-defined classical amplitude such that the
expectation values of field and cavity are separable [106]. The resulting equations
are

h�̇�i = �
 

1
2

 
� + 4

g2



!
+ i�a

!
h�̂�i � ig

2
p
in


hâinih�̂zi (4.18)

h�̇zi = �
 
� + 4

g2
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�
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2
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� h�̂�i
2
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inhâ†ini


+
- .

(4.19)

These equations can be put into the following form:

h�̇�i = �
✓�cav

2
+ i�a

◆
h�̂�i � i

⌦r

2
h�̂zi (4.20)

h�̇zi = ��cav
�h�̂zi + 1

�
+ i⌦r (h�̂+i � h�̂�i) , (4.21)

where we define �cav = � + 4g2/ as the decay rate of the ion in the cavity,
p

n̄ =
2
p

in

 hâini as the mean photon number in the cavity, and ⌦r = 2g
p

n̄ as the Rabi
frequency in the cavity. We recognize these as the optical Bloch equations. In
this approximation, we can then think of the dynamics of the atom using the usual
intuition for the driven two-level system with a new lifetime and Rabi frequency
defined by the coupling to the cavity. For a review of the two-level atom, the reader
is referred to many fine resources, such as Steck [108], Fox [110], or the classic text
by Allen and Eberly [111] .
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4.3 Purcell Enhancement
From the above, we see that the decay rate of the atom in the cavity has been
modified from its free space value � to 2

�cav = � +
g2

| ̃ |2
. (4.22)

This modification of the ion emission rate due to the presence of a cavity is the Pur-
cell e↵ect [91]. This is named after Purcell’s seminal paper with the crucial insight
that the lifetime of an emitter fundamentally depends on its local environment. The
ratio of the emitter decay rate in the cavity to the emitter decay rate in free space is

�cav

�
= 1 +

g2

| ̃ |2�
, (4.23)

= 1 + ⌘̃, (4.24)

where ⌘̃ = g2

� | ̃ |2 . For zero detuning, this reduces to ⌘ = 4g2

� , which we call here the
Purcell factor. This constant is one the standard figures of merit for describing a
cavity QED system. It is worth noting that there are a few di↵erent conventions for
defining this factor depending on whether you pick energy or field decay rates for 
and �. In the context of systems that are lifetime broadened (e.g. atomic systems),
this same constant is also referred to as the cooperativity. In the case of excess
dephasing, one needs to distinguish between the Purcell factor in which the excited
state decay rate is the relevant parameter and cooperativity in which the dephasing
rate is the relevant parameter. We will define the cooperativity as ⌘d = 2g2/�d ,
where �d = �/2+�deph. We see that for ⌘d = ⌘ for the case of no added dephasing3.

To enable e�cient detection of single rare-earth ions, we want to achieve large Pur-
cell factors to enhance the emission rate of the ions and squeeze out more photons
per second. We can get a better intuition on how to achieve this regime by writing
this in terms of the physical parameters of the cavity. One can get the standard
expression for the Purcell factor by plugging in the expressions for g and �. The

2Here we have assumed that the free space decay rate is not modified in the presence of the
cavity, which is a reasonable assumption if the cavity does not take up a large solid angle of the
atomic emission [108].

3Note that some authors use a slightly di↵erent convention in which the total dephasing rate
is defined as �

d

/2 such that the expression for the cooperativity more closely resembles that in
the lifetime-limited case. This then boils down to the choice of whether the full-width at half-max
(FWHM) of the transition is defined as �

d

or 2�
d

. Overall, caution is advised in comparing systems
based on values from di↵erent papers without first checking for pesky factors of two based on the
convention used by the authors.
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emission rate in free space is given by 4

� =
2
3

!3

hc3✏0
n|µ|2, (4.25)

where g was defined in Eq. (4.1), and we can relate the cavity energy decay rate to
the quality factor Q = !c/. With these substitutions, we have

Fp =
3

4⇡2
Q
V

 
�

n

!3

. (4.26)

In this form, we see that the dipole moment drops out and the enhancement is
determined entirely by physical parameters of the cavity. The experimental task for
achieving large Purcell factors is then to build cavities with large quality factors and
small mode volumes.

Typically, we are working with a multi-level system in which an ion in the excited
state can decay via multiple paths. A slight complication arises when applying the
above to a multi-level system, where it should be kept in mind that the enhancement
above is the enhancement of the emission rate of the transition coupled and aligned
to the cavity mode. For total excited state decay rate of �0, the free space decay
rate on the transition of interest given by ��0, where � is the branching ratio for
emission on that transition. The total decay rate of the ion in the cavity is then
modified to

�c = (1 � �)�0 + (1 + Fp) ��0 = (1 + �Fp)�0. (4.27)

In the literature, both Fp and �Fp are often referred to as the Purcell factor of the
system. In this work I will reserve Fp for describing the enhancement of the cavity-
coupled transition rate. In this case, �Fp can be considered as the “e↵ective Purcell”
enhancement where �Fp = ⌘ = 4g2/�.

Enhancement of collection e�ciency
The goal is to squeeze as many photons as possible out of the ion. In addition to just
enhancing the emission rate, we also see that the Purcell e↵ect helps funnel photons
into a mode from which we can more readily collect them. The fraction of the ion
emission that goes into the cavity mode is given by the ratio of emission into the
cavity to the total emission rate:

Pcav =
�Fp

1 + �Fp
. (4.28)

4In working with rare-earth ions in solids, the expression for decay rate typically also includes a
local-field correction (LFC) factor, �. We will discuss this complication shortly, but the prescription
for including a LFC in these expressions is µ! �µ.
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The total fraction of emission coupled out of the cavity into the collection mode is
given by:

Pout =
in



�Fp

1 + �Fp
. (4.29)

We want in/ ! 1 and the Purcell factor to be much larger than one to collect as
much light from the ions as possible.

Enhancement of cyclicity
An important consequence of Purcell enhancement in our system is that it can be
used to enhance the cyclicity of the optical transitions. Cyclicity in this context
refers to the probability that an excited ion will return to its original state upon
emission of a photon. This will be especially important in the context of single-shot
readout in which we want to be able to repeatedly excite the ion multiple times
and determine its state by measuring the emitted photons before the ion relaxes to
another state.

Let’s apply this to the case of the zero-field 171Yb:YVO4 level structure presented
in Chapter 3 and assume we excite the ion on a transition allowed for E k c. Once
in the excited state, the ion can decay via the 984 nm transition back to the same
initial ground state with rate �k or decay to another ground state with �?. It can also
decay through the other crystal field levels with rate �other . We will be pessimistic
and assume in this case that it always ends up in a di↵erent ground state. The total
excited state decay rate �0 is given by

�0 = �k + �? + �other . (4.30)

We define the branching ratio for decay via the 984 transition as �980 = (�k +
�?)/�0. As presented in Chapter 3, we have determined �980 ⇡ 0.45. Simi-
larly, we can extract the branching ratio within the 984 nm transition as �980

k =

�k/
�
�k + �?

� ⇡ 0.8. The overall branching ratio (cyclicity) for the parallel transi-
tion is then �k ⇡ 0.36.

If we assume that we only Purcell enhance the transition �k , we get the total decay
rate in the cavity:

�cav = (1 + Fp) �k�0 + (1 � �k)�0. (4.31)

The new branching ratio for this transition is then given by

�cav
k =

(1 + Fp) �k�0

�cav
=

(1 + Fp) �k
1 + Fp �tot

k
. (4.32)
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We then use �cav = (1 + Fp �k)�0 to eliminate Fp and get a form useful for the
experimenter:

�cav
k = 1 � �

1 � �k
� Tcav

1

T bulk
1

. (4.33)

For a realistically achievable cavity lifetime of Tcav
1 = 2 µs and bulk lifetime of

T bulk
1 = 267 µs, this gives �cav

k = 0.9976. This is a drastic improvement from the
cyclicity observed in the bulk material and will start to make single-shot readout a
possibility in our systems.

Increasing indistinguishability
Quantum networks based on photon interference require a source of indistinguish-
able photons. Purcell enhancement can be used to increase the indistinguishability
of single photon emission from the cavity coupled ions. Let us assume that the
optical transition is broadened by excess dephasing such that

1
T2
=

1
2T1
+ �deph. (4.34)

We will assume that there is no additional spectral di↵usion process (T2 = T⇤2 ) such
that the FWHM linewidth of this transition is given by �⌫ = 1/⇡T2 (Hz). Letting
� = 1/T1, the indistinguishability of photon emission is then given by [109] 5:

I =
T2

2T1
=

�

� + 2�deph
=

1

1 + 2�
deph

�

. (4.35)

In this form we see that the indistinguishability can be improved by reducing the
relative contribution of excess dephasing to the coherence time through Purcell en-
hancement of the excited state decay rate [112, 113].

4.4 Cavity reflection spectrum in the low excitation regime
Now that we have explored the e↵ect of the cavity on the properties of the ion, we
can also consider the e↵ect of the ion on the reflection or transmission spectrum
of the cavity. I will first approach this problem in the semi-classical limit with the
assumption that the ion has no additional dephasing beyond the lifetime limit. I will
then introduce dephasing and discuss a pitfall to avoid in this approach.

5In the case of spectral di↵usion, the expression for indistinguishability becomes more complex
and depends on the relative rates and amplitudes of the dephasing processes involved. A pessimistic
lower bound can be extracted in that case using T⇤2 in place of T2. The interested reader is referred
to [109] for a better estimate.
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We assume the low-excitation limit such that the ion is almost always in the ground
state (�z ⇡ �1), which corresponds to an input photon rate that is much less than
one photon per cavity-enhanced lifetime [104]. The HLEs (Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.4))
are then simplified to

˙̂a = �ig�̂� � ̃â � pinâin (4.36)

�̇� = �igâ � �̃�̂�, (4.37)

where ̃ = /2 + i�c and �̃ = �/2 + i�a. As before, we can obtain semi-classical
expressions by taking the expectation values of these equations and treating the field
as a well-defined classical amplitude. We again use the adiabatic approximation
that the input field is slowly varying compared to all the time scales in the system
(essentially solving for the system in the steady state) to get the following equations:

0 = �igh�̂�i � ̃hâi �
p
inhâini (4.38)

0 = �ighâi � �̃h�̂�i. (4.39)

These can be solved to give

hâi = �
p
in

̃
✓
1 + g2

�̃ ̃

◆ hâini (4.40)

h�̂�i =
ig
p
in

�̃ ̃
✓
1 + g2

�̃ ̃

◆ hâini. (4.41)

Plugging these into the input-output relation (Eq. (4.6)), we get the following ex-
pression for the field reflected from the cavity:

r (�c,�a) =
hâouti
hâini

=
1 + ⌘̃ � in/̃

1 + ⌘̃
. (4.42)

On resonance we have ̃ = /2 and ⌘̃ = ⌘ = 4g2/�, so this reduces to

hâouti
hâini

=
1 + ⌘ � 2in/

1 + ⌘
. (4.43)

We see that the presence of the ion in the cavity modifies the reflection spectrum
for the cavity. For a perfectly one-sided cavity (in = ), this becomes

hâouti
hâini

=
⌘ � 1
⌘ + 1

. (4.44)
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So we see that in the high cooperativity limit (⌘ � 1) there is a ⇡ phase di↵erence in
the reflected field between the presence and absence of an atom (âout = ±âin). This
conditional phase shift of reflected photons on the presence or absence of the cavity-
coupled emitter has been demonstrated for instance in nanophotonic platforms with
quantum dots [114] and neutral atoms [104]. We are also interested in measuring
the reflected power spectrum of the cavity, which is given from this treatment as

|r (!) |2 =
�����
1 + ⌘̃ � in/̃

1 + ⌘̃

�����
2

. (4.45)

Adding dephasing in the low excitation limit
The above treatment is assuming that the dephasing of the atom is lifetime-limited.
This is a good assumption for many atomic systems, but is often not the case for
solid-state emitters. We next explore how to adequately introduce dephasing in the
low-excitation regime.

In the presence of additional dephasing, we can introduce dephasing into semi-
classical Bloch equations such that the total dephasing rate is �d = �/2+�deph (and
similarly, �̃d = �d + i�a). This excess dephasing is only added into the evolution of
the coherences, such that the expression for �� now becomes

�̇� = igâ�̂z �
✓�

2
+ �deph + i�a

◆
�̂� (4.46)

= igâ�̂z �
�
�d + i�a

�
�̂�. (4.47)

Working through the preceding sections for the low-excitation regime reflection
spectrum, we arrive at the same equations as above with the replacement ⌘̃ ! ⌘̃d =

2g2/�̃d:

|r (!) |2 =
�����
1 + ⌘̃d � in/̃

1 + ⌘̃d

�����
2

. (4.48)

Experimentally, we are interested in extracting the cooperativity (⌘d) by measuring
the change in the power reflection spectrum of the cavity due to the presence of
the ion. We can compare the predictions of this expression to a simulation of the
system based on the master equation formalism 6 for parameters achievable in our
devices. This is shown in Fig. 4.2. We see that above results from the low excitation
approximation do not adequately treat dephasing when calculating the power reflec-
tion spectrum. While the prediction is fairly close in the case of an undercoupled

6Simulations done in QuTIP (Quantum Toolbox in Python) [115].The tutorials included with
the QuTIP documentation are a good to place to start, but it is worth having a look at [108] or [107]
for a more thorough introduction on the master equation formalism.
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cavity, the discrepancy becomes more pronounced as in/ increases. It is worth
noting that the discrepancy between the semiclassical expression and simulation is
especially strong in regimes where ⌘d ⌧ ⌘, which is typical for the rare-earth ion
system. In general, this means that we will not accurately extract the cooperativity
from the reflection spectra using the current semiclassical formula. While we can
always resort to full simulations, we want to try to fix this semi-classical expression
to more readily extract the cooperativity from the measured reflection if we can.

Figure 4.2: Comparison of semi-classical expressions for the reflection spectrum
in the presence of dephasing predicted by Eq. (4.48) to master equation simula-
tions done in QuTIP. For this simulation, we are using parameters achievable in the
Yb:YVO system: g = 2⇡ ⇥ 20 MHZ,  = 2⇡ ⇥ 30 GHz, 1/� = 267µs, and ⌘d = 1
for three di↵erent cavity input coupling rates

To reconcile this and generate a corrected semi-classical expression, I will follow
the treatment of Waks in [105]. Waks encounters a similar problem in analyzing
a metal nanoparticle-emitter system and presents a nice description of why this
fails. In the semiclassical treatment we are assuming that the field is quantified by
a fixed amplitude. We are treating the dipole as a linear scatterer and the field as
a coherent field. If we introduce dephasing, the field inside the cavity must now
be considered as an ensemble of coherent field amplitudes with di↵erent phases
rather than a single coherent field. We then need to be more careful and average out
the photon number operator rather than the field amplitude! Basically, we took the
expectation value too early in the above derivation. When we introduce dephasing,
we need to solve for the desired photon number expression (e.g. cavity power
reflection) and then take the expectation value.
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We can more easily show where exactly the above derivation fails by looking at
the number of photons in the cavity. Starting from the HLE, we take the adiabatic
approximation and get the solution for the cavity field as

â =
�ig�̂� �

p
inâin

̃
. (4.49)

The expected number of photons in the cavity is then

ncorr = hâ†âi =
in |âin |2 + g2h�̂+�̂�i + 2g

p
in Im{h�̂�i}hâini

| ̃ |2
. (4.50)

This expression has not made any low excitation assumptions yet. We can compare
this to the case where we make the semiclassical approximation first as done in the
preceding section:

nsemi = |hâi|2 =
�����
�igh�̂�i �

p
inhâini

̃

�����
2

(4.51)

=
in |âin |2 + g2 |h�̂�i|2 + 2g

p
in Im{h�̂�i}hâini

| ̃ |2
. (4.52)

The crucial di↵erence between these two is that in the corrected expression, we
have a dependency on the population of the excited state h�̂+�̂�i = ⇢22 while in the
second we are using the phase term |h�̂�i|2. These are equal for the case of weak
driving in the case of no dephasing (where |⇢21 |2 = ⇢11⇢22 ⇡ ⇢22 when ⇢11 ⇡ 1).
The introduction of dephasing will reduce |h�̂�i|2, but will not have an e↵ect on the
population term ⇢22.

To evaluate the corrected expression, we still need solutions for h�̂+�̂�i = ⇢22 and
h�̂�i. We can obtain these from the results presented earlier, where the population
in the bad cavity limit was

�̇z = ��̃c
�
�̂z + 1

�
+ 2ig

p
in *,

�̂+âin

̃
�
�̂�â†in
̃†

+
- . (4.53)

In steady-state, we then have

h�̂zi = �1 +
2ig
p
in

�c
*
,
h�̂+ihâini

̃
�
h�̂�ihâ†ini

̃†
+
- . (4.54)

We relate this to ⇢22 using ⇢22 = (h�̂zi+1)/2. For h�̂�i, we use the expression from
the low-field limit (h�̂zi = �1) found earlier with the corresponding introduction of
dephasing

h�̂�i =
ig
p
in

�̃d ̃
✓
1 + g2

�̃
d

̃

◆ hâini. (4.55)
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We can follow a similar set of steps for the reflection spectrum. For simplicity, we
will consider the case where we are on-resonance (�c = �a = 0). The cavity field
in this case is given by

â =
�ig�̂� �

p
inâin

/2
(4.56)

so that

âout = âin +
�ig�̂� �

p
inâin

/2
. (4.57)

The reflected power on resonance is then

|r (0) |2 = hâ†out âouti =
�����âin +

�ig�̂� �
p
inâin

/2

�����
2

(4.58)

= |âin |2
✓
1 � 2

in



◆2
+ 4

âin


g
p
in Im{⇢21} (4.59)

+
4in

2

⇣
g2⇢22 � 2

p
inâing Im{⇢21}

⌘
.

It is then left as an exercise to the reader 7 to show that this can be written as

|r (0) |2 = (1 + ⌘d)(1 + ⌘s) � 4(1 + ⌘s)in/ + (1 + ⌘s � ⌘d)(2in/)2
�
1 + ⌘d

� �
1 + ⌘s

� , (4.60)

where ⌘d = 2g2/�d and ⌘s = 4g2/�. We see that in the case of no atom (⌘d =

⌘s = 0), this reduces to the expected expression for the empty cavity. We also see
that for the case of no excess dephasing ⌘d = ⌘s, we recover the original expression
as the initial treatment in Eq. (4.45).

We plot the predictions of the reconciled semi-classical formula against the sim-
ulations of the system using the master equation formalism for achievable system
parameters. This is shown in Fig. 4.3, where we see excellent agreement between
the simulated spectrum and the corrected semi-classical prediction.

It is worth restating that these corrected expressions are all in the low-excitation
limit. Once we move out of this limit, the calculations become substantially more
involved as we cannot make the same nice approximations (e.g. separating the ex-
pectation values of field and atom). The atom behaves as expected under saturation,
but the photon statistics of the reflected and transmitted signal (i.e. the cavity field)

7Substitute Eq. (4.55) and Eq. (4.55) into Eq. (4.59) and simplify. The use of Mathematica is
allowed and encouraged.
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a) b) c)

Figure 4.3: The reflection spectrum on resonance (|r (0) |2) as a function of ⌘d for
the corrected semi-classical expression Eq. (4.60) compared to results of master
equation simulation and original semiclassical expression Eq. (4.45). Here I am
using the same parameters as in Fig. 4.2: g = 2⇡ ⇥ 20 MHZ,  = 2⇡ ⇥ 30 GHz,
1/� = 267µs, for three di↵erent cavity input coupling rates.

must be treated more rigorously. Analytic expressions can be derived in this regime
(e.g. [106] or the supplementary material of [14]), but numerical approaches to this
problem become an especially attractive option (especially in the presence of excess
dephasing).

4.5 What do we expect to be able to achieve?
Let us then look at what we expect to achieve in 171Yb:YVO4 with typical nanobeam
devices. First, we consider the single photon Rabi frequency:

g =
µ

~

s
~!

2✏0n2V
. (4.61)

The value of the dipole moment can be extracted from the absorption measurements
in Chapter 3 (see e.g. [89]). One potential sticky point here is that in going from
the measured absorption to the dipole moment there is a choice of which (if any)
local field correction (LFC) factor to use. In addition to the macroscopic correction
to the electric field in the medium (n), this correction accounts for the change in
the electric field felt by the emitter due to its microscopic environment. Within
the rare-earth literature [22, 89], the standard LFC is the Lorentz or virtual cavity
model �vc = (n2+2)/3. As discussed in [116], this has been observed to be a good
correction factor in pure systems with one type of atom or molecule. An alternative
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LFC is the empty-cavity or real cavity correction factor �rc = (3n2)/(2n2+1). This
correction factor has been suggested by [116, 117] to in fact be the better choice for
substitutional impurity atoms in dielectric hosts (e.g. rare-earths in crystal hosts).
In addition to the question of which local field correction to use, there is also the
question of whether g should be modified to include such a local-field correction
(i.e.µ ! µ�). The work of [118] would suggest that it should not be included, but
it is not clear whether this reading is correct at the present time.

In the end, the choice of local field correction will result in di↵ering values for
the dipole moment and the resulting Rabi frequency used in the above formula. It
should be noted that a result of excluding the LFC in the definition for g while
including it in the expression for the spontaneous emission rate � is that the expres-
sion for the Purcell factor in Eq. (4.26) should then be multiplied by 1/�2. I will
not try to resolve this LFC problem here, but will present the predictions of these
di↵erent approaches and show they all give roughly the same results.

For now, I will take the approach of including the local field correction factor in
the definition of g. In a sense this is equivalent to disregarding the LFC factor
from the beginning as the choice of LFC in calculating the dipole moment from
the absorption measurement will cancel out in the expression for the Purcell fac-
tor. In this case, the dipole moment extracted from the absorption measurements is
µ = 14.4 ⇥ 10�32Cm. The mode volume of the nanobeam resonator extracted from
FDTD simulations is 0.095µm3 ⇡ 1(�/n)3, where here n = 2.17 is the refractive
index of YVO for E k c. This corresponds to g = 2⇡ ⇥ 34.6 MHz for the max-
imally coupled ion. Assuming a cavity with Q = 104, the corresponding Purcell
enhancement is 4g2/� = �Fp = 263. Here, � = 0.36 is the branching ratio for
the transition with E k c out of all possible transitions. The corresponding cavity
enhanced lifetime is then T1 = 1 µs and the emission fraction into the cavity mode
is Pcav = �Fp/(1 + �Fp) = 0.996.

In Table 4.1, I summarize the predicted values for the di↵erent choices of local field
correction used to calculate the dipole moment assuming a cavity with Q = 104.
These are the predictions given if the LFC is not included in the definition of g

Eq. (4.61). If the LFC is included in the definition of g, then all choices of LFC will
give the same values as the “No LFC” case for the observables g,Fp,T1, and Pcav.
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Table 4.1: Table of expected system parameters for the Yb:YVO system assuming
Q = 104 and V ⇡ 1(�/n)3 as described in text assuming di↵erent local field cor-
rection factors in extracting the dipole moment from the absorption measurements.
These predictions are the best case scenario in which we assume an ion maximally
coupled and aligned to the cavity mode.

No LFC Real Cavity Virtual Cavity Units
f21 8.8 4.8 1.8 10�6

µ 14.4 10.6 6.4 10�32 C m
g/(2⇡) 34.6 25.5 15.4 MHz

�Fp (Q = 104) 263 143 53
Tcav

1 (Q = 104) 1.0 1.9 5.0 µs
Pcav 0.996 0.993 0.981
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C h a p t e r 5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR SINGLE ION WORK

The experimental setup in the Faraon Lab has rapidly evolved in size and complex-
ity since its inception in 2012, but it can be distilled to a few basic ingredients.

First, we need an ion and host material. For the measurements in the next two chap-
ters, we will work with ytterbium doped in the YVO host crystal. The properties
of this material were discussed in Chapter 3. My initial work in the group focused
primarily on neodymium doped in YSO and YVO hosts, which provided the foun-
dation for current measurements in ytterbium. There is also ongoing research in
the Faraon group pursuing a similar set of goals with materials doped with erbium,
which have optical transitions in the telecom range. These experiments all rely on
a similar apparatus, with the main di↵erence being the frequencies of the lasers
involved and the corresponding changes to the optical components used.

We couple the ions to nanophotonic resonators to enhance their emission rate and
probe the physics described in the previous chapters. The measurements presented
here use the triangular nanobeam photonic crystal resonators described in the intro-
duction.

These devices must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures (<4 K) to enhance the
coherence properties of the ions. Generally speaking, the colder the better. The
experiments are carried out in cryostats and dilution refrigerators that allow us to
cool the devices to temperatures of < 50 mK.

We address and readout the optical transitions of the ions using narrowband lasers.
These lasers are coupled to the device in the dilution refrigerator through a fiber
optic network. Photons leaving the cavity are measured using high-e�ciency, low-
dark-count single photon detectors. We address electron and nuclear spin transitions
of the ions using a microwave waveguide fabricated next to the nanobeam device.

In this chapter, I will give an overview of these various components in their current
form as used for detection and manipulation of single Yb ions coupled to nanocav-
ity. This setup represents the culmination of e↵orts to date and as such most of the
earlier measurements in the lab have involved some subset of or variation on the
described configuration.
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5.1 Sample
For measurements involving single ions, we generally want the lowest concentra-
tion of ions possible to minimize ion-ion interactions that can have a detrimental
e↵ect on the coherence lifetimes [94]. The caveat is that we want to make sure this
concentration is high enough to ensure a high probability of having well-coupled
ions in the cavity. We do not have spatial selectivity of ions in the cavity, and thus
we rely on natural inhomogeneous broadening of transition frequencies within the
crystal host to isolate single ions in frequency space. To find an isolated single ion
in higher doping samples, we move to the tails of the inhomogeneous distribution
until the ion density becomes less than a single ion per homogeneous linewidth.

The measurements described in the following two chapters were performed in a
nominally undoped sample of YVO cut from a boule custom grown by Gamdan
Optics. We had samples cut and polished from this boule by Brand Laser Optics.
For device fabrication, we typically work with 2.5 x 2.5 x 0.5 mm c-cut samples.
An initial measure of the Yb concentration in this boule was done using secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) alongside the work described in Chapter 3, which
we were fortunate enough to be able to do with the assistance of Dr. Yunbin Guan
at the Caltech Microanalysis Center. From these measurements, we estimate an up-
perbound on the total concentration of Yb in this device to be 15 ppm. Assuming
natural isotopic abundance, this corresponds to a Yb-171 concentration of 2 ppm.
In contrast, the concentration of neodymium in this sample is estimated to be < 0.2
ppm. It is worth noting that SIMS measurements can lose accuracy at concentra-
tions this low, so these numbers should be taken as an upperbound [50]. At this
point, we are not sure why the residual level of ytterbium ions is so much higher in
this crystal compared to other rare-earths as we do not have control or information
on the full growth process. Absorption spectroscopy in large bulk crystals of this
material is currently being revisited to verify this concentration, but we could also
explore other methods that are more reliable than SIMS for small concentrations
such as GDMS (glow discharge mass spectrometry) [50].

Following recommendations by Dr. Charles Thiel from MSU, we are currently
investigating crystals from other sources in an e↵ort to find samples with lower
doping concentrations. Ultimately, if we can find ultra-pure samples, we might run
into the issue of not being able to find ions in the device. One option in this case
would be to pursue ion implantation techniques. This is used often in the diamond
community [14, 119]. While this has not been pursued as of yet in the Faraon
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group, a few groups have shown success with similar techniques with rare-earth
ions [49, 120]. The open question here would be whether the the implanted ions
retain the same coherence properties as the doped-as-grown ions.

5.2 Triangular nanobeam photonic crystal resonators in YVO
A set of triangular nanobeam photonic crystal resonators were fabricated in this
sample using the focused ion beam (FIB) as described in the introduction. As I was
primarily involved in the measurement of these devices and not the fabrication, I
will refer the interested reader to [51, 53] for further details on how these devices
are made. These devices were fabricated in a c-cut sample with a fundamental TM
mode aligned with the c-axis of the crystal, which as described in Chapter 3 is the
direction of the stronger optical transition. An added advantage of this configuration
is that the strong transitions are not allowed for light incident perpendicular to the
surface, which reduces background contributions from the bulk crystal.

Images of the cavity used for the measurements are shown in Fig. 5.1. A gold
coplanar waveguide was fabricated next to the device to allow for microwave ma-
nipulation of the ions in the optical cavity. Launching microwaves through these
devices gives rise to an oscillating magnetic field along the c-axis of the crystal,
which is the desired configuration for driving the microwave transitions of the Yb-
171 isotope at zero field. The center strip of this waveguide was 60 µm wide with
a spacing of 30 µm to the ground plane. This relatively wide gap was chosen to

5 uma) b)300 um

Figure 5.1: SEM images of device used for measurement. a) Large scale image of
chip showing an array of nanobeam resonators fabricated in YVO surface. These
cavities sit in the gap of a coplanar microwave waveguide, which is the light gray
surface. Arrow points to the device used for these measurements. b) Higher resolu-
tion image of nanobeam used for the measurements.
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ensure that it did not interfere with the fabrication of the nanobeams on this first
set of devices, but future devices could reduce this spacing to achieve higher field
strength. The microwave strip lines were fabricated from gold to o↵er the most flex-
ibility with respect to magnetic field configurations, but future devices will explore
the use of cavities and superconducting materials to reduce resistive heating.

A reflection spectrum for this device is shown in Fig. 5.2. We extract a linewidth
(FWHM) of  = 2⇡⇥30.7 GHz, which corresponds to a quality factor for this cavity
of Q = !/ = 9.9 ⇥ 103. This cavity was designed to be one-sided by reducing
the number of cuts on the input mirror, but ended up being quite undercoupled
with a measured in/ ⇡ 0.12. While this severely limits the attainable collection
e�ciencies, we tried to push the experiment as far as possible with this device. In
previous devices, we have achieved up to in/ ⇠ 0.4 and have a promising set of
new devices that look to be in this range.1 Light is sent into and out of the device
through total internal reflection by focusing onto 45 degree couplers milled on either
side of the cavity. The coupling e�ciency with this method is limited by the size
of the focal spot we can achieve. For the configuration in the dilution refrigerator
that will be described shortly, this mode-matching is limited to ⇠ 24%. This value
is determined by measuring the reflection of the cavity far from resonance.

These two coupling rates impose an upper-bound on the collection e�ciency in this
device of ⇠ 3%. While this coupling e�ciency was high enough to pursue initial
demonstrations in this device, future measurements and more advanced demon-
strations will benefit greatly from an increase in this e�ciency by exploring other
coupling methods or alternative device designs. One attractive option would be pur-
suing a hybrid fabrication platform similar to [50] to allow for direct fiber coupling
to the devices. Early research in the group by Evan Miyazono pursued such a hy-
brid platform for devices at neodymium wavelengths [51] and we are in the process
of reviving these e↵orts for ytterbium devices.

An aside on how to determine whether the device is over- or under-coupled
A common question that arises in the reflection spectrum measurements is whether
the device is over (in/ > 0.5) or undercoupled (in/ < 0.5). We are measuring

1Indeed, on the same chip as the one used for the measurements presented here, there were
originally a few other promising cavities that were destroyed due to an unfortunate accident caused
by the author in mounting the sample.
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Figure 5.2: Reflection spectrum of device used for measurements presented in fol-
lowing chapters as measured on the spectrometer. Lorentzian fit gives FWHM of
 = 2⇡.7 GHz (Q = 9.9 ⇥ 103) and in/ = 0.12.

the reflected power spectrum, which we saw earlier (see Ch. 4.2) takes the form :

|r (�c) |2 = (in � /2)2 + �2
c

(/2)2 + �2
c
. (5.1)

From this we see that we cannot distinguish between these two cases directly from
the power measurement (e.g. in/ = 0.1 and in/ = 0.9 will give the same result).
To distinguish between these two cases we can instead measure the phase response
across the cavity, which will behave di↵erently for over and undercoupled cavities.
We opted to measure this phase using a polarization interferometer similar to the
setup described in [104].2 In contrast to the setup described there, we performed
this measurement in free-space by incorporating the necessary interferometer optics
into the confocal microscope setup. Because we do not have a laser that can quickly
scan over the entire range of the cavity, we measured the reflection spectrum of the
device on the spectrometer using a broadband source. We coupled the two output

2Another straightforward way to do this is by imposing sidebands on the probe laser with an
electro-optic modulator and scanning this sideband across the cavity resonance. By measuring the
phase of this reflected sideband using a fast photodetector and vector network analyzer, one can then
determine whether the cavity is over- or under-coupled (See e.g. [121]). The current cavities are
wide compared to what is achievable with the network analyzers and mode-hop free scan range of
the lasers available in our lab, so we did not pursue this approach in the current device. This method
will be a simpler option for devices with narrower linewidths in the future.
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paths of the interferometer into single mode fibers and quickly alternated between
these two signals with a MEMS switch to achieve the di↵erential signal necessary to
extract in/. From these measurements we determine the device is undercoupled
with in/ ⇡ 0.12.

Sample mounting
The devices are mounted to a copper sample holder using silver paint (Pelco 16062).
Early measurements in the group mounted the device with indium solder, but we
find the silver paint to be a more convenient mounting technique with no noticeable
di↵erences in thermal properties. The device sits inside a microwave launch board
(Rogers AD1000, fabricated by Hughes Circuits) with SMP connectors on both
input and output. This launch board is wire-bonded to the gold stripline on the
surface of the device with as many wirebonds as possible to give additional cooling
through the surface. This sample holder was designed to enable straightforward
exchange between measurements in the di↵erent cryostats without the added stress
(primarily to the experimenter) involved in remounting the chip. Fig. 5.3 is a picture
of the mounted sample inside the dilution fridge setup.

Figure 5.3: Image of sample mount used inside Bluefors dilution refrigerator. The
sample is mounted to the copper holder with silver paint and wire-bonded to mi-
crowave launch board.

5.3 Montana Cryostat
Initial measurements and characterizations of this device were performed in a Mon-
tana Instruments Cryostation. This is a closed-cycle He4 system with base tempera-
ture of ⇠ 3.6 K. We couple into the device using a home-built confocal microscope
setup as shown in Fig. 5.4. We are using the castle option, which allows for op-
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tical access of the device with a high-NA objective (Olympus LCPlan N 50x, NA
= 0.65) and allows for high magnetic fields (⇠ 500 mT) at the device using large
permanent magnets outside the cryostat. A nitrogen line was incorporated into the
castle to allow for tuning of the device through gas condensation. This cryostat was
the workhorse for much of the earlier work in neodymium before the acquisition of
the Bluefors systems.

This system has a quick cooldown (<4 hours) and warmup (2 hours) cycle that
allows for quick iteration and development without interrupting other experiments
occurring in the dilution fridge. In contrast, the fully-loaded dilution fridge takes
at least 24 hours to get to base and 12 hours to warm-up. While we need to go
to lower temperatures than 4 K to achieve good coherence properties from these
ions, the elevated temperature served as an advantage for initial measurements in
that it ensured that we were not optically pumping ions to other spin states. This
simplifies the experimental apparatus substantially and allowed us to find single
ions and develop confidence with the measurements before moving to the Bluefors
setup.
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Figure 5.4: a) Simplified optical schematic of confocal microscope setup used with
Montana cryostat. b) Layout of measurement inside the castle option of the Mon-
tana cryostat.

5.4 Bluefors Dilution Refrigerator
After initial measurements in the Montana, the device was moved to the Bluefors
LD-250 dilution refrigerator, often referred to within the lab as “Bluefors 1.0". This
system was originally installed near the end of 2015 as a He3 fridge, which allowed
for measurements down to ⇠ 400 mK. In the summer of 2017, this was upgraded to
a full dilution fridge with a base temperature of ⇠ 10 mK completely empty. Since
this upgrade, the fridge has been moved into a new lab alongside a second new
dilution fridge, which we have creatively named "Bluefors 2.0". This fridge has a
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larger pulse tube to give the cooling power necessary to a incorporate a 6/1/1 vector
magnet into this system (at the time of writing this thesis, we had just received this
magnet and have yet to install it). A simplified schematic of the current measure-
ment setup for the singles experiment inside Bluefors 1.0 is shown in Fig. 5.5. In
this section, I will highlight the salient details of this configuration.

Room Temp
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Still (1 K)

Cold Plate
(~100 mK)

Mixing Chamber 
(~50 mK)
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SNSPDs
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heater
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Superconducting magnet

Figure 5.5: a) Layout of singles experiment in the Bluefors showing configuration
of tuning line (silver and brown), optical fibers (blue), and coaxial lines (black). b)
Image of setup used to couple to devices inside the Bluefors with relevant compo-
nents labeled.

To run optical experiments inside the fridge, we route optical fibers through a home-
built epoxy feedthrough at the top of the fridge. Details of this construction are
included in [51].3 For experiments at neodymium and ytterbium wavelengths, we
find the 780 HP fiber to be a convenient choice. Depending on the experiment,
these fibers are then spliced to connectors (typically anti-reflection coated FC/APC
connectors) inside the fridge before being launched into free space and coupled to
the device. Initially, the fibers are all connectorized on the outside of the fridge
to enable flexibility in measurements. After experiments are up and running in a

3In Bluefors 1.0, we were perhaps overly ambitious and started with 40 fibers inside the fridge
for measurements at a variety of wavelengths in di↵erent materials. While quite cumbersome in
terms of organization, this allows us to run many di↵erent experiments during a given cooldown and
the extra fibers have proven to be useful as spares whenever a fiber breaks. For Bluefors 2.0, we
were slightly less ambitious and cut back to a more modest 24 fibers.
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dedicated measurement setup, these fibers connections are instead spliced to avoid
additional losses and reflections inherent to fiber-fiber interfaces.

Measurements of the devices take place on the mixing chamber plate. The current
setup for optical coupling to the Yb devices is shown in Fig. 5.5b. We couple light
from fiber to the device using an aspheric lens doublet mounted on an Attocube
XYZ stack (ANPx101 for the X and Y axes, ANPz102 for the Z axis). These allow
for ⇠ 5 mm of travel with fine resolution, which we can use to align to the device
that is held stationary on the copper mount shown in Fig. 5.3. Coarse alignment
is most easily accomplished by sending in a red laser (a fiber fault checker is a
useful tool for this) and visually checking we are centered on the part of the chip
containing the devices. We then measure the reflected power from the chip and scan
the Attocubes to focus on the surface. We can scan along the surface to create a map
of the devices and compare to the room-temperature images of the chip. The gold
striplines on the surface serve as useful alignment references for this task. Once the
devices are identified, we then focus on the couplers and maximize the alignment
and optical polarization from the measured reflection spectrum on the spectrometer.
The Attocubes are typically quite sluggish at cryogenic temperatures, so this initial
alignment is most readily accomplished at room temperature and then monitored
and adjusted during the cooldown. Before condensing the helium mixture, we turn
o↵ the resistive readout of the Attocube position to avoid heating the fridge (leaving
the resistive readout on typically heats up the MXC plate to ⇠ 100 mK) and perform
further alignment in the dark based on the reflection spectrum.

Electrical and RF wiring
Bluefors 1.0 currently has 4 coaxial lines running from room temperature to various
stages within the fridge. In the current configuration, two of these are used for the
input and output of the microwave stripline and two are used to bias and readout
superconducting nanowire single photon detectors mounted on the 1 K plate. These
coaxial lines are the standard installation set from Bluefors. The inner conductor of
these lines are thermalized at each stage cryogenic attenuators, which range from 0
dB to 20 dB depending on the goal of the experiment (see Fig. 5.8). In addition to
the coaxial lines, we currently have two sets of 24 DC lines to drive the Attocubes,
which are the standard wiring harness for this task from Bluefors. This allows us to
run two independent experiments coupling to nanodevices in Bluefors 1.0, with one
Attocube devoted to Yb measurements and the other devoted to Er measurements.
An additional set of DC lines runs to the heaters used for the gas tuning.
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Gas tuning of devices
Devices are tuned onto resonance with the ion transition of interest by nitrogen
deposition [54]. To implement this in the Bluefors, we run a gas line from room
temperature down to the mixing chamber. This gas line consists of stainless steel
tubing from room temperature to 4 K with the tubing thermalized at each stage and
isolated between stages by a PTFE break. The tuning line is then clamped to the
4 K plate. From 4 K to the mixing chamber plate, the tuning line consists of a
free-hanging copper tube that is thermally isolated from the components below 4
K. The output of this line is directed onto the sample on the mixing chamber plate.
A resistive heater is attached to the tuning line near the 4 K stage to allow us to
warm up the line enough such that gas flows through the line without freezing.

The current recipe for tuning is as follows: we start with room temperature input
line pressurized to 2 Bar with ultra-pure nitrogen. We next pressurize a small cham-
ber formed between two input valves, and release this volume into the tuning line in
the fridge. We repeat this for a total of two chambers of gas. This gas will freeze in
the line upon entry and will not lead to any noticeable tuning. With the fridge at 4 K
(before condensing the helium mixture), we then heat up the tuning line while mon-
itoring the temperature of the plates in the fridge. For initial installation, we did not
have an extra temperature sensor available for these measurements, but this would
be useful for future experimenters. As the tuning line is warmed up with a resistive
heater (⇠ 5 W), the frozen nitrogen in the line thaws and begins to flow and deposit
onto the device. The resulting tuning of device typically starts to become notice-
able when the 4 K plate gets to around 14 K. By careful adjustment of the heater
power to maintain this temperature, one can reliably get the tuning rate down to
< 0.1 nm/minute. After turning o↵ the heater, the gas line then cools back down to
4 K such that the nitrogen refreezes in the line and stops the tuning. Tuning at such
slow rates takes a lot of patience to get it exactly on resonance this way, especially
allowing for the time it takes for the tuning line to cooldown after turning o↵ the
heater. Instead we usually intentionally overtune the device by around 0.5 nm and
tune back onto resonance by boiling o↵ some of the frozen nitrogen through optical
heating of the device. Sending in laser powers around 100 uW on resonance with
the device will heat the device and detune until the cavity is back out of resonance
with the laser. By monitoring the cavity reflection on the spectrometer as we step
the laser in into resonance with the cavity, we can then tune the cavity to the desired
frequency.
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Magnetic fields
We apply magnetic fields to the device in the fridge using a set of homebuilt super-
conducting magnets. These are made by winding superconducting wire (SC-T48B-
M-0.254mm, Supercon Inc) onto various formers in the sizes and shapes necessary
to achieve the desired field configuration for a given measurement. These magnets
are driven by high-current magnet supplies from Oxford or American Magnetics.
The magnet leads enter the fridge and go through high Tc superconducting leads be-
tween the 45 K and 4 K plate with the standard magnet wiring apparatus installed
by Bluefors. We attach the homebuilt magnet leads at the 4 K and thermally lag
these leads on the way down to the experiment on the mixing chamber plate.

At the time of writing, we have recently received a 6/1/1 magnet system from
American Magnetics that will be incorporated into Bluefors 2.0. While not nec-
essary for the low-field measurements in the current device, this will be useful for
achieving high-stability magnetic fields in arbitrary directions. For Kramers ions,
such as erbium and ytterbium, the high field regime is interesting because it allows
us to freeze out electron spins which are typically a dominant source of decoher-
ence. This technique has enabled long optical and nuclear spin coherence times in
Kramers ions [65, 94]. At the moment the plan is for the erbium measurements to
move into this magnet, but one could envision singles measurements moving into
this magnet if the high-field regime proves to be a better option. At present time,
we have also installed a set of room temperature magnet coils that sit outside the
fridge for further nulling of earth’s magnetic field without warming up the fridge to
install another set of magnets. These are made using 12 AWG wire, which has a
current handling capacity of 20 A. We can use these to achieve modest fields of a
few Gauss at the devices.

During a cooldown, we typically run other experiments with bulk crystals on the 1
K stage of the fridge. These take various forms, but typically rely on a Thorlabs
u-bench setup with various magnets integrated depending on the question to be
answered in the measurements.

With all of this installed, we achieve base temperatures at the mixing chamber plate
of around 40 mK (compared to the initial base temperature of 10 mK with the fridge
completely empty). One big advantage of working in the dilution fridge is the stabil-
ity of the tuning and optical alignment. With the described tuning technique, we do
not notice any change in the tuning over the course of months of measurement. Op-
tical alignment is also remarkably stable. This is in contrast to the optical alignment
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of the Montana setup, which is currently at the mercy of temperature fluctuations
in the room. We notice small drifts on the polarization alignment on the few week
time scale, but typically the optical alignment does not need to be adjusted unless
the Bluefors has been shaken (e.g. someone runs into it in the dark). For the low
count rates in the system, this is essential to make sure that we can reliably collect
data sets that might take hours to acquire. In this way, measurements can reliably
be taken for weeks on end without much adjustment. The length of cooldowns is
largely determined by the kindness and patience of other lab members waiting to
run their own experiments, but also in part by the cruel hand of fate in the form of
campus-wide power glitches or failures of the water chilling system.

5.5 Optical setup
A simplified diagram of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 5.6 In short, light from
a variety of di↵erent sources goes through a variety of modulators and controllers
before being sent to the sample inside the fridge via optical fiber. All these sources
are combined through a network of fiber optic components to allow us to perform
measurements on the devices. We add in appropriate amplitude and polarization
control along the path with various picko↵s that allow us to monitor the input pow-
ers and pulses. The light reflected or emitted from the device is sent to a single
photon detector for measurements of the ion emission or to a spectrometer for char-
acterization and alignment of the cavity. In this section, I will provide details on the
individual components of interest in this setup.

Ti:Sapphire

The workhorse laser for the ytterbium and neodymium measurements is a continuous-
wave Ti:Sapphire laser (Solstis from M Squared). This laser is pumped by a 15 W
532 nm DPSS laser (Sprout from Lighthouse Photonics). The Ti:Sapph is broadly
tunable from 700 nm to 1000 nm, so can be used for measurements in Nd (880
nm) and Yb (980 nm) materials without too much realigning or swapping of optics.
Typically we run the pump at a power of 10 W, which gives around 500 mW at
984 nm. This is more than enough for measurements in the nanocavities (in which
we are typically sending in less than a nW of power to the devices), but allows us
to split the light o↵ into many paths, insert a variety of optical components, and
overcome other losses on the way to the device with plenty of power to spare. This
extra power is also useful for measurements in bulk crystals, where achieving the
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of optical network used for measurements of single ions. We
use two lasers in the experiment. The Ti:Sapph is locked to the an external refer-
ence cavity and monitored with a wavemeter. The ECDL is o↵set-frequency locked
to the Ti:Sapph. Both lasers go through two sets of double-pass AOMs before being
coupled into fiber and combined by a 50/50 fiber splitter. They then travel through
neutral density filters for power adjustment and a polarization controller before be-
ing sent to the device through a 1/99 fiber splitter. The light exiting the cavity goes
through a free-space AOM that serves as a shutter before being coupled to SNSPD.
A flip mirror allows the light reflected from the cavity to be sent to spectrometer for
device tuning and characterization.

Rabi frequencies necessary to coherently drive the optical transitions requires sub-
stantially more power.

One advantage of this laser aside from the high output power and wide range tun-
ability is that it is intrinsically quite stable in the sense of free-running linewidth
and long-term drift. Our model of the Solstis has an in-built reference cavity de-
signed to improve this stability further. The long-term drift of this cavity was stable
enough for measurements early on in the lab when we were working with ensem-
bles with inhomogeneous lines in the few to tens of GHz range. As we have moved
to narrower inhomogeneous linewidths and now measurements of single ions, we
require further stabilization to overcome the thermal drift of this reference cavity as
will be detailed shortly.

The output of the Ti:Sapph is split into a few paths. On the "low power path", a
small fraction of this light is sent through two sets of double-pass acousto-optic
modulators (AOMs) before being coupled into fiber and sent to the experiment. For
this purpose we use 200 MHz modulators (Isomet 1250c-1 and 1250c-2), which
allows us to generate pulses with rise times down to around 15 ns. We typically
get an extinction of around 60 dB per double-pass when things are well aligned and
clean (reflections due to dust on optics can quickly kill this extinction). The 120
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dB of total extinction all told helps ensure we are not limited by leakage counts
on the measurements in the device. The AOMs have been driven with a variety of
sources as the experiments have evolved. Most measurements now rely on the sta-
bility of the readout frequencies, so we use fixed frequency sources that go through
switches and amplifers from Minicircuits (typically the ZASWA-50DR and a 2 W
amplifier). The two AOMs can be most easily aligned in time to account for delays
in the driving electronics by translating the AOMs perpendicular to the beam path.
Indeed this is a more convenient way to account for the time di↵erence compared
to introducing additional electronic delays. The rest of the light is sent to the "high
power path." This path is used for bulk measurements and used to heat the devices
when we need to tune them back on resonance. A small fraction of light from this
path is split o↵ and coupled to fiber sent to a wavemeter and to the locking setups.
This whole setup is enclosed in a nice big aluminum box (the current iteration was
built by Andrei Ruskuc, our resident box expert) to keep the laser protected from
the rest of the lab and vice versa.

Homebuilt ECDL

For initial investigations of Yb:YVO, we wanted to perform measurements in par-
allel to the measurements in progress at the time in Nd:YVO. We also did not want
to swap back and forth between wavelengths from day to day. For this purpose, I
built an external cavity diode laser based on the design presented in [82]. This is
based on a unibody aluminum housing, which we had fabricated by the University
of Oregon machine shop. This is based on a simple Littrow design using a Thor-
labs 980 nm diode. It is not very powerful (⇠ 2 mW), but works pretty well for
the purpose of basic spectroscopy. Detailed documentation on how to build such
a laser can be found in [82] and references therein. The main modification to the
design was redesigning the diode housing mount to access the Littrow angle nec-
essary to reconcile the desired wavelength with the di↵raction gratings available
from Richardson gratings. We use a simple feed-forward circuit to feedback to the
current control while the piezo is scanned, which allows for up to a 40 GHz mode-
hop-free scan range. This wide scan range was especially useful for the magnetic
field ramps presented in Chapter 3 without stitching together multiple scans.

This laser was used in conjunction with the Ti:Sapph for the initial two-laser experi-
ments in the device. In this case, we lacked the optical power necessary to both lock
the two lasers together and account for the losses in the double-pass AOM setups.
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To overcome this, we introduced an optical amplifier into the path. While this gave
plenty of power, the amplifier also introduced additional noise back into the laser
that caused instability on the diode. For the most part, this was overcome with an
additional fiber isolator and a narrowband optical filter in the path.

Toptica ECDL

After demonstrating that the two-tone experiments were worth pursuing further, we
switched to using a TOPTICA DLpro for the second tone. This laser was originally
purchased with an operating wavelength of 880 nm and was used for Nd:YVO
measurements. After deciding that it would be useful for the Yb measurements, we
sent it back and had the diode changed to allow for operation at 984 nm. This diode
outputs more than 100 mW at 984 nm, which simplifies the experimental setup and
is on the whole a much more user-friendly system than the home-built laser. The
output of this laser is split into two paths. One path goes through two sets of double-
pass AOMs before being coupled into fiber. It is then combined with the output of
the low power path of the Ti:Sapph and sent to the device. The other path of the
laser is sent to the o↵set-locking setup described below.

Laser stabilization
For the singles experiments, we want the absolute long-term drift of the laser to be
as small as possible. The internal reference of the Ti:Sapph showed significant long
term drift (100s of MHz over the course of a day) and as such is not stable enough
for our purposes. As we are working with linewidths on the order of 100 kHz, this
makes it di�cult to reliably and repeatedly address a single ion.

For this purpose, we lock the Ti:Sapph to an external reference cavity made by Sta-
ble Laser Systems (SLS). This cavity has a FSR of 1.5 GHz, with mirror coatings
that give a finesse of > 50 k at the design wavelength of 880 nm. While designed
for the Nd measurements, we can still use this cavity at 980 nm where the finesse
is reduced to around 1000.4 The cavity is made of an ultra-low expansion mate-

4We are primarily focused on absolute stability, so this reduced finesse will e↵ect the narrowest
achievable linewidth in this system. At present time, we estimate this linewidth to be < 10 kHz.
This linewidth is much lower than the Rabi frequency of the optical excitation pulses, so will not
present a significant issue for many of the current pulsed measurements. However, if the linewidth
is significantly worse than estimated, it could start have a detrimental e↵ect on e.g. the Ramsey
measurements of optical coherence. We now have another SLS cavity in the lab that has mirror
coatings better suited for this wavelength that we could hope to use if or when this linewidth becomes
and issue for us. Ultimately the achievable linewidths in the system will be limited to the kHz level
due to the fiber network without active fiber noise compensation [122]. Future measurements will
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of measured drift for M2 Ti:Sapph when locked to inter-
nal reference compared to when locked to the SLS cavity. Scans were taken on
consecutive nights and measured with the Bristol wavemeter.

rial and operated at the zero-crossing of the thermal expansion inside a temperature
stabilized vacuum chamber. Fig. 5.7 shows the drift of the laser locked and un-
locked to the cavity on two overnight scans, where we see a drastic improvement
on the long-term stability of the locked laser. These measurements are limited by
the resolution and stability of the wavemeter used, but the expected long-term drift
as quoted by SLS is < 20 kHz per day. We do not have a better measure of long
term stability at this time, but can reliably measure the same single ion for the order
of a week without any noticeable drift.

We lock the laser to this reference cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) tech-
nique, which is a standard and elegant method for such a task [123, 124]. The PDH
error signal is sent to a servo box (Vescent D2-125) that then feeds back to stabilize
the Ti:Sapph frequency. With the laser etalon locked, we feedback to the Ti:Sapph
resonator through a fast and slow piezo. The slow piezo is really slow ( 50 Hz), but
has a tuning range of ±15 GHz. The fast piezo has a bandwidth of 100 kHz, but
has a much smaller scan range of ±40 MHz. The main servo loop of the Vescent
controller is used to feedback to the fast piezo. The auxiliary servo loop on the
Vescent is used to feedback to the slow piezo to keep the output of the fast loop
centered about zero. This slow loop adjusts for any drift in the Ti:Sapph relative to
the reference cavity and allows for scanning of the laser while locked.

To enable scanning of the laser while still locked to the reference cavity, we insert
an additional electro-optic phase modulator (EOSpace) on the locking path to gen-

get to the bottom of this as necessary.
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erates frequency sidebands that we then lock to the reference cavity. By changing
the frequency of the microwave source (Synth HD from Windfreak technologies)
driving the EOM, the center frequency of the laser can be scanned while the side-
band remains locked. This approach leads to small sections of the scans where the
0th and 1st order sidebands overlap that must be avoided when scanning. The cor-
responding blind spots in the scans are around 60 MHz, but we can access these
areas as necessary by tuning the frequency source driving the downstream AOMs.
With this method, we can reliably scan 3 GHz with accuracy determined by the
frequency source. This is su�cient for most purposes, but could be extended as
necessary for wider scans with the main limit being the tuning range of the piezo
with the etalon locked and the frequency response of the EOM used for generating
sidebands. We get the coarse wavelength of the laser using the wavemeter (Bristol
771), which allows us to reliably lock to the same cavity mode and access the same
ions without additional searching. The Ti:Sapph is set up on an additional optical
breadboard on top of the optical table that makes the system fairly insensitive to
other experiments happening in the lab or the optical table. As a result, this lock is
robust and reliable and the laser can stay locked to the same ion for up to weeks at
a time.5

For two laser experiments, we use an o↵set frequency lock to maintain a fixed fre-
quency separation between the ECDL and the stabilized Ti:Sapph. Outputs of these
two lasers are mixed onto a high bandwidth detector and the resulting beat note is
sent to a phase lock servo (Vescent D2-125), which turns this into an error signal
and feedbacks to the current of the ECDL. The Toptica allows for direct current
modulation of the laser head, which allows high bandwidth feedback and a tight
lock. The locked beat note is much less than 10 kHz, which is much smaller than
the Rabi frequency of the pulses we are using for the pumping sequence. To tune
the ECDL lock, we tune an external frequency reference which is then multiplied
by the Vescent controller to get the desired lock frequency. We use an additional
slow feedback loop to the piezo voltage on the ECDL to keep the voltage on the cur-
rent modulation around zero and extend this lock range. With this, we can achieve
o↵set locks up to 9 GHz. The maximum frequency splitting at zero field for the 171
isotope is 6.8 GHz, so this is su�cient for us. To achieve larger o↵sets than this,
one could add in another phase modulator in the path to extend the beat frequency
or more simply lock the ECDL to a di↵erent mode of the reference cavity.

5The main limit again becomes the kindness and patience of other members in the lab that might
want to use the laser.
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Broadband light sources
While the Ti:Sapph is broadly tunable, it is not quite fast enough to be useful in
aligning or tuning devices. For measuring the cavity reflection spectrum and other
characterization, we typically use the a broadband light source such as a supercon-
tinuum source (Fianiuum WhiteLase Micro) or a superluminescent diode in con-
junction with the spectrometer described below.

SNSPDs
For photon counting measurements, we primarily use a set of WSi2 superconduct-
ing nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs) made by Matt Shaw’s group at
JPL [125]. These are one of the most crucial parts of the measurement because
these detectors have high e�ciency (⇠ 75%) and low intrinsic dark counts (< Hz).
With judicious time spent appropriately shielding the experiment, we can achieve
total dark and leakage counts down <1 Hz counts (with the room lights on!). The
SNSPDs live on the 100 mK stage of the fridge inside a mu-metal box that helps
protect the detector from stray magnetic fields generated by the rest of the exper-
iments. These detectors are biased with an isolated voltage source from SRS in
conjunction with a precision resistor. The output of these detectors is amplified at
room temperature and then sent to a time-tagging board. For these measurements,
we use a SENSL HRM-TDC. Due to the limitations on the histogramming mode
of this module, we use a custom executable to time tag events at full resolution and
then histogram in post-processing. This has the advantage that we are taking all of
the desired data we could ever want and can rebin as necessary, but care must be
taken to not fill up the hard drive too quickly.

The SNSPDS are designed to be directly coupled to fiber, so are readily incorpo-
rated into the fiber network. We currently have an AOM before the SNSPDs which
serves as a shutter to prevent latching of the detector from the excitation pulses used
in the experiments. This gives a hit in overall detection e�ciency (50%), but helps
prevent spurious counts from reflections and after pulsing. 6

Spectrometer
For characterizing and measuring devices, we typically use the broadband source
described above with optical detection on the spectrometer (Princeton Instruments

6Other groups have had success in gating the SNSPDs directly [50], but we had some di�culty
with this approach due to the fast gating time required for the short ion lifetimes in our system.
Future measurements will benefit from an improved solution to this problem.
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SP-2750 with PIXIS 2KB eXcelon). This is convenient for quickly measuring
broadband spectra, with the limit being the resolution as limited by the di↵raction
grating (⇡ 3 GHz for our system at 980 nm). Once the device is found and aligned
on the spectrometer, we perform finer resolution scans as necessary with the lasers
described above.

Overall detection e�ciency
The overall photon detection e�ciency is determined by the losses in the many
stages between an ion emitting a photon and the resulting “click” from the detector.
First, we have the fraction of emission of the ion into the cavity mode, pcav. Due to
the Purcell enhancement achieved in our devices, pcav ⇡ 0.99. The fraction of this
that leaves the cavity into our desired waveguide mode is pwg = in/. For the de-
vice here, pwg ⇡ 0.12. The coupling e�ciency from waveguide to fiber is p f ⇡ 0.24
as described above. The emitted light is coupled to the detection setup with a 99/1
fiber beam splitter (pbs ⇡ 0.95). The light goes through an AOM shutter as de-
scribed above with ⌘AOM ⇡ 0.5 and goes through another 99/1 beam splitter before
being detected by the SNSPD with detection e�ciency pd ⇡ 0.75. The resulting
total detection e�ciency for this system is then ptot = pcavpwgp f p2

bspAOM pd ⇡ 1%.

The waveguide-cavity coupling and waveguide-fiber coupling are far and away the
greatest source of loss in the system and should be the main focus for improv-
ing the performance of future devices. We have achieved devices in the past with
pwg ⇡ 0.4, which would then give a greater than 3-fold improvement in detection
e�ciency. Further improvements could be made with a new method for gating the
SNSPDs rather than using the AOMs. Another small improvement could be made
with slightly better SNSPD e�ciency using commercially available detectors opti-
mized for operation at 980 nm (pd ⇡ 0.9 quoted for detectors from Photon Spot).

5.6 Microwave sources
While a relatively recent addition to the lab, the microwave infrastracture has rapidly
expanded over the course of the last few months. A simplified schematic of the
microwave setup for the current measurements in the Yb-171 singles devices is
shown in Fig. 5.8. For microwave measurements in the Yb-171 ions, we use two
tones to drive two separate microwave transitions in the ground and excited states.
For this purpose, we use analog signal generators from Stanford Research Systems
(SG380 with IQ modulation), with amplitude and phase controlled through IQ mod-
ulation by a fast arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG5204). All sources
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are locked to a stabilized 10 MHz reference (SRS FS725). These microwave tones
are then sent through additional switches and filters before being combined and
amplified and sent to the device in the fridge. We wanted to ensure that we could
achieve reasonable Rabi frequencies in the device with the amplifiers available in
the lab, so used minimal attenuation inside the fridge on the microwave input for
the initial configuration. In future, we will increase this attenuation to reduce any
thermal noise contribution and reduce the e↵ects of reflections at the various con-
nections.
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Figure 5.8: Simplified schematic of microwave setup. Two analog signal genera-
tors (SRS SG380) are used to generate tones to drive the ground- and excited-state
transitions of 171Yb:YVO4 . The ground-state source is IQ-modulated by a fast
arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG5204). Both sources pass through
a switch (Minicircuits ZASWA-2-50DR+) and filter (Minicircuits ZABP-670-s+
on ground-state line and VBFZ-3590-S+ on excited-state line) before being com-
bined, amplified (ZHL-5W-422+), and sent to the device in the dilution fridge. The
microwave lines are thermalized at each stage with the attenuators shown and the
output is terminated with a 50 ohm load.

Computer control
Experiments are all computer controlled via Matlab. To generate the pulse se-
quences necessary to drive the optical side of the experiment, we use a set of two
two-channel 30 MHz arbitrary waveform generators (Agilent 33522b) and a delay
generator (SRS DG345). While this has been a reliable setup for the past few years,
it is now close to the limit of what we need in terms of speed and temporal reso-
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lution. As the requirements get faster and expand to more complex measurements
with multiple ions, more of this control will migrate to the Tektronix AWG5204
currently used to control the microwave side of the experiment.
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C h a p t e r 6

MEASUREMENTS OF A SINGLE YB ION IN YVO

In the next two chapters, I will describe the detection and coherent manipulation of
single ytterbium ions coupled to a nanophotonic resonator. This chapter will focus
on the measurements of an ion that we determine to be an isotope of ytterbium with
zero nuclear spin (ZNS). While the 171-isotope is expected to have superior coher-
ence properties, the simpler structure of the ZNS isotope allowed us to develop the
techniques and experimental setup necessary to probe single ions before tackling
the more complicated level structure of Yb-171. With this in mind, I will use this
chapter to introduce the measurements used to probe single ions and provide rep-
resentative results from the zero-spin isotope. In the next chapter, we will extend
these techniques to enable measurements on Yb-171 ions.

This chapter starts by introducing our most fundamental measurement, which is
the detection of cavity-coupled ions through resonant photoluminescence excitation
spectroscopy. Building on this basic measurements, we identify a potential single
ion and bound the optical coherence properties and long-term spectral di↵usion of
this ion. We then perform second-order photon correlation or g(2) measurements
to measure the statistics of the emitted photons and verify that we have correctly
identified a single ion. We determine the isotope of this ion by observing how
the optical transitions behave in a magnetic field. We see a Zeeman splitting that
corresponds to the expected behavior of a zero nuclear spin isotope and further
verify this structure through cross-correlation measurements on the emission from
the two observed optical transitions. From here, we optically initialize the ion into
a single electronic spin state and demonstrate coherent microwave control of the
electron spin.

6.1 Detection of single ions
After cooling down the device and tuning it onto resonance with the center of the
Yb3+:YVO4 optical transition at 304505 GHz, the first experimental task is to iden-
tify single ions coupled to the cavity. In the current system, the most straightfor-
ward way to do this is through resonant photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spec-
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troscopy1. For these measurements, we repeatedly send a narrowband excitation
pulse into the cavity and measure the resulting photon emission as a function of
laser frequency. Because we are measuring through the cavity mode, we do not
have spatial isolation of single ions and are instead looking for ions that are isolated
in frequency space.

Expected count rates
Let us first get an idea of the detection requirements of the PLE experiment. As a
quick and optimistic estimation, we assume the case of continuous excitation of the
ion in which we can get at most half a photon per ion lifetime [108]. The photon
count rate due to the ion in this case is given by Rion ⇡ ptot/2T1, where T1 is the
ion lifetime and ptot is the total system detection e�ciency (i.e. probability that a
photon emitted by an ion inside the cavity gives rise to click on the detector). We
will ignore for now that we cannot distinguish between the reflected excitation laser
and ion emission with continuous excitation in the current experimental setup. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this measurement then depends on the ion emission
rate compared to the rate of counts on the detector from other sources such as leak-
age of the excitation laser, dark counts of the detector, or fluorescence from other
ions in the background. We lump these background contributions together and as-
sign them a mean count rate Rbg. If we let the experiment run for some time Ttot , the
total number of counts measured on the detector will be Nsig = Nion + Nbg, where
Nion = RionTtot and Nbg = RbgTtot . The signal-to-noise ratio is given by

SN R =
Nionp

Nion + 2Nbg
=

p
Ttot

Rionp
Rion + 2Rbg

. (6.1)

The question for the experimenter then becomes: how long will I have to integrate
to get a decent signal and is this measurement realistic? To get a sense of what
might be reasonable, the integration time that would be required to achieve a SNR
of 20 as a function of ion count rate for di↵erent background count rates is plotted
in Fig. 6.1. For the cavity we are working with, it is reasonable to expect lifetimes
for a decently well-coupled ion of at least 5 µs. As described in the preceding
chapter, we are operating at a total detection e�ciency of ptot ⇡ 1%. In the best

1Another option to explore in the future would be measuring the change in the cavity trans-
mission or reflection due to the presence of the ion [10]. One disadvantage of this techniques for
an initial detection of ions is that it requires high cooperativity and requires the use of powers well
below saturation. The linewidth of the reflected signal would thus be <100 kHz, which puts stricter
requirements on the stability of the laser used for readout and would require a significantly finer
scan to find an isolated ion within the inhomogeneous distribution.
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case, we can then expect count rates of ⇠ 1 kcps (thousand counts per second).
We want to work in the regime where we are limited by the counting noise on
these detection events rather than the background counts. This means we need
the background count rate to be much smaller than the photon count rate. For
reference, 1 aW of power is roughly 5⇥ 103 photons per second at this wavelength,
so great care must be taken to make sure that there is no extraneous light leaking into
the experiment. By using detectors with very low intrinsic dark counts, carefully
shielding the experiment, and maximizing the extinction on the excitation path, we
are able to get such spurious counts to the level of 1 cps such that the signal-to-noise
in the experiment is limited by the ion count rate itself.
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Figure 6.1: Integration time required to achieve a SNR of 20 as a function of de-
tected count rate due to ion emission for increasing background count rates (in
counts per second).

In the current experiment, we distinguish between excitation laser and resulting ion
emission by using pulsed excitation such that these photons are separated in time.
As a result, the overall count rate will be reduced from this maximum depending
on the duty cycle of the experiment 2. In this device, even if this corresponds to a
factor of 10 reduction in overall count rates, we can still expect to achieve a decent
SNR with a few seconds of integration per point. This is not an unreasonable place

2See e.g. John Bartholomew’s thesis [126] for how one can go about optimizing this duty cycle.
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to start for a patient grad student who’s never worked with a brighter emitter and
doesn’t know any better.

This picture assumes that emission rate from the single ion is constant in time. In
this case, the measured count rate can be mapped directly to the coupling strength
of the ion to the cavity (See Chapter 4). In the presence of an additional long-lived
ground state, an ion that is repeatedly excited can be optically pumped away to
this state and the measured PL counts will underrepresent the coupling strength to
the ion to the cavity. This e↵ect arises with the ZNS ions in an applied magnetic
field as we will see in the upcoming section. Similar complications arise with the
non-zero nuclear spin isotopes (Yb-171 and Yb-173), which have multiple shelving
states at zero field. We explore the implications of optical pumping on photon count
statistics further in the context of single-shot readout in the next chapter. Essentially,
without further work (e.g. reinitializing these ions), we will get fewer counts out
per second than we would expect from the lifetime.

Experiment
In practice, measurements are typically performed at a repetition rate a few times
slower than the lifetime (50-100 kHz) to enable us to gain additional information
about the lifetime of the ions as we scan. A discrepancy between the observed pho-
ton count rate and ion lifetime in the absence of an applied magnetic field indicates
a shelving e↵ect and that the ion is mostly likely one with non-zero nuclear spin.

We typically start with a coarse, “high-power” sweep using pulses that give rise to a
mean cavity photon number greater than one, which corresponds to ⇠ 100 nW inci-
dent on the cavity. This gives rise to large enough Rabi frequencies to significantly
power broaden the ion linewidth measured in PLE. The enables identification of
potential isolated ions on a coarse scan (e.g. steps of 15 MHz) over the full span
of the Yb-171 transitions. Running this high power readout at a fast repetition rate
also leads to a noticeable heating of the device, which shortens the spin lifetime of
the non-zero nuclear spin ions. This is actually quite useful for measurements in the
Bluefors at dilution temperatures where otherwise the ion is pumped away at a rate
faster than we can detect it and is then essentially invisible on the PLE scan with-
out additional work. For these scans, we use pulses long enough to drive the ion
to saturation (a few T2) to make sure that we are not accidentally at an unfortunate
pulse length (e.g. 2⇡ pulse) and allow for direct comparison of ions with varying
coupling strengths.
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Fig. 6.2 shows a representative PLE scan over 12 GHz centered around the Yb:YVO4

optical transition at 984.5 nm at zero applied magnetic field in the Bluefors. From
this scan, we can identify clusters of ions that correspond to the di↵erent isotopes
of ytterbium. The large distribution in the center (o↵ the scale of the plot) corre-
sponds to the optical transition of the zero-nuclear spin (ZNS) isotope of Yb. The
cluster down near -5 GHz highlighted with a green box in corresponds to the Yb-
171 transition that does not overlap with transitions of the other isotopes. We will
look in more detail at this transition in the next chapter. On this coarse scan, we see
a few well isolated peaks that we identify as potential single ions. For the rest of
the chapter, we will look at the brightest of the bunch near 5.5 GHz (marked on the
figure with an arrow). In exploring the properties of this ion, we will find that it is
an isotope with zero nuclear spin. As such, I will refer to this ion throughout the
text as the ZNS ion or ion Z.
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Figure 6.2: Resonant photoluminescence excitation (PLE) scan around the
Yb:YVO optical transition. Measured in the Bluefors with nominal temperature
of 50 mK and zero applied magnetic field. Scan performed with 50 kHz excitation
rate and 5 s integration per point. Scans are performed with the laser o↵set-locked
to the reference cavity and each color represents a di↵erent scan. The arrow points
to “ion Z”, which is the focus of this chapter. The green box marks the isolated
Yb-171 transition that will be explored in the next chapter.

6.2 Line scans and spectral di↵usion
Once we have identified a potential single ion, we then narrow the scan range and
try to get a bound on the optical linewidth. To avoid power-broadening of the optical
transition in this measurement, the optical power used for the scan is reduced until
there is not further reduction in observed linewidth. Fig. 6.3 shows three scans
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Figure 6.3: a) Fine PLE scans over ion Z as the optical power is reduced. At the
lowest power (green scan), we extract a linewidth of 11 MHz (FWHM). b) Repeated
scans of ion Z over 7.5 hours to measure long-term spectral di↵usion.

over ion Z as the optical power is reduced. At the lowest powers used, we find
the linewidth saturates to ⇠ 11 MHz (FWHM). This bounds the coherence time
to T⇤2 � 30 ns. This coherence time is not unreasonable for what we expect for
a zero-spin isotope in zero applied field. It should be noted that this scan requires
many seconds of integration at each point, so is sensitive to low-frequency noise
or spectral di↵usion on that time scale. We should thus consider this as the time-
averaged “inhomogeneous” or T⇤2 linewidth of the ion. We will try to extract the
“intrinsic” linewidth T2 using coherent measurements in the upcoming sections.

We are also interested in spectral di↵usion of this ion on much longer time scales.
Fluctuating electric and magnetic fields can cause the transition frequency to change
with time, which can be a significant issue in solid-state systems. For example, NV
centers in diamond are highly sensitive to local electric field fluctuations and su↵er
from spectral di↵usion when embedded in nanostructures [13]. For this system to
be useful in the context of a quantum network that relies on interfering photons from
two separate emitters, we want these fluctuations to be as small as possible. The site
symmetry of Yb in YVO does not allow a first-order DC stark shift [127], which we
expect will help reduce the sensitivity of the transition to fluctuating electric fields.

Fig. 6.3b shows a measurement of long-term spectral di↵usion where the ion is
repeatedly scanned over the course of 7.5 hours. The integration of this long-term
scan has a linewidth of 13 MHz, which is a similar linewidth to the single scan
linewidth. This indicates that the ion in the nanocavity is stable on these long time
scales.
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Figure 6.4: a) Time-resolved PL decay in the cavity, which gives lifetime of 3.8 µs.
b) Normalized PL decay plotted on log-x scale for comparison to the lifetime mea-
sured in the bulk material.

6.3 Determining coupling rate to cavity
We next want to determine g, the coupling rate of the ion to the cavity. We extract
this by measuring the Purcell-enhanced lifetime in a straightforward extension of
the above. We tune the laser on resonance, repeatedly excite the ion, and histogram
the resulting time-resolved photon detection events.

Fig. 6.4 shows the results of a lifetime measurement for ion Z when the cavity is
maximally tuned on resonance with the cavity. We extract a lifetime of 1/�cav =

3.8 µs, which corresponds to a factor of ⇠ 70 reduction from the bulk lifetime. We
determine the coupling rate g from (See Chapter 4.5)

�Fp =
4g2

�0
=
�cav

�0
� 1, (6.2)

where we use the cavity energy decay rate  = 2⇡ ⇥ 30.7 GHz and the ion decay
rate in bulk �0 = 1/(267 µs). This gives a single photon counting rate g = 2⇡ ⇥
17.8 MHz. This is in the range of the values we predicted in Chapter 4 since
we cannot assume that this ion is at the field maximum within the cavity mode.
Based on this lifetime, the fraction of the ion emission into the cavity mode is
⌘cav = �Fp/(1 + �Fp) = 0.986.

6.4 Verifying that we have a single ion
The results on this ion look quite promising, but we want to ensure that we are
indeed working with a single ion. Put simply, a single ion should only emit one
photon at a time. As such, if we monitor the emission from a suspected single
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ion, we should get at most one click on the detector per excitation (assuming that
there are no counts on the detector from other sources). This can be quantified
through the second order correlation or g(2) function. The g(2) is a standard way
to characterize light sources [109] and the interested reader is referred to [110]
for a pleasant introduction and history of this measurement. In short, it answers
the question: given that the ion has a emitted a photon at time t = 0, what’s the
probability that it will emit another photon at time t?

We will work with a pulsed version of this measurement in which we repeatedly
excite the ion at a repetition rate much slower than the excited state decay rate and
count the number of photons detected after each pulse. The normalized photon
correlation at time delay t = 0 for this scheme can be written as [128]

g(2)[0] =
hn(n � 1)i
hni2 , (6.3)

where n is the total number of photons in a pulse. We see a perfect single photon
source with n = 1 gives g(2)[0] = 0 while a source with two photons gives g2 = 0.5.
The next experimental goal is then to measure g(2) for the photons emitted by the
suspected single ion and verify that we observe g(2)[0] < 0.5. The above definition
can be extended to nonzero time delays as [128]

g(2)[ktr] =
hn[0]n[ktr]i
hn[0]2i for k > 0, (6.4)

where tr is the repetition time of the pulsed excitation and k is an integer greater
than zero.

Using a perfect detector with photon number resolution, one could directly calcu-
late the g(2) from the stream of photon detection events. In reality, most single
photon detectors can only measure one photon at a time and will have some dead
time after each detection event (typically 10s of nanoseconds) during which they
cannot detect a second photon. This means for systems with optical lifetimes of a
similar order to the detector deadtime that one cannot accurately measure the g(2)

in this way because there is a high probability of missing two photon events due to
this deadtime. For this reason, most g(2) measurements are typically done using a
Hanbury Brown-Twiss (HBT) setup [109]. In the HBT measurement, the incoming
light source goes through a beam splitter and the two outputs of the beam split-
ter are sent to two single photon detectors. With appropriate considerations to the
overall photon rate, this allows one to avoid the problem of finite detector deadtime
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and extract the g(2) from the time correlations of the detection events on the two
detectors.

In our system, the lifetime of the ion in the cavity (4 µs) is much greater than the
deadtime of the detection setup (50 ns). This allows us to detect multiple photon
events during the ion lifetime and thus have something akin to photon number res-
olution over the integration window. As is the case with HBT measurements, we
still need to ensure the overall rate of photon detection events is much less than the
deadtime of the detector.

As a check that this is a reasonable assumption, we can calculate the probability of
two photons arriving within the detector deadtime given the lifetime of the ion in
the cavity. Let’s say we have two emitters with the same lifetime T1. Assuming an
exponential decay of the photon wavepacket, the probability of emission by time ⌧
is pem(⌧) = 1 � e�⌧/T1 . For ⌧ << T1 this is approximately pem(⌧) ⇡ ⌧/T1 and the
probability of two emitters emitting in the deadtime ⌧d will be at maximum p2 ⇡
(⌧d/T1)2. In our system, the resulting probability for missing two-photon emission
due to the dead time is ⇡ 10�4. In contrast, for a system with with T1 ⇠ ⌧d , the
probability of two events in the detection window would be p2 = (1�e�⌧/T1 )2 ⇡ 0.4.
(See Charles Santori’s thesis [129] for a thorough discussion on deadtime limits and
implications for g2 measurements in the context of quantum dot experiments.)

For the measurements here, we calculate the g(2)[0] by exciting the ion repeatedly,
counting the number of photons after each excitation, and running an autocorrela-
tion on these events. An advantage of this method for us is that it only requires
one detector, which significantly simplifies the measurement and helps with overall
detection rates. Calculating the full autocorrelation in this way also allows us to
extract information about correlations on long time scales as will be explored in
the upcoming sections. For measurements in the not-so-distant future with better
cavities and faster emission rates, this measurement may eventually need to move
to a HBT setup (but in that case we would be happy to have higher count rates!).

Measurement
Fig. 6.5 shows the results of a typical g(2) measurement on ion Z at zero applied
magnetic field. We extract g(2)[0] = 0.058 ± 0.006, which indicates with high
certainty that this is indeed emission from a single ion.

Assuming a perfect single photon source, the minimum attainable g(2)[0] will be
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determined by the count rates from other sources (e.g. excitation leakage, emission
from other ions, and dark counts) that can give rise to false coincidences on the
detector. We can first compare the measured g(2)[0] to the lower-bound due to the
observed background count level. Let nion be the number of counts from the ion
and nbg be the background counts from all other sources such that the total number
of counts on the detector is ntot = nion + nbg. The minimum g(2)[0] assuming that
the ion is a perfect single emitter and that the background emission is Poissonian
can then be written as

g(2)
min[0] =

hntot (ntot � 1)i
hntoti2

(6.5)

=
hnion(nion � 1)i + hnbg (nbg � 1)i + 2hnionihnbgi

hnion + nbgi2
(6.6)

=
hnbgi2 + 2hnionihnbgi
hnion + nbgi2

(6.7)

=
2A + 1

(A + 1)2 . (6.8)

Here we have used hnion(nion�1)i = 0 for the perfect single emitter, hnbg (nbg�1)i =
hnbgi2 for a Poissonian background, and have defined A = hnioni/hnbgi. Fig. 6.5b
shows a PLE scan over the ion in the same conditions used for the g(2) mea-
surements. We estimate the background contribution from the number of pho-
tons detected with the laser detuned by 100 MHz from the center of the tran-
sition. We extract A = 50 ± 16, which corresponds to a minimum observable
g(2)

min[0] = 0.039± 0.012. The measured g(2)[0] is slightly higher than the minimum
expected if we were limited by background counts.
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Figure 6.5: a) g(2) measurement on ion Z, which gives g(2)[0] = 0.058 ± 0.006. b)
PLE scan at the same conditions as the g(2) measurement, used to extract signal-to-
background for obtaining the background count limit to the g(2)[0].
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One explanation for this behavior could be related to duration of the excitation pulse
used for these measurements. In the two-level system with a finite excitation pulse
length, there is some probability that the ion will emit a photon during the excitation
pulse and then be re-excited and emit a second photon. This places fundamental
limits on the minimum g(2)[0] for a two-level emitter as a function of the lifetime
of the emitter relative to the length of the optical excitation pulse. This has been
explored theoretically in detail in [128] and demonstrated experimentally in the
context of quantum dot single photon sources in [130]. For Gaussian pulses of full
width ⌧FW H M and an emitter with lifetime �, the simulated minimum g(2)[0] for
a two-level system is given by [128] to be g(2)

T LE[0] = 0.4⌧FW H M� ± 0.003. For
the g(2) measurements presented here, the length of the excitation pulse used was
500 ns long. This would then predict a minimum g(2)

T LE = 0.053 ± 0.003, which is
close to the observed value. Further investigations of g(2)[0] with excitation pulse
length will be necessary to confirm whether this is a plausible explanation. This
will be of interest for future measurements as it will have similar implications for
the visibility of experiments to observe two-photon interference [128].

In the context of this work, the observed g(2)[0] is satisfactory to show that we are
indeed detecting emission from a single emitter. It is also worth pointing out that
g(2)[t] is constant for t > 0, which indicates that any pulse-wise correlations have
disappeared after one repetition of the experiment. This will be explored further
in upcoming sections, but is a first indication that we are not shelving population
with zero applied magnetic field and is further evidence that we are working with a
zero-nuclear-spin isotope.

6.5 Zeeman splitting in an applied magnetic field
We can look at the behavior of the optical transition in an applied magnetic field to
further confirm the isotope of the ion. For an isotope of Yb with zero-nuclear spin,
we expect both the ground and excited states to have a linear Zeeman splitting with
magnetic fields applied along the symmetry axes of the crystal. Fig. 6.6 shows 2D
plots of PLE scans across the ion as magnetic field is applied parallel (Fig. 6.6a) and
perpendicular (Fig. 6.6b) to the c-axis of the crystal. The observed behavior with
applied magnetic field agrees with the splitting predicted from the spin Hamiltonian
in Chapter 3. Note that the observed discontinuities in Fig. 6.6a are attributed to
fussiness of the magnet power supply used in that measurement as it goes through
zero current. Fig. 6.6b was performed with a newer magnet power supply that does
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Figure 6.6: a) Map of PLE scans as varying magnetic field is applied along the
c-axis. Brighter areas correspond to more counts. The observed discontinuities are
resulting from the magnet power supply. b) Map of PLE scans as varying magnetic
field is applied along the a-axis.

not su↵er from this problem.

Fig. 6.7 shows the corresponding line scans extracted from Fig. 6.6a at three dif-
ferent magnetic fields to illustrate the splitting as magnetic field is applied. The
two observed transitions correspond to the highest and lowest frequency transitions
drawn in Fig. 6.7b, which are the transitions allowed for light with polarization
aligned to the cavity mode. We see that in an applied magnetic field the measured
count rate drops significantly from that observed at zero field. In the case of fast
spin-relaxation between the two levels, we expect this count rate to be half of what
is observed at zero field. The observed reduction in counts then gives evidence for
optical pumping into a long-lived spin state.

6.6 Optical pumping with single ions
In this section, we further explore the optical pumping dynamics in the pulsed ex-
citation measurements. The goal is to introduce the definitions and assumptions
necessary for understanding the temporal dynamics observed in the pulsed photon
correlation measurements. The interested reader is referred to e.g. [131] or [132]
for further investigation into photon correlation dynamics in continuous measure-
ments.

We start with the four-level system shown in Fig. 6.7c and consider the case where
we excite the two cavity-coupled transitions with rates Ro

12 and Ro
34. From state |2i,

the ion decays at a rate 1/T1 and decays to state |1i with probability �21 and decays
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Figure 6.7: a) Representative PLE scans as magnetic field is applied along the c-axis
extracted from Fig. 6.6. b) Corresponding optical transitions for the ZNS isotope.
The ground and excited states are Zeeman split in an applied magnetic field. The
transitions labeled are those aligned with the cavity mode (E k c). c) Optical
pumping scheme on four-level system with rates described in text. d) E↵ective
two-level system for rate-equations described in text.

to state |3i with probability 1 � �21. Similarly, we define �43 for decay from state
|4i. We introduce spin relaxation from |ii to | ji as Rs

i j .

We assume pulsed excitation with a repetition time much slower than the excited
state lifetime. We can then gain intuition and further simplify this picture by treat-
ing the 4-level system as an e↵ective 2-level system. Because we are primarily
interested in the number of photons after a given readout pulse, we are approaching
this problem in a discrete time sense and this should be kept in mind in the follow-
ing discussions. In this case, Ro

i j = pexc Rrep
i j is the e↵ective excitation rate on the

transition |ii ! | ji where Rrep
i j is the repetition rate of pulsed excitation and pexc

is the excitation probability per pulse. We can define an e↵ective optically-induced
spin flip rate on |1i ! |3i as

Ro
13 = Ro

12(1 � �21) (6.9)

and similarly for R31. The resulting e↵ective decay rates between the two spin states
are

r13 = Ro
13 + Rs

13 (6.10)

r31 = Ro
31 + Rs

31. (6.11)

The rate equations for the populations in states |1i and |3i are then simply

ṗ1 = �r13p1 + r31p3 (6.12)

ṗ3 = �r31p3 + r13p1, (6.13)
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where again the populations and time derivative should be interpreted in the discrete
time sense of the pulsed measurements. These are readily solved to obtain the
steady state populations (ṗ1 = ṗ3 = 0) in the two spin states:

pss
1 =

r31

r13 + r31
(6.14)

and
pss

3 =
r13

r13 + r31
. (6.15)

6.7 Cross-correlation measurements
We can apply this straightforward approximation to understand the expected dy-
namics of the g(2) measurements in the case of optical pumping. We consider the
case where we only detect the photons resulting from excitation on the |1i ! |2i
transition such that the number of detected photons is proportional to the population
in state |1i. In practice we measure this by alternating the excitations on the two
transitions and time-resolving the detection events due to each pulse. In principle,
this could also be done with narrowband optical filtering. For the pulsed excitation
scheme, we can write the time behavior of g(2)[t] for t > 0 as

g(2)[t] =
p1[0; t]

p1[0;1]
, (6.16)

where p1[0; t] is the probability of being in state 0 at time t (i.e. we detect a photon
after exciting the ion at time t) given it was in state 0 at time t = 0. We normalize
this to the probability of detecting an event as t goes to infinity given a detection at
time t = 0.

The rate equations from the previous section are readily solved to give

p1[0; t] =
r13e�(r13+r31)t + r31

r13 + r31
(6.17)

and
p1[0;1] =

r31

r13 + r31
. (6.18)

The correlation of counts detected after excitation on a single transition is given by

g(2)[t] = 1 +
r13

r31
e�(r13+r31)t for t > 0. (6.19)

For the g(2) measurements on the four-level system, we expect to see bunching be-
havior for t > 0. This makes sense as we expect that at short times we will be
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more likely to detect a second photon until the ion decays into a di↵erent state. The
amplitude of this bunching will be determined by the relative size of the spin and
optical flip rates on the two transitions. The decay constant of the g(2) will corre-
spond to an e↵ective spin lifetime as determined by the sum of optical pumping and
spin relaxation rates. If we have knowledge of the the optical pumping rates (excita-
tion probability, repetition, and branching ratio), we can use the g(2) measurement
to extract information about the spin relaxation rate. If the excitation probability
and optical branching ratio are not well known, one can in principle perform these
measurements with varying powers and repetition rates to extract these parameters.
For the fairly long spin lifetimes and low photon rates observed in this system, this
method would be impractical at present time due to the integration times neces-
sary to acquire adequate data. As such, we primarily use the observed dynamics to
bound the spin lifetimes and check for self-consistency with the system parameters
(e.g. spin lifetime and optical branching ratio) measured via more time-e�cient
measurements.

We can extend this analysis to the case where we measure the emitted photons
on both transitions |1i ! |2i and |3i ! |4i. We define this normalized cross-
correlation as

gcc[t] =
p3[p1(t = 0) = 1, t]

p3[p1(t = 0) = 1;1]
. (6.20)

This will tell us the probability of detecting the ion in the state |3i at time t given
we measured it in state |1i at time t = 0. From the rate equations above, this takes
the form

gcc[t] = 1 � e�(r13+r31)t . (6.21)

The cross-correlation has the same decay constant as the g(2) measurement, but
will be a rising exponential rather than a decaying exponential. This agrees with
the expectation that if we measure the ion to be in state |1i at time 0, we will not
find it in |3i until it has decayed to |3i through the optical or spin transition. This
analysis can be extended in a straightforward manner to a system with more than
two ground states with a similar rate-equation analysis. In that case, we would
expect the g(2) and cross-correlation measurements to display more complex multi-
exponential behavior. For instance, if we introduce an additional long-lived shelv-
ing state, we could expect an additional bunching behavior in the cross-correlation
measurement.

It is worth noting that this type of bunching behavior in the g(2) could also be at-
tributed to a spectral di↵usion process. In this case, a similar formalism can be
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used with the decay of the correlation now corresponding to the rate that the emitter
di↵uses out of the bandwidth of the excitation pulse. See [133] for a nice demon-
stration of this in which varying excitation and filter bandwidths were used to ex-
tract information about the spectral di↵usion rates of quantum dots. By running
the cross-correlation in addition to the g(2), we can then distinguish the bunching
behavior in the g(2) due to spectral di↵usion and spin relaxation.

A measurement of the cross-correlation then complements the g(2) measurement
and allows us to verify that the two observed transitions in an applied magnetic
field are from one and the same ion.

Experiment
We implement the correlation measurements on the ion in an applied magnetic field
by alternately exciting the two cavity-enhanced transitions as labeled in Fig. 6.8a.
For this measurement, the applied magnetic field along c led to a 80 MHz frequency
di↵erence between the two optical transitions (B k c = 6.5 G). This splitting
was chosen such that the two transitions could be excited with a single laser by
switching the drive frequency of the acousto-optic modulator used to generate the
pulses. We bin the number of photons detected after each pulse and calculate an
auto and cross-correlation as described above. The results of this measurement
are shown in Fig. 6.8c. For this measurement, we are using the same excitation
powers and rates on p1 and p2 and the g(2) is calculated from the average of the g(2)

measured on transitions 1 and 2. In this case, g(2)[t] takes the form

g(2)
Ptot[t] = 1 + e�(r13+r31)t . (6.22)

The auto and cross-correlation are well fit by exponentials with a decay constant of
950 µs. If we assume that the optically-induced spin flip rate is much smaller than
the direct spin relaxation rate, we can assign a pessimistic lower bound on the spin
state lifetime to � 950 µs. A small set of measurements similar to those shown in
Fig. 6.8c at di↵erent pulse repetition rates indicate that the decay observed in the
correlations is largely dominated by optical pumping rather than spin relaxation. If
we instead assume that the spin relaxation is negligible, we can obtain an estimate
of the optical branching ratio. For this measurement, the repetition rate on each
transition is 25 kHz and the ions are driven to saturation (pexc ⇡ 0.5). The observed
decay then corresponds to a lower bound on the optical branching ratio of �21 ⇡
0.96. We will explore a more time e�cient way to measure the spin lifetime in the
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Figure 6.8: Correlation measurements on zero-spin isotope. a) Four-level system
corresponding to Zeeman split levels of ZNS isotope with B | |c. Optical transitions
correspond to the cavity coupled transitions allowed for E k c. Here, | f1 � f2 | =
80 MHz. The optical transitions in (a) are excited in an alternating fashion as shown
in (b). The corresponding auto- and cross-correlation (blue and red, respectively)
of the observed photon counts after each pulse.

next section. A more direct measure of the optical branching ratio will be performed
in the next chapter.

While many extensions to these measurements could be used to gain more insight
into the system, for our purposes these results show that these two transitions ob-
served in a magnetic field are from the same ion. The behavior of the observed
cross-correlations provide more evidence that we are working with a zero-spin iso-
tope of Yb with the corresponding four-level system shown in Fig. 6.7.

6.8 Spin initialization
After verifying that we are moving population between two ground states of the
ion in the cross-correlation measurements, we want to initialize population into a
single ground state. For the measurements in the previous section, we were read-
ing out the population by exciting both of the cavity-enhanced optical transitions.
Because these transitions are fairly cyclic, this is not an e�cient way to optically
pump out of a given state. We can instead tune the frequency of the pumping laser
such that we excite on the cross transition that is allowed for the orthogonal polar-
ization. Once excited, the ion will then have a high probability of decaying via the
cavity-enhanced transition and flipping the spin in the process. In this way, we can
e�ciently prepare the ion into the desired spin state.
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The amount of improvement in the pumping rate can be seen in the following way.
Using the level structure in Fig. 6.7c, let’s say we want to initialize into state |1i .
For resonant driving on |3i ! |4i, we have the optically induced spin flip rate from
|3i to |1i as

Ro
31 = Ro

34(1 � �43). (6.23)

If instead we implement cross transition pumping on |3i ! |2i, we have

Ro
31 = Ro

32 �21. (6.24)

For this system, the branching ratios will be symmetric with �21 = �43. So if
we achieve a similar pumping rate on R34 and R32 (i.e. can drive both transitions
to saturation in the pulsed scheme), we have enhanced the pumping by �21/(1 �
�21). From the lower bound on the branching ratio described above � = 0.96, this
corresponds to a 25 times increase in pumping rate.

Fig. 6.9a shows a 2D map of the PLE as we scan the frequency of the readout pulse
with di↵erent detunings of the repump pulse. We see that when the optical pumping
frequency hits the lambda transition we get a large increase in counts, which indi-
cates that we are e�ciently moving population back into the readout state. Fig. 6.9b
shows the corresponding PLE scans with and without preparation. We compare this
to the observed count rate at zero applied magnetic field and estimate a spin initial-
ization of 95%.

This measurement can then be extended in a straightforward manner to directly
measure the spin lifetime. We initialize the ion, wait, and then readout the popula-
tion. The decay of population as a function of wait time gives the spin state lifetime.
Fig. 6.10 shows one such measurement in which we observe a lifetime of 9 ms at a
ground state splitting of 80 MHz. We do not currently have bulk measurements of
the zero-spin isotopes in a similar regime, but expect that this lifetime is limited by
flip-flop interactions between Yb ions rather than spin-lattice relaxation [134]. This
could be explored as a function of the size and direction of the applied magnetic
field to further elucidate the underlying relaxation mechanisms.

6.9 Optical coherence measurements
We can start to further investigate the coherence properties of the optical transition
by turning up the power on the optical readout pulse until we see coherent Rabi os-
cillations of the population between the ground and excited state. Fig. 6.11 shows
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the results of one such measurement in which we initialize the ion and measure the
resulting PL as a function of readout pulse length. In Fig. 6.11a, we see coherent
oscillations with Rabi frequency⌦r = 2⇡⇥8.6 MHz. The Rabi frequency is related
to the mean cavity photon number n̄ by ⌦r = 2g

p
n̄. Using g = 2⇡ ⇥ 17.8 MHz

obtained from the lifetime measurement, this corresponds to a mean cavity photon
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Figure 6.9: Spin initialization of the ZNS isotope. a) Map of PLE scans as the
frequency of the pumping pulse is tuned across the lambda system. The red dashed
red line is a guide to the eye for the detuning of the repump laser with the readout
pulse at ⇠ 340 MHz. b) Corresponding PLE scans at optimal detuning of pumping
pulse. The measured counts with and without preparation are compared to the count
rate observed at zero applied magnetic field. This gives an initialization fidelity of
95%.
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Figure 6.10: Spin lifetime measurement on ZNS isotope. a) Level-structure and
optical transitions used. The four states correspond to the Zeeman split excited
and ground states. Here, we make use of the lambda system using a transition
allowed for light polarized E ? c. b) Sequence for spin-lifetime measurement. c)
Population measured by reading out on f1 as a function of wait time. Exponential
fit gives lifetime of 9 ms.
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number of n̄ = 0.06. This correspond to ⇡ 5 nW incident on the cavity. Such
measurements provide a good way to double-check system e�ciencies and we find
good agreement between the expected and measured values. Fig. 6.11b shows an-
other example of a similar scan at a higher Rabi frequency as a function of laser
detuning.

The Rabi oscillations in Fig. 6.11a decay exponentially with a decay time of 400 ns.
This data was taken with B ? c = 80 mT. In general, the decay of the driven Rabi
oscillations can be quite complex and will have a dependence on the strength of the
driving term and the nature of the source of dephasing in the system [135, 136].
With those caveats in mind, we can still extract an estimate for the decoherence
times from the simple optical Bloch equation picture. In this picture, this decay will
be determined by the population decay rate �0 = 1/T1 and any additional dephasing
of the ion denoted as �deph. The coherence time T2 is then given by

1
T2
=
�0

2
+ �deph. (6.25)

On resonance, the Rabi oscillations will decay with rate [137]

�rabi =
3�0 + 2�deph

4
. (6.26)

For Fig. 6.11a, we extract an excess dephasing rate of �deph = 2⇡ ⇥ 730 kHz and
a coherence time of T2 = 210 ns. While these measurements give an idea of the
coherence time, they more importantly allow us to identify the ⇡ and ⇡/2 pulse
lengths necessary to perform further measures of the optical coherence.

We spent some time exploring optical Ramsey measurements on this ion with lim-
ited success. Measurements proved to be di�cult with the limited rise time and
time resolution of the setup available at the time of these measurements, but these
results indicated that T⇤2 < 50 ns. This is in rough agreement with the minimum
linewidth observed in the PLE scans. We had slightly better success with the opti-
cal echo measurement. Fig. 6.12 shows the results of an optical echo experiment in
which we measure T2 = 130 ns. This measurement was taken with B | |c = 6.5 G.
Further investigations are required to explore the magnetic field dependence of the
optical coherence times in this ion.

These optical coherence times are short compared to the optical lifetime, but the
expectations for the zero-spin isotope were low. The large g-factor of the ground
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and excited states makes them quite susceptible to magnetic field fluctuations. The
measured values are similar to what is measured on the zero-spin isotopes in bulk.
While the observed coherence on this ion is far from the lifetime limit in the current
device, the ability to coherently drive the optical transition provides the foundation
for more e�cient pulsed readout and all-optical manipulation of the spin state.
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Figure 6.11: Optical Rabi oscillations on the ZNS isotope. The ion is initialized
into a single spin state and then excited with a variable length readout pulse. The
resulting PL is plotted as a function of readout pulse length. a) Example with Rabi
frequency of 8.6 MHz and decay time of 400 ns. Here, B ? c = 80 mT. b) Optical
Rabi oscillations as the excitation frequency is moved across the resonance. Note
that the frequency is referenced to the cavity-lock frequency and not the detuning
from the center of the ion.
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Figure 6.13: Optically detected magnetic resonance measurements. a) Energy level
structure and corresponding optical and microwave frequencies used. b) Sequence
used for ODMR. c) Expected signals with and without optical initialization.

6.10 Optically detected magnetic resonance
After exploring the optical measurements, we now want to introduce microwave
driving on the electron spin transition. The most basic spin measurement we can
do is an optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurement. In short,
we send in a microwave pulse and optically readout the resulting change in the spin
population as a function of applied microwave frequency. When the microwave
pulse is on resonance with the spin transition, it will transfer population between the
two ground states. If we start with the population initialized into the readout state,
we will see a decrease in count rates when the microwave pulse is resonant with the
ground state transition. This measurement can also be performed without an optical
initialization pulse. In this case, the repeated optical readout pulse serves to pump
population out of the readout state. Tuning the microwave drive into resonance with
the ground state transition then leads to an increase in population in the readout state
and a peak in ODMR.

Fig. 6.14 shows examples of two such measurements. As the oscillating magnetic
field due to the microwave CPW is along the c-axis, these measurements are per-
formed with a static magnetic field perpendicular to the c-axis. On the left, we
show an ODMR measurement in a small magnetic field (7 mT) where we have ini-
tialized into the readout state. On the right, we show in a larger applied magnetic
field (157 mT) in which we do not initialize before the sequence. In both cases,
we reduce the microwave power until there is no noticeable change in the linewidth
of the ODMR signal. The width of this ODMR peak bounds the spin coherence
time. We measure full-widths of ⇡ 12 MHz in both cases, which is similar to what
is observed on the optical transition. This is expected if the coherence is limited by
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Figure 6.14: ODMR on the zero-spin isotope at two di↵erent magnetic fields. a)
Low-field ODMR with optical initialization. B ? c ⇡ 7 mT. b) ODMR at higher
field for increasing attenuation of applied microwave pulse. B ? c ⇡ 157 mT

the magnetic field sensitivities of these transitions.

6.11 Spin coherence measurements
After finding the spin transition in ODMR, we can then turn up the microwave
power until we see coherent Rabi oscillations on the spin transition. For this mea-
surement, the population is initialized into the readout state, a resonant microwave
pulse of width ⌧ is applied to the ground state transition, and an optical readout
pulse maps the population of the ion to fluorescence. Repeating this sequence for a
varying ⌧ allows us to trace out the Rabi oscillations on the spin transition. Fig. 6.15
shows the results of one such measurement. We extract a Rabi frequency of 8.7
MHz and a decay constant of 530 ns. Using the spin lifetime measured earlier, this
would correspond to T2 = 265 ns.

Ramsey measurements in this configuration proved to be di�cult in the current
setup due to the short T⇤2 and we again bound this to be less than 50 ns. We were able
to perform a spin echo sequence as shown in Fig. 6.15b, which gives T2 = 84 ns.
As in the optical case, there is a significant discrepancy between the coherence
time measured with echoes and that extracted from the Rabi oscillations. Further
investigations into the decay of the Rabi oscillations with drive power might shed
some light on this discrepancy.

While the spin coherence times are also quite short for the spin transition, the expec-
tations were quite low for the zero-spin isotope. The importance for us is showing
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Figure 6.15: Coherent spin measurements on ZNS isotope. a) Rabi oscillations on
the spin transition at a ground state splitting of 85 MHz (B ? c ⇡ 7 mT). Fit gives
Rabi frequency of ⌦r = 2⇡ ⇥ 8.7 MHz and decay constant of 530 ns. b) Spin echo
measurement as a function of free evolution time ⌧. Fit gives T2 = 84 ns

that we can coherently drive the spin transition in this configuration with a fairly
high Rabi frequency. This gave us confidence that we would be able to drive the
ground state Yb-171 transition at zero-field since it will have the same transition
strength as the ZNS ion.

6.12 Conclusion
In this chapter, I presented measurements on an ion that we determined to be an iso-
tope of ytterbium with zero-nuclear spin. While there are many avenues for further
exploration with this ion, the prospect for achieving long optical and spin coher-
ences with these ions in this sample is low and we instead shifted focus to mea-
surements on the Yb-171 isotope. The time spent on the zero-spin was significant
for us in that it allowed us to develop the experiments and show that we coherently
manipulate the electron spin of single rare-earth ions in this system. With these
tools in hand and confidence in the measurements, we are then ready to tackle the
more complicated level structure of the 171 ion.
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C h a p t e r 7

MEASUREMENTS OF SINGLE 171YB:YVO4 IONS

After whetting our appetite with measurements on the zero-spin ion, we then moved
to the 171-isotope with the prospect of longer coherence times for both the optical
and spin transitions. In this chapter, I present an initial set of measurements on ions
we have determined to be of the Yb-171 isotope. I start by discussing the motivation
for working at zero applied magnetic field rather than the high-field regime explored
in the spectroscopy chapter. I then introduce the relevant optical and spin transitions
for this work and describe how we can initialize the ion into one of the ground states.
I then present measurements of the spin and optical coherence properties of single
ytterbium-171 ions. I conclude with initial results showing single-shot readout of
the spin state.

7.1 Why work at zero field?
For the initial work with single Yb-171 ions, we decided to explore the regime
of zero magnetic field rather than the high magnetic field limit presented in the
spectroscopy chapter. In this section, I will outline the two main considerations in
this decision: the prospect of long coherence times at zero field and a significantly
larger spin transition strength.

The primary reason for exploring this regime is the existence of spin and optical
transitions that are first-order insensitive to applied magnetic fields. As discussed in
the Chapter 3 and reproduced in Fig. 7.1, the hyperfine coupling in the uniaxial sym-
metry of YVO partially lifts the degeneracy of the energy levels at zero magnetic
field and gives rise to energy eigenstates in the ground and excited state of the form:
|11i = |"*i, |1,�1i = |#*i, |10i = 1p

2
(|"+i + |#*i), and |00i = 1p

2
(|"+i � |#*i).

We see that states |00i and |10i are completely mixed states of both electronic and
nuclear spin and thus have net zero total spin. As a result, theses energy levels are
insensitive to first-order perturbations by the Zeeman interaction. Explicitly, for
| i = |10i , |00i we have for any perturbing magnetic field B:

h | µBB · g · S � µnB · gn · I | i = 0. (7.1)

Optical and spin transitions between states of this form will then have a reduced sen-
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Figure 7.1: Zero-field energy level structure of 171Yb:YVO4 reproduced from
Chapter 3 for reference. Transitions allowed for E k c (E ? c) are shown in solid
blue (dashed red). The dotted grey lines correspond to transitions that are forbidden
by symmetry.

sitivity to magnetic field fluctuations.1 Such transitions in the context of rare-earth
ions are typically referred to as ZEFOZ (ZEro-First Order Zeeman) transitions.2 As
fluctuating magnetic fields are suspected as the primary source of decoherence in
this system, we then expect significant improvement in coherence times compared
to the zero-spin isotope. An enhancement of coherence at zero-field ZEFOZ tran-
sitions has been demonstrated in 171Yb:Y2SiO5 [74] and 167Er:Y2SiO5 [98]. While
this was not explored in the work presented in the Chapter 3, initial optical mea-
surements in the 100 ppm Yb-171-doped crystal indicate optical coherence times
> 25 µs on transition A at zero applied magnetic field.

Another reason for working at zero-field was ensuring that we could e�ciently drive
the microwave transition. Transitions between the ZEFOZ states |10i and |00i are

1The magnetic sensitivity of these transitions are then determined then by the second-order
Zeeman interaction. See e.g. [138] for calculations of this contribution.

2Since this transition occurs at zero applied magnetic field in this context, one might even go as
far as calling this a ZEFIZEFOZ (Zero-FIeld ZEro-First Order Zeeman) transition, but quite frankly
I think that’s just a little too silly. Transitions with zero first-order sensitivity to magnetic fields are
found and desired in many areas of physics and go by di↵erent names in their respective fields, e.g.
clock transitions in AMO physics or sweet spots and optimal working points in spin qubits.
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allowed for oscillating magnetic fields Bac
k parallel to the c-axis:

h00| µbBac
k gkSz |10i =

µbBac
k gk

2
. (7.2)

We see that the transition between these states is electron-spin like with a transition
dipole of µbgk2h = 42.5 GHz/T. In contrast, in the high-field limit we achieve long
coherence times by freezing out the electron spin and working with states that are
almost pure nuclear spin states. This results in transition dipole moments that are
more than 2000 times smaller than the zero-field ZEFOZ transition dipole moment.

A related consideration is the required orientation of the crystal axis with respect
to the applied static and oscillating magnet fields. For the microwave coplanar
waveguide (CPW) on the current set of devices, the oscillating magnetic field we
can apply to drive the spin transitions is almost entirely along the crystal c�axis.
Unfortunately, the best orientation to achieve long coherence in the high field will
also be with the magnetic field along c. In this case, the nuclear spin transitions are
only allowed for oscillating magnetic fields perpendicular to c. We are then relying
on a residual component of the oscillating magnetic field from the CPW along the
a-axis, which leads to a further reduction of achievable driving strengths. We could
in principle drive these transitions in this device by buying a larger microwave am-
plifier, but the requisite higher powers would also induce a significant additional
heat load to the dilution fridge. Working at zero-field allows us to achieve higher
Rabi frequencies at much lower powers in the current device and still maintain low
temperatures in the fridge. This is ideal for the initial demonstrations with these
ions.

Another more subtle consideration in the choice of working at zero field is making
sure that we can find an isolated ion. At zero field, the Yb-171 isotope has an optical
transition that does not overlap with transitions of the other isotopes (as shown in
Fig. 7.1). In the high-field limit however, the optical transitions of the 171 isotope
overlaps with those of the 173 isotopes. In the relatively high doping density of this
sample, this makes the initial search process for an isolated ion substantially more
di�cult.

While not as readily accessible with the current device, the high-field limit o↵ers
the promise of longer optical and spin coherences and is of significant interest in
future work. Modifications to the design of the optical and microwave cavities used
should enable further exploration of that regime in the future.
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Figure 7.2: Allowed optical transitions for E | |c at a) zero applied magnetic field and
b) B | |c = 1 T for the di↵erent isotopes of 171. Transitions are scaled by the natural
isotopic abundance. At zero applied magnetic field, we see that one of the 171-
isotope transitions (transition A at -4.45 GHz) does not overlap with any transitions
from the other isotopes.

7.2 Zero-field level structure and initialization
The energy level structure of Yb-171 at zero field and the corresponding optical and
microwave transitions relevant to the following experiments are shown in Fig. 7.2.
The ground-state spin transition of interest at zero field is the ZEFOZ transition in-
troduced earlier between |0ig = 1p

2

⇣
|"+ig � |#*ig

⌘
and |1ig = 1p

2

⇣
|"+ig + |#*ig

⌘
.

This transition occurs at ⌫g ⇡ 675 MHz. I will refer to these two states in the rest
of the text as the qubit subspace. Note that I have changed the naming convention
slightly from that used in Chapter 3, where I referred to these as levels |3i and |4i. I
will refer to the lowest energy levels in the ground state as |auxi. I have labeled the
optical transitions with the same convention used previously, where the blue (red)
transitions correspond to those allowed for light polarized parallel (perpendicular)
to the c-axis of the crystal. The blue transitions are the Purcell-enhanced transitions
aligned with the cavity mode.

We will use the lowest frequency optical transition (A) to readout the state of the
ion. This is primarily chosen because this transition does not overlap with the in-
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Figure 7.3: a) Level structure of 171Yb:YVO4 relevant to measurements of single
ions. Transition A is used as the readout transition that measures the population in
|1ig. Transition F is used to pump population from |auxi into the qubit subspace
{|0ig , |1ig} via cavity-enhanced decay on E. Microwave pulses are applied on the
ground (green) and excited (purple) state ZEFOZ transitions. b) General sequence
used for spin measurements. Spin is initialized into |0ig through pumping on F
and then simultaneous pumping on A and the excited state microwave transition. A
spin control pulse or sequence is applied on the ground state spin transition and the
population in |1ig is readout optically in PL by pulsed excitation on transition A.

homogeneous distribution any optical transitions from other isotopes as discussed
previously. The other cavity-coupled transition from this subspace (transition E)
overlaps with the inhomogeneous distribution of the the zero-spin isotope. In the
relatively high doping concentration in this device, this makes it di�cult in practice
to address this transition without exciting a large number of zero-spin ions. This
is fine for optical pumping (we just need to make sure we wait long enough for
these other ions to decay so we do not collect spurious photons from them), but is
unacceptable for state readout. In samples with lower concentration, we will have
a better chance of isolating this other transition and performing similar correlation
measurements to those demonstrated on the ZNS ion.

The first experimental task is to initialize the ion into the {|0ig , |1ig} subspace. We
can do this by optically pumping out of |auxi on the transitions allowed for the
orthogonal polarizations, either transition C or transition F in Fig. 7.2. The next
task is to initialize the ion into |0ig or |1ig. As a direct optical lambda system
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is not allowed between these states, we need to use multiple transitions to make
this happen. Here, we overcome this challenge by introducing a microwave tone
to drive the |1ie ! |2ie excited state transition while simultaneously pumping on
the readout transition A. In this way, we can induce a transition from |1ig ! |2ie.
Once in |2ie, the ion decays to |0i by the cavity-enhanced transition E. This enables
e�cient initialization of the ion into the |0i state. We then transfer the ion into |1i
by applying a microwave pulse (e.g. ⇡-pulse) on the |0i ! |1i transition.

I will note that initialization could also be accomplished all-optically if desired
or necessary by introducing another optical pumping frequency (e.g. pumping on
transitions C and H). For our purposes, it was more straightforward experimentally
to introduce a second microwave tone rather than a third optical frequency.

7.3 Identifying single 171 ions
The first experimental task is to find an isolated Yb-171 ion. We start with a fine
PLE scan of the inhomogeneous distribution around the isolated Yb-171 transition
(transition A). This corresponds to the region highlighted with a green box in the
wide PLE scans presented in the previous chapter (See Fig. 6.2). Fig. 7.4 is an
example of one such scan in which we identify a few isolated peaks corresponding
to potential single Yb-171 ions. The inset shows a finer scan over the ion marked as
A, where at the lowest power used for the measurement we extract a linewidth of 4.5
MHz. At the power used for this scan, we still observe a substantial contribution of
power broadening to the observed linewidth. The reduction in SNR at lower powers
due to decreased excitation probability and optical pumping discouraged us from
spending more time pursuing measurements of the optical linewidth in this fashion.
Later on, we will instead infer this linewidth from optical Ramsey measurements.

To determine whether a peak corresponds to a Yb-171 ion, the readout pulse is
tuned on resonance with one of these peaks and a second laser is scanned across
transitions C or F. If an observed peak corresponds to the A transition of a Yb-
171 ion, population will move into the qubit subspace as the pump laser come into
resonance with these transitions and result in an increase in counts after the readout
pulse.

Fig. 7.5 shows examples of these scans performed on the three ions previously
identified. In this case, the pumping laser is scanned over transition F. For ions
A and C, a splitting of this transition is observed that is unexpected for the ion
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Figure 7.5: Verification that ions A, B, and C are Yb-171 ions. An initialization
pulse is applied on transition F and followed by a microwave pulse on the ground
state transition to move population into |1ig. The population in |1ig is measured as
a function of initialization pulse frequency o↵set. The splitting of transition F for
ions A and C are currently attributed to strain as explained in the text.

at zero magnetic field. Similar results are observed when pumping on transition
C. Further investigations into the behavior of this splitting in an applied magnetic
field indicate that this is not due to a residual magnetic field at the ion. The current
hypothesis is that this splitting is due to these ions occupying a strained or otherwise
distorted sites. This is not unreasonable as we are in practice selecting for strained
ions by working in the tails of the inhomogeneous distribution, which arises due
to variations in the local environment within the crystal. A distortion to the local
crystal lattice can lower the site symmetry of the ion and lead to a breaking of the
degeneracy of the lowest energy levels. Further studies are necessary to understand
the nature and cause of this strain and its consequences for the properties of the ion.
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One interesting implication of this splitting is that these states are also then expected
to be ZEFOZ states (similar to what is seen in the Yb:YSO [74]). An indication that
this could be the case is the relatively narrow linewidth of the optical transition F
for ions A and C compared to ion B. Depending on the resulting site symmetry of
the ion, there is a chance that the ion would now possess a DC stark shift [127]. This
would have negative implications for long-term spectral di↵usion due to fluctuat-
ing electric fields, but would also open the door to tuning of the optical transition
through applied DC electric fields. The main experimental consequence for now is
that we must pump on both of these transitions to e�ciently initialize the ion into
the qubit subspace. Luckily, this splitting is small and we can readily address both
transitions by frequency shifting with an AOM.

For the rest of the chapter, I will present results from ions A and C as these two
are observed to be the most well-isolated ions. Although our sample size is small
at this point, preliminary measurements have not shown any noticeable di↵erence
between the coherence properties of strained and unstrained ions.

7.4 Photon correlation measurements
After identifying potential Yb-171 ions, we can measure the g(2)[0] to further verify
that these are indeed single ions. Fig. 7.6 shows the results of g(2) measurements
on ion A. In Fig. 7.6 a, the g(2) is measured by alternating between a single initial-
ization pulse on the C transition and a readout pulse on transition A. The pulse-
wise correlation is calculated on the counts observed after exciting on transition A,
which gives g(2)[0] = 0.147 ± 0.011. We note a bunching behavior similar to that
observed with the ZNS isotope in an applied magnetic field. As discussed in the
previous chapter, this bunching is expected for a multi-level emitter with long-lived
ground states.

The amplitude of this bunching corresponds to the ratio of rates into and out of
the read transition. We expect that this e↵ect would not be observed with perfect
initialization of the ion before each readout. To allow for a faster repetition rate,
this experiment is performed using only a single optical pumping pulse. This is
not su�cient to initialize the ion completely and leads to the observed bunching
behavior.

We can demonstrate that this bunching behavior is related to a population e↵ect by
further modifying the optical pumping rates. Fig. 7.6a shows a g(2) measurement
in which there is not any initialization sequence between read pulses. In this case,
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Figure 7.6: Second-order photon correlation measurements on ion A. a) g(2)

performed with single initialization pulse before readout resulting in g(2)[0] =
0.147±0.011. b) g(2) performed with no initialization pulse before readout showing
increased bunching for t > 0 and g(2)[0] = 0.215 ± 0.084.

there is a much more pronounced bunching e↵ect for t > 0 and we measure a
g(2)[0] = 0.215 ± 0.084. Again, this increase in bunching as the pumping rate into
|1ig is reduced can be expected from the analysis presented in the previous chapter.
Measurements on ion C show similar behavior and give g(2)[0] = 0.30 ± 0.03.
These results indicate that we have correctly identified A and C as single ions.

7.5 Lifetime measurements
We can then measure the cavity-enhanced lifetimes of theses ions to determine their
coupling to the cavity. Fig. 7.7 shows the results of lifetime measurements ions A
and C, which give nearly identical optical lifetimes with T1 = 2.3 µs. This is a
reduction from the bulk lifetime by �Fp ⇡ 116 and corresponds to a coupling of
g = 2⇡ ⇥ 22.8 MHz. Identifying two similarly coupled ions in the cavity is an
exciting prospect for future measurements of photon indistinguishability between
two single rare-earths and perhaps even entanglement of two ions in the same cavity.

7.6 Spectral di↵usion
We briefly investigate the long-term spectral di↵usion of ion A. Fig. 7.8a shows
repeated PLE scans over ion A over 6 hours. The integrated counts for this scan
are shown Fig. 7.8b, which is well-fit to a Gaussian with FWHM of 5.2 MHz. We
note the presence of an ion that is weakly coupled to the cavity about 10 MHz
detuned from ion A. The long-term linewidth is similar to the single scan linewidth
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Figure 7.8: a) Repeated scans over ion A to investigate long-term spectral di↵usion.
b) Integrated counts from spectral di↵usion scan fit to Gaussian with FWHM of 5.2
MHz.

measured at this optical power, which demonstrates that there is not significant
long-term spectral di↵usion. Further studies are necessary to determine the causes
and limits of the observed broadening.

7.7 ODMR measurements
We then explore microwave manipulation of the Yb-171 spin states starting with
optically detected magnetic resonance on the ground state. For this measurement,
the ion is pumped into the qubit subspace on transition F, a microwave pulse is
applied, and the population in state |1ig is read out optically via transition A. When
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the microwave pulse is o↵-resonance with the ground state transition, the repeated
pumping on F and read-out on A will eventually move the population primarily into
|0ig in the steady state. When the microwave is on resonance with the ground state
transition, this population is transferred to state |1ie and will lead to a corresponding
increase in the count rate of the optical readout.

Fig. 7.9 shows ODMR scans on the ground state ZEFOZ transition as the mi-
crowave drive power is reduced. We extract an ODMR linewidth of 175 kHz at the
lowest powers used for this measurement. This is almost two orders of magnitude
smaller than what was observed in ODMR for the zero-spin isotope and is a promis-
ing first sign for the coherence properties of the spin. At the lowest power scans
performed, we still observed signs of power broadening on the microwave transi-
tion. Rather than pursue lower power ODMR measurements, we instead moved to
coherent measurements that will be discussed in the upcoming sections. We note
a slight asymmetry in the ODMR lineshape. Preliminary simulations by an under-
graduate in our group, Yan-Qi Huan, indicate that this asymmetry agrees well with
what is expected from the superhyperfine interaction with the nuclear spins of the
host material (i.e. yttrium and vanadium).

We are also interested in driving the excited-state microwave transition to imple-
ment the proposed spin initialization scheme. To perform ODMR on the excited
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Figure 7.9: Ground-state ODMR. a) Energy level diagram with relevant optical
and spin transitions. b) Sequence for measuring ground-state ODMR. The ion is
optically pumped into |0ig followed by a microwave pulse. The population in |1ig
is measured as a function of microwave frequency. c) Examples of ground-state
ODMR with microwave power decreasing in steps of 5 dB. Lorentzian fit at the
lowest power (red) gives a linewidth of 175 kHz (FWHM).
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Figure 7.10: Excited state ODMR. a) Energy level diagram with relevant optical
and spin transitions. b) Sequence for measuring excited state ODMR. To initialize,
the ion is excited on A while simultaneously driving the excited-state microwave
transition. The population in |1ig is measured as a function of microwave frequency.
c) Example of excited state ODMR for three di↵erent powers. d) Observation of
Autler-Townes splitting on the optical transition observed for high initialization
powers on transition A. Blue corresponds to microwave pulses on and purple is a
background reference with the microwave pulses turned o↵.

state, optical pumping is performed by exciting on readout transition A while si-
multaneously driving the excited state microwave transition. On resonance, this
will pump population out of state |1ig and result in a corresponding drop in the
count rate on the optical readout via transition A. Fig. 7.10b is an example of such
an ODMR scan on the excited state. During this measurement, the microwave fre-
quency was dithered to reduce the sensitivity of the ODMR signal to changes in
the optical power on transition A. For optical Rabi frequencies greater than the
transition linewidth, an Autler-Townes splitting of the excited-state transition can
be observed with this ODMR measurement as shown in Fig. 7.10c.

7.8 Spin initialization
We then perform the full spin initialization sequence described earlier. To demon-
strate and assess the quality of this initialization, the population in |1ig is measured
for varying lengths of the preparation sequences used to initialize the ion into |1ig
or |0ig
Fig. 7.11a shows initialization between the two levels of the qubit as the number of
pulses on A is increase while holding the number of pulses on F fixed at 150. On
transition A, this preparation consists of 2.5 µs pulses with a 200 kHz repetition
rate. On transition F, the preparation pulse consists of two 2.5 µs pulses alternat-
ing between the two strain-split transitions observed earlier with a total repetition
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ration into |0ig(|1ig). a) Increasing number of preparation pulses on transition A
while holding number of preparation pulses on F fixed at 150. b) Increasing number
of preparation pulses on transition F while holding number of preparation pulses
on A fixed at 100.

rate of 100 kHz. The blue scans correspond to preparation into |0ig and the red
scans correspond to preparation into |1ig by applying a microwave ⇡ pulse on the
ground state transition after the optical initialization sequence. Without any sub-
traction of background count contributions, the observed contrast corresponds to
an initialization of > 91% within the qubit subspace. This demonstrates that this
pumping scheme allows for e�cient initialization between these two spin states in
under 500 µs

We demonstrate saturation of the optical pumping out of the |auxi state by perform-
ing the same measurement while keeping the number of initialization pulses on A
fixed at 100 and varying the number of pulses on F. This is shown in Fig. 7.11b.
Saturation of the initialization is observed for more than 100 pulses, which indicates
that we are doing as well as we can for this pumping scheme. From the measured
count rate and knowledge of the optical branching ratio and detection e�ciency,
the initialization into the qubit subspace is estimated to > 95%. More direct mea-
surements of this initialization are currently being explored, but we do not have a
better estimate at the time of writing. We are working to improve both of these
initialization fidelities. In an upcoming section, we will explore a readout sequence
that will allows for post-selection to ensure the ion was in the qubit subspace at the
time of measurement.
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7.9 Coherent optical measurements
With the ion initialized into state |1ig, we turn to measurements of the optical co-
herence properties.

Fig. 7.12 shows optical Rabi oscillations on transition A at five di↵erent optical
powers. Note that the plots are o↵set for clarity and the number of counts at zero
pulse length is the same for each plot. Fig. 7.12 shows finer detail of an optical
Rabi oscillation at the power typically used for the optical readout. An additional
beating on these Rabi oscillations is observed and further revealed in an FFT of the
signal. This is currently attributed to the superhyperfine interaction with neighbor-
ing vanadiums. Further investigations of the optical Rabi oscillations in di↵erent
magnetic field configurations and di↵erent optical powers would be one way to
extract more information about this coupling and the dynamics of the spin bath
contributing to dephasing [136]. These measurements show that we can perform
coherent manipulation on the optical transition. This allows for the identification
of optical ⇡-pulses that we then use to increase the e�ciency of the readout of
the ground state population. The ability to perform coherent control pulses on the
optical transition also allows for further measurements of the optical coherence life-
times. Fig. 7.13a shows the results of an optical Ramsey measurement on ion A.
An exponential fit gives T⇤2 = 1.54 µs, which corresponds to a linewidth (FWHM)
of 2�d = 1/(⇡T⇤2 ) ⇡ 200 kHz. Optical echo measurements were then performed to
rephase slow frequency fluctuations of the ion (or laser) over the course of the mea-
surement. Fig. 7.13a shows the results of an optical echo measurement with fit that
gives T2 = 3.1 µs. This is a significant improvement from the optical coherence
times observed with the zero spin isotope, but is not quite at the desired lifetime
limit (T2 = 2T1). Based on the analysis presented in chapter 4, this limit can in
principle be attained through further reductions of the cavity-enhanced lifetime.

While the cavity brings the ions toward lifetime-limited coherence by reducing T1,
we must also keep in mind the overall reduction in the coherence time from this
lifetime contribution. The total dephasing rate is the sum of contributions from
both lifetime and excess dephasing processes:

1
T2
=

1
2T1
+ �deph. (7.3)

Fig. 7.14 plots the corresponding bulk coherence time as a function of cavity T2 for
T1,cav = 2.3 µs assuming that �deph remains constant. The corresponding bulk co-
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Figure 7.12: Optical Rabi oscillations on transition A. a) Examples of Rabi oscilla-
tions as the optical power is increased by 2x in each scan from top to bottom. Scans
are o↵set for clarity and all start at 0 counts. b) Example of optical Rabi oscillation
showing additional beat frequency with inset showing FFT of signal.combined optical ramsey and echo
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Figure 7.13: Optical coherence measurements on transition A. a) Optical Ramsey
sequence and measurement for free evolution ⌧. Exponential fit gives T⇤2 = 1.54 µs.
b) Optical echo sequence and measurement for free evolution ⌧. Exponential fit
gives T2 = 3.1 µs.

herence time for the measured cavity T2 is 9.3 µs. This is shorter than the coherence
lifetime in preliminary measurements of the 100 ppm Yb-171 sample. A comple-
mentary measurement to do in the future would be measuring the optical coherence
time of the ion as the cavity is detuned from resonance. This was explored in the
context of the singles work in Nd:YVO and would give a better sense of lifetime
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Figure 7.14: Plot of Eq. (7.3) to corresponding bulk T2 from measured cavity T2
with cavity-enhanced lifetime of T1 = 2.3 µs.

contributions to the coherence. Ultimately, we are more concerned about the T⇤2 , as
this will impose the limit to the indistinguishability [109]. It should be noted that
at the time of writing we have started to explore the optical coherence lifetimes of
other ions in this cavity and see signs of variability on the measured values of T⇤2
from ion to ion that indicate the average coherence lifetime might be lower than
that measured above. Moving forward, it will be important to expand these mea-
surements to multiple ions and di↵erent devices to build up the statistics required
to better understand the observed variability.

At this point, there is not su�cient data to point to what might be limiting the optical
coherence lifetimes in this sample. Further measurements in the bulk material will
shed some light on this question. The key question at the moment is whether this
coherence time is limited by magnetic field fluctuations, e.g. due to neighboring
Yb spins or the nuclear spins of the host material, or through some other source
of decoherence. If it is due to neighboring Yb spins, there is hope to improve
this by moving to samples with lower doping concentrations. If it is due to host
nuclei, then we need a way to better reduce the contribution from these ions. In
either case, it is desirable to further reduce the sensitivity of the optical transition
to magnetic field fluctuations if possible. We have not yet studied the behavior of
this optical coherence extensively with magnetic field. There is perhaps room for
improvement by more accurately reaching the ZEFOZ condition with better zeroing
of the magnetic field along all the crystal axes.

An alternative route to suppressing these contributions if longer optical coherence
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Figure 7.15: a) Rabi oscillations on the |0ig ! |1ig transition as microwave power
is increased in steps of 6 dB from top to bottom. b) 2D plot of Rabi oscillations as
the microwave frequency is scanned.

times cannot be achieved at zero field will be to instead move to the high field
limit. As mentioned, this will bring another set of experimental complications, but
these should be readily overcome in the future. In either case, we can also hope
to achieve better indistinguishability in the future through further reduction of the
cavity-enhanced lifetime with improved device fabrication.

7.10 Coherent spin measurements
We then move to coherent measurements on the ground-state ZEFOZ transition
(|0ig ! |1ig).

We start with Rabi oscillations by initializing the ion into |0ig and then applying a
microwave pulse on |0ig ! |1ig. The population in |1ig is optically read out and
recorded as a function of microwave pulse length. Fig. 7.15a shows examples of
Rabi oscillations on the ground-state transition for four increasing microwave pow-
ers. We observe high-contrast Rabi oscillations out to pulse lengths greater than
10 µs. Fig. 7.15b shows a 2D plot of this measurement as a function of microwave
frequency. These measurement demonstrate the ability to perform high-quality co-
herent manipulation on the ground-state transition of a single Yb-171 ion. Further,
the measurements allow for the calibration of the ⇡ pulses necessary for further
measurements of the coherence properties of this transition.

The spin T⇤2 is measured using a Ramsey measurement as shown in Fig. 7.16a.
In this measurement, the microwave frequency is detuned from the center of the
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Figure 7.16: a) Spin Ramsey measurement at microwave detuning of ⇡ 450 kHz.
Single exponential fit gives a 1/e coherence time of T⇤2 = 8.2 µs. b) FFT of Ramsey
measurement showing additional structure on oscillations.

transition by ⇡ 450 kHz to give rise to fringes on the observed free induction decay.
Fitting to a single exponential gives a 1/e coherence time of T⇤2 = 8.2 µs. We again
notice a beating on these oscillations as revealed further by FFT (Fig. 7.16b). This is
again attributed to the superhyperfine coupling with vanadiums in the host. Further
studies of the decay and frequency composition of these fringes with magnetic field
and detuning are needed to verify the nature of this interaction.

Spin echo measurements were performed to rephase quasi-static contributions to
the dephasing and extract the spin T2. Fig. 7.17a shows an example of one such
spin echo measurement. We observe a non-exponential decay, which is character-
istic of a spin coupled to a slowly-fluctuating dipolar spin-bath [139, 140]. Fitting
this decay gives a 1/e decay of T2 = 43.5 µs. Fig. 7.17b shows the coherence time
for a few values of magnetic field applied along the a-axis, where a drastic decrease
in coherence time is observed as we move away from zero field. This provides con-
firmation that the coherence time is largely limited by magnetic field fluctuations
as expected. The transitions move away from the ZEFOZ point as a external mag-
netic field is applied, which leads to an increase in the magnetic field sensitivity and
results in a reduction in the coherence time. This indicates further zeroing of the
magnetic field may lead to an enhancement of this coherence time. We currently do
not have the ability to zero the magnet field along all axes simultaneously, but will
have that capability on the next cooldown of this device.
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Figure 7.17: a) Spin echo measurement with fit to stretched exponential that gives
1/e decay of T2 = 43.5 µs. b) T2 extracted from spin echo measurement as magnetic
field is applied ? c.

7.11 Extending the spin coherence
This coherence time is certainly acceptable for near term demonstrations in the
lab setting e.g. establishing entanglement between two ions within the same lab
3, but the non-exponential decay of the echo amplitude suggests that we can hope
to further extend this coherence time using dynamical decoupling (DD) sequences
[141]. Measurements are ongoing as I write this thesis to understand and push the
limits of the coherence time in this system. In this section, I will highlight some of
our initial successes in extending the coherence time.

One straightforward DD sequence to implement is the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill
(CPMG) sequence, which can be thought of as a multi-pulse extension of the spin
echo measurement [141, 142]. This sequence takes the form:

✓⇡
2

◆

x
�

✓ ⌧
2
� ⇡y �

⌧

2

◆N
�

✓⇡
2

◆

x
, (7.4)

where N is the number of ⇡ pulses used in the sequence. The total free-evolution
time in this system is then ⌧FE = N⌧.

Fig. 7.18a shows the results of CPMG measurements on ion A. For each scan, the
number of ⇡ pulses is fixed and the pulse separation is scanned to extract a coher-
ence time. The coherence time is extended with increasing number of ⇡ pulses, but
pronounced oscillations are observed on the CPMG signal at high pulse numbers.
This e↵ect is indicative of coupling to other nuclei or noise sources in the crystal.

3For reference, it takes roughly 5 µs for light to travel a kilometer in fiber.
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Figure 7.18: a) CPMG sequence. b) Initial CPMG measurements. For each scan,
the number of ⇡ pulses is fixed and the pulse separation is scanned to extract T (n)

2 .
The total free evolution time is given by ⌧N . An increase in coherence time is
measured with additional structure attributed to the superhyperfine interaction with
host nuclei.

For instance, similar oscillations have been used to identify single 13C nuclear spins
coupled to nitrogen vacancies in diamond [143, 144].

Fig. 7.19 shows a finer scan over these oscillations for increasing numbers of ⇡
pulses. This data can be understood from the filtering function of the CPMG se-
quence [139, 142, 145]. Depending on the pulse separation, the filter function can
act to suppress or amplify the contribution of a noise source at a given frequency.
The coupling is maximally suppressed at ⇡ pulse separations of ⌧ = 5.625 µs. Fur-
ther investigations are necessary to fully understand the nature of this coupling, but
preliminary simulations of the superhyperfine interaction once again suggest this
corresponds to coupling with the nearest neighbor vanadiums. Moving forward,
such CPMG measurements would enable more detailed noise spectroscopy on the
ion and its environment [145, 146]. One next step will be to expand on these mea-
surements and fully reconstruct the noise spectrum as done in e.g. [146].

For our current investigation, we want to suppress this coupling and set the delay
between ⇡ pulses to maximize the observed coherence. Fig. 7.20 shows the results
of the CPMG scan where the separation between ⇡ pulses is fixed to 5.625µs and
the coherence is measured by increasing the number of ⇡ pulses. Working at this
optimal pulse separation gives rise to a spin coherence time of 18 ms, which is a
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Figure 7.20: a) Measurement of CPMG coherence time with ⌧ = 5.625 µs for
increasing numbers of ⇡ pulses. The phase of the final ⇡/2 pulse is alternated
between 0 (red) and 180� (blue) to generate a di↵erential signal. Fit gives T (n)

2 = 18
ms. b) Scaling of T (n)

2 with the number of ⇡ pulses using multiples of ⌧ = 5.625 µs.
Fit gives N0.67 scaling.

significant improvement and a promising result for this system.

While the CPMG sequence is not capable of preserving arbitrary quantum states,
measurements are underway investigating other DD sequences for this purpose
[141]. For instance, preliminary measurements with XY8 sequences demonstrate
coherence times longer than 4 ms. These sequences are less robust to pulse error,
so with more optimization we are optimistic that this will improve further.
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We can learn more about the nature of the source of dephasing from the scaling of
the CPMG coherence lifetime with number of ⇡ pulses as shown in Fig. 7.20b. For
this measurement, the number of ⇡ pulses is fixed and the interpulse separation is
scanned as shown in Fig. 7.18. The ⇡ pulse separations are chosen to be multiples
of 5.625 µs to extract the decay envelope. This scaling is well-fit to a power law
N0.67. This almost matches perfectly with the N2/3 scaling expected for dephasing
dominated by coupling to a dipolar spin bath [147, 148].

While we will not be limited by this coherence time in the near future, we are still
working on understanding the upper limits to this coherence. A main question at
this point is distinguishing the dephasing due to zero-spin Yb isotopes and nuclear
spins. This will be best explored by looking at samples of varying concentrations.
One limit to the performance of dynamical decoupling could be related to pulse
errors. In this case, we could hope to improve with better calibration of the mi-
crowave ⇡ pulses and improvements to the amplitude stability of the microwave
pulses. Another source of decoherence could be microwave heating from the large
number of pulses required to reach those coherence times. In future, this could be
overcome with the use of superconducting materials rather than a gold stripline to
reduce ohmic heating.

7.12 Spin lifetime
Ultimately, the upper limit on the spin coherence will be determined by the spin
state lifetime. Here a measurement of the spin lifetime is performed by initializing
the ion into |1ig or |0ig, letting the populations decay for time ⌧ and then reading out
the population of |1ig. Fig. 7.21 shows the result of one such lifetime measurement.
We see two di↵erent decay rates, which is expected due to the presence of the |auxi
state. Each curve is fit to a single exponential to extract the fastest decay time,
which gives a decay time of 22 ms for the ion initialized in |0i and 34 ms for the ion
initialized into |1i. This then means the measured coherence times are approaching
the lifetime limit (see [147] for a discussion of the lifetime limit in a multi-level
system).

The natural question is then: why is this lifetime so dang short? We expect if the
lifetime was limited by spin-lattice relaxation, the lifetime would be decreased as
the temperature of the device is increased. Measurements of both the spin lifetime
and spin coherence lifetime show no signs of degradation as the device was warmed
up from 50 mK to ⇠ 1 K . Further measurements past 1 K were not performed
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Figure 7.21: Measurement of spin lifetime. Ion is initialized into |0i (blue) or
|1i (red) and population in |1i is measured as a function of free evolution time.
Exponential fit to |0i (|1i) trace gives 22 ms (34 ms).

as this is an awkward temperature range for the dilution fridge and we wanted to
maintain low-noise operation of the SNSPDs that sit in the same fridge. Further
studies are in progress to understand the limits of these spin coherence and lifetime
times with temperature. The ability to achieve long coherence times in this system
at temperatures higher than 1 K would be exciting in that it puts the system back in
the range of He4 fridges.

The lack of temperature dependence would indicate that this lifetime is dominated
by spin-spin relaxation in this regime. This is expected to be a dominant e↵ect in
this system due to the narrow inhomogeneous linewidths of the spin transition and
the relatively high doping concentration. To further di↵erentiate between the two
mechanisms, more measurements are necessary in samples with di↵erent doping
concentrations. Ultimately, we want to work with as low of doping concentration as
possible to avoid these problems. Another path to reducing the spin-spin relaxation
would be to intentionally try to broaden the spin inhomogeneous line further by
codoping with other elements [149, 150].

7.13 Single-shot spin readout
For this system to be useful in a quantum network, we also need to demonstrate
high-fidelity single-shot readout (SSRO) of the ion spin state. In this section, I
present initial results demonstrating single-shot readout in this system.

For the first attempt at SSRO, the spin is initialized and read out optically with a
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Figure 7.22: a) Distribution of readout counts for the ion initialized into state |0i
(blue) and state |1i (red) for N = 500 readout pulses. b) Extracted readout fi-
delities for preparation into |0i (blue) and state |1i (red). The yellow trace shows
the average fidelity. The maximum average fidelity for this measurement was
Favg = (F1 + F0)/2 = 81.4% with 322 read pulses.

series of read-out pulses on transition A. The goal is then to demonstrate that we
can di↵erentiate between the two states based on the number of photons measured
in the readout sequence. We can assess this fidelity by looking at the distribution of
counts observed when the ion is initialized into the two di↵erent ground states.

Fig. 7.22a shows the readout count distributions for the spin initialized into the
state |0i (blue histogram) and state |1i (red histogram) for N = 500 read pulses.
From this, we observe an average photon number of n̄0 = 0.07 when initialized into
state |0i and n̄1 = 1.45 when initialized into state |1i. We then choose a photon
detection threshold of n � 1 to assign the ion to |1i and n = 0 to assign the ion |0i.
The readout fidelity Fi is extracted from this histogram and plotted in Fig. 7.22b
as a function of the number of read pulses. The maximum average readout fidelity
extracted from this data is Favg = (F1 + F0)/2 = 81.4% with 322 read pulses. This
is not a bad place to start, but we would like to improve upon this if possible.

First, we note that the histogram of counts observed for |1i follow a geometric dis-
tribution as expected for a finite branching ratio, but has an additional contribution
at zero. This suggests that there is room for improvement in the initialization into
state |1i.

The ability to perform single-shot readout in this manner is currently limited by the
photon collection e�ciency and the cyclicity of the optical transition. As mentioned
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Figure 7.23: Measurement of optical branching ratio extracted from SSRO mea-
surements. The ion is initialized into state |0i (blue) or state |1i (red) and the popu-
lation in |1i is measured with a series of readout pulses The cumulative sum of the
total counts measured in the experiment is plotted as function of the number of read
pulses. Fit gives � = 0.991.

in the Chapter 4, Purcell enhancement can be used to enhance the branching ratio.
The branching ratio can be extracted from the above measurement by summing the
number of total counts observed as a function of number of read pulses. Fig. 7.23
plots the cumulative counts as a function of number of read pulses for the ion ini-
tialized into each of the two ground states. From this, we extract a branching ratio
of 0.991, which is slightly lower than what is expected from the lifetime (0.994).
Improvements to the branching ratio would allow for a greater number read pulses
before the ion pumps away and would thus improve the readout fidelity. This can be
achieved through higher Q devices that enable larger Purcell enhancement. Further
improvements to the collection e�ciency will also lead to significant gains in this
readout fidelity.

We note that the current fidelity is largely limited by the ability to measure the ion
when it is in state |0i. A di�culty with a finite branching ratio is that the distri-
bution of photon counts from the bright state will be geometric. This means that
the fidelities measured in this way will always be skewed such that they are much
better in detecting when the ion is in state |1i compared to state |0i. Additionally,
we must take into account the case of imperfect initialization where the ion is actu-
ally in the |auxi state at the time of measurement as this will also yield zero counts
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upon readout and thus reduce the fidelity.

We are currently implementing a modification to the SSRO procedure to increase
the readout fidelity of the ion in |0i. This method essentially reads out the ion twice
and takes advantage of the ability to measure population in |1i with high fidelity.
Furthermore, this method verifies the ion was actually in the subspace of interest at
the start of the measurement. This allows us to post-select and throwout the cases
where the ion was in |auxi due to insu�cient optical pumping. This will reduce the
overall success rate (until we improve the initialization and detection e�ciencies),
but will lead to substantial improvements of the fidelity.

We can do this by taking advantage of the level structure and selection rules for
the optical transitions in Yb-171. If we initialize the ion into |1i and readout for
su�ciently long, the ion will be optically pumped out of the qubit subspace into
the |auxi state as optical decay to |0i is forbidden. As shown previously, we can
determine that the ion was in |1i with high fidelity. If we then apply a ⇡ pulse on
the ground state transition and readout the state again, we expect to get zero counts
as the ion will still be in the |auxi state. On the other hand, if we initialize the ion
into |0i then we expect to get zero counts on the first readout cycle when reading
out on transition A. This state is not optically pumped by excitation on A, so the ion
will still be in |0i at the end of the first readout. If we then apply a ⇡ pulse on the
ground state transition, the ion will be transferred into the |1i state. On the second
readout cycled, we will then read this state out with high fidelity. If the ion starts in
the |auxi state, then we will get zero counts on both rounds of the readout.

This scheme is summarized in Fig. 7.24. We readout with N pulses, apply a ⇡ pulse
on the ground state transition, and then readout again with N pulses. Based on the
state-detection threshold condition from the histogram above, we assign the state of
the atom based on the number of photons observed during each of these sequences.
Let a (b) be the state assigned in the first (second) sequence. If we measure a = 1
and b = 0, we then assign the ion to |1i. If we measure a = 0 and b = 1, we then
assign the ion to |1i. In this way, we can then extract a post-selected single shot
fidelity.

It is worth noting that this method relies on the pumping structure and the lack of
an optical lambda system between the two ground states and the excited state we
are using for readout. If the readout sequence moved population into |0i rather than
|auxi, we would not do any better than the initial single-shot readout attempt.
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Figure 7.24: Improved single-shot readout scheme. Ion is initialized into |0i (blue)
and |1i (red). After the readout sequence a, the population in |0i is unchanged while
|1i is optically pumped to |auxi. A microwave ⇡ pulse is applied, which transfers
|0i to |1i while leaving the population in |auxi unchanged. This is followed by
a second readout sequence b. This allows for a post-selected single-shot readout
where the state is assigned to |0i if the outcome of the two rounds is a = 0,b = 1
and assigned to |0i if a = 1,b = 0.

Recent experiments show this to be a promising technique to achieve high-fidelity
readout. Fig. 7.25 shows an example of this measurement. Fig. 7.25a shows photon
count distributions measured for the two readout sequences with the ion initialized
into each of the two ground states. Fig. 7.25b shows the average post-selected fi-
delity as described above for increasing number of read pulses compared to the
average fidelity that would be extracted from just the first read sequence. In this
measurement we see that this technique enables an increase in average readout fi-
delity from 78% to 96%. Further improvements to the single-read sequence fidelity
through improvements to the branching ratio and detection e�ciency will enable
even higher fidelities with this method in the future.
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Figure 7.25: Implementation of improved single-shot readout scheme. a) Distribu-
tion of readout counts for the ion initialized into state |0i (blue) and state |1i (red)
for the first and second readouts showing the expected behavior. b) Average fidelity
for post-selected scheme compared to average fidelity extracted from only the first
read sequence.
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C h a p t e r 8

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this chapter I discuss the questions that remain to be answered for this system
and point to possible measurements to explore in the future.

8.1 Limitations to zero-field coherence lifetimes
One of the next major goals with this platform is the generation of indistinguish-
able photons. However, measurements of the optical coherence lifetimes at this
point indicate that we are not yet near the lifetime-limit necessary to show high in-
distinguishability. Further studies in the device are warranted to understand if the
observed coherence lifetimes so far are actually at the limit of what is achievable.
Along these lines, more statistics on the coherence lifetimes of di↵erent ions within
the cavity would be useful to determine whether this is for instance related to the
observed strain splitting. Measurements of the coherence in the same bulk crystals
as used for the device will be essential for further understanding of the mechanisms
of the observed decoherence. After understanding and pushing the limits of the
optical coherence, we should be able to further improve this indistinguishability
with improved device fabrication and shorter cavity-enhanced lifetimes. If spectral
di↵usion (T⇤2 ) continues to be a problem, one could also imagine implementing a
post-selection procedure similar to that used in NV centers to improve coherence in
the presence of spectral jumps [137].

While the demonstrated ⇠ 20 ms spin coherence lifetime is promising, it appears
we may be approaching the lifetime limit in this sample. Further investigations of
this lifetime with magnetic field and temperature should reveal whether this lifetime
is limited by spin lattice relaxation or ion-ion interactions. Similar spectroscopy in
the bulk material is necessary to verify that this is not intrinsic to ions in the cavity.
If the lifetime is indeed limited by ion-ion interactions, the next step would be to
move to samples with lower doping concentrations or larger spin inhomogeneous
broadening to reduce such interactions. We are currently investigating a variety of
sources for the YVO crystals in attempts to achieve lower doping concentrations.
To achieve larger inhomogeneous broadening, we could investigate samples that
are codoped with other ions such as europium or scandium to introduce more static
strain within the sample [149, 150].
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For further improvements to coherence lifetimes, another route to explore in the
context of single ions will be the high-field regime presented in Chapter 3. In this
regime, we observed two-pulse spin echo lifetimes of 6.6 ms at a temperature of
⇠ 600 mK and magnetic field of 440 mT along the c-axis of the crystal in a signif-
icantly higher doping density sample (100 ppm). We expect this to improve even
further at higher fields, lower temperatures, or lower doping concentrations as the
contribution to dephasing from Yb-Yb interactions is reduced. These long coher-
ence lifetimes could be extended even further with the use of dynamical decoupling
sequences. The high-field limit would bring a new set of experimental challenges
as discussed in Chapter 7, but there are no fundamental di�culties to moving to this
regime in the future.

8.2 Coupling to nearby spins
One exciting aspect of this work is the coupling to nearby nuclear spins observed in
the CPMG measurements. Straightforward extensions to the initial measurements
presented here should allow for characterization and control over this coupling.
These nuclear spins could then be harnessed as quantum memories to form a few-
qubit quantum register [11, 151]. There is a lot to be explored here and this work
will benefit greatly from the progress and techniques demonstrated with the NV
center in diamond [11, 143, 144, 152, 153].

8.3 Toward generation of entanglement
Ultimately, the goal is to show that this system is a useful technology for quan-
tum networks. As mentioned, one of the next major steps toward this goal will be
the demonstration of indistinguishable photon emission. After showing improve-
ments to the coherence lifetimes, we then want to show a direct measure of the
indistinguishability. This can be done initially with photons from the same ion, but
ultimately must be shown with two di↵erent ions.

We can directly measure the photon indistinguishability using a Hong-Ou-Mandel
(HOM) interferometer [109]. To measure indistinguishability between a pair of
photons from the single emitter, we can introduce an additional delay line such that
we interfere photons from consecutive excitations of the same emitter. For this,
we need the delay line to be significantly longer than the lifetime of the ion. Let’s
get an idea of the requirements of this experiment for the current device. As the
fastest observed lifetime is T1 = 2.3 µs, a delay time of a few lifetimes (let’s say
4T1) corresponds to a delay line of ⇡ 2 km. For single-mode fiber readily available
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from Thorlabs 1, the quoted loss at 980 nm is < 2 dB/km. With the additional
insertion loss of the necessary beamsplitters and fiber splices (⇡ 1dB total), this
would bring the total detection e�ciency from 1% to ⇡ 0.3% for a two-photon
detection probability of 9 ⇥ 10�6. For the current Yb-171 singles, a reasonably
optimistic estimate for the overall rate of photons generated within the device is
25 kHz given the 10 µs wait time between pulses, the branching ratio, and time
necessary to reinitialize the system (2 ms). This then corresponds to ⇠ 0.2 two-
photon coincidences per second. While certainly not impossible, this measurement
would be also be made more challenging by the necessity of stabilizing the 2 km
fiber interferometer. This particular measurement is then perhaps best suited for
faster ions and thus faster experiments.

A more exciting measurement in the future will be to demonstrate indistinguisha-
bility between two separate ions. This is significantly more technically challenging
overall, but is also a direct step toward entanglement of two ions. The main chal-
lenge to interfering single photons from ions in two di↵erent ions in two di↵erent
devices will be the requirement of essentially doubling the experimental infrastruc-
ture. This is a significant undertaking, but should be accomplished with enough
time, energy, and manpower. Of course, such measurements cannot be accom-
plished until the remaining questions about the properties of the system are sorted
out.

Ultimately, measurements of indistinguishability of photons from separate emitters
is the foundation for the demonstration of entanglement of two single rare-earths
ions. We can get a sense of the entanglement distribution rates we might be able
to achieve within the lab setting with reasonable improvements to the devices. We
estimate this based on the well-known Barret-Kok scheme [154]. The success prob-
ability in this experiment is simply given by Ps =

1
2 p2⌘2

d , where p is overall device
system e�ciency (i.e. probability that photon emitted by ion is coupled into fiber)
and ⌘d is the detection chain e�ciency.

For the current set of devices, we have p⌘d ⇡ 1%. Assuming two such devices
could be made and similar e�ciencies achieved, the overall success probability
would be 5 ⇥ 10�5. Assuming a 25 kHz average excitation rate as above gives a
corresponding success rate of 1.25 Hz. The main limits on the system e�ciency
are the fiber-waveguide coupling and the waveguide-cavity coupling. Based on
previously demonstrated devices, it is reasonable that we can improve this overall

1e.g. Thorlabs SM980G80
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e�ciency in the near term by a factor of at least 5. This then corresponds to a
success rate of ⇠ 31 Hz for two ions in the same lab. Further investigations of the
ultimate limits of the performance and collection e�ciencies in these devices is
warranted before making any further speculation. While these rates could enable
near-term demonstrations in the lab, we ultimately want much higher count rates to
account for fiber-loss when moving to larger scale implementations. In the long-
term, the integration of 171Yb:YVO4 with fabrication architectures that allow for
e�cient coupling to fiber [50, 121, 155] will be an essential step in significantly
improving these success rates.

8.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis has presented on recent progress toward building a nanopho-
tonic quantum interface with 171Yb:YVO4 . We first investigated the properties
of this previously unexplored material and found it will be useful for a variety of
quantum technologies. Building on this work, we were able to optically detect
and initialize single ytterbium ions coupled to a nanophotonic cavity. After ex-
ploring the properties of an ion with zero-nuclear spin, we showed that the hybrid
electron-nuclear spin states of Yb-171 at zero-field enable strong transitions with
reduced magnetic field sensitivity. Through the use of dynamical decoupling, we
showed spin coherence lifetimes of up to 18 ms. We then made use of the zero-field
level structure of 171Yb:YVO4 to demonstrate high-fidelity single-shot readout of
the spin state. These results serve as the foundation for an exciting array of mea-
surements to explore in the future and demonstrate that nanophotonic devices with
171Yb:YVO4 are a promising platform for solid-state quantum light-matter inter-
faces.
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A p p e n d i x A

TRANSITION SELECTION RULES IN 171YB:YVO4

In this chapter, I work through the basics of the transition selection rules and state
assignment for the 171Yb:YVO4 spectroscopy. The idea here is to make the connec-
tion between the group theoretical picture and the more user friendly spin Hamilto-
nian picture used in the text. The main goal is to show we can use the symmetry of
the crystal and the observed transitions rules to assign the appropriate labels to the
energy states.

There are many fine references that approach this problem and provide an intro-
duction to group theory in the specific context of energy levels in crystals. I am
largely working from Powell 2010 [156]. Hendersen and Imbusch [89] and Hufner
[21] are both nice references with worked examples for transition selection rules in
other symmetries. For working through calculations, there are many useful tables
that can be found in Koster [5]1. Note that here the goal is to predict relative transi-
tion strengths. Mike Reid’s chapter in Jacquier and Liu
citeLiu2005 is a good reference for getting an idea of how one would go about
predicting transition strengths from the full crystal field theory.

The basic idea is that we start with a crystal symmetry and want to write down the
states of the ion in terms of irreducible representations of that group. For a given
symmetry, we can write down how the electric and magnetic dipole operators trans-
form and thus can determine the selection rules between the di↵erent irreducible
representations. We then figure out the corresponding labels for the observed states
in our system by measuring which optical transitions are observed in the crystal for
di↵erent orientations of the input light relative to the crystal symmetry axes (e.g.
polarization along or perpendicular to c with light propagating along or perpendic-
ular to c).

A.1 Setting up the problem
The 4 f 13 configuration of Yb3+ consists of only two electronic multiplets: 2F7

2
in

the ground state and 2F5
2

in the excited state. In the crystal field of YVO4, these
1This text can be di�cult to find, but a quick internet search will find these tables reproduced in

a variety of places.
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split into 4 and 3, respectively, Kramers doublets. Yb substitutes for Y in sites of
D2d point symmetry. The character table for D2d is given in Table A.1:

Table A.1: Character table for D2d

Powell Koster E Ē 2S4 2S̄4 C2/C̄2 C02/C̄
02 �d/�̄d

A1 �1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 �2 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
B1 �3 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
B2 �4 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 z
E �5 2 2 0 0 -2 0 0 x,y

D1/2 �6 2 -2
p

2 �
p

2 0 0 0
2D �7 2 -2 -

p
2
p

2 0 0 0

We then want to write the spin-orbit multiplets( 2F5
2

and 2F7
2
)in terms of the irre-

ducible representations of this symmetry. We can get these from (e.g. Powell p. 89).
For an operator with rotation through angle ↵ where j is the angular momentum,
we have

�(↵) =
sin [( j + 1

2 )↵]
sin [↵2 ]

(A.1)

�(E) = 2 j + 1 (A.2)

�(R) = �(2 j + 1). (A.3)

The resulting character table for the spin-orbit multiplets is given in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Character table for angular momentum states

j �(E) �(S4) �(C2)
5/2 6

p
2 0

7/2 8 0 0

We can see by inspection that �5
2
= 2�6 + �7 and �7

2
= 2�6 + 2�7. This is to say that

the 2F7
2

and 2F5
2

multiplets will split into crystal field levels that will be either �6 or
�7.

We are measuring the optical transitions between the lowest energy crystal field
levels of 2F7

2
and 2F5

2
. Now the question is which states do we have? (i.e. are these
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states both �6, both �7, or one of each?) We can figure this out by looking at the
dipole selection rules. From e.g. table 33 of Koster, the electric dipole operator
behaves as �4 for E k c (⇡ polarization) and as �5 for E ? c (� polarization).
We can then calculate the selection rules between the di↵erent states. In short, a
transition between reps �i and �j is for the dipole operator with rep �x if �x ⇥ �j

contains �i. This gives rise to the selection rules shown in A.3.

Table A.3: Electric dipole selection rules in D2d

�6 �7
�6 � ⇡,�
�7 ⇡,� �

In our system, we find that the 984 nm optical transition exists for both ⇡ and �

polarizations, which implies that one state is �6 and the other is �7.

Let’s then add in the nuclear spin of the Yb-171 isotope. The nuclear spin 1/2 goes
as �6 (e.g. Koster Table 33). Then by coupling the electron and nuclear spin the
states become (Koster Table 34)

�6 ⇥ �6 = �1 + �2 + �5 (A.4)

�6 ⇥ �7 = �3 + �4 + �5. (A.5)

That is to say, by introducing the nuclear spin we split into three levels in the ground
and excited state as observed. �5 corresponds to the |S = 1,ms = ±1i state (i.e. this
is the doubly degenerate state). Looking at Table 39 of Koster, we see that �1 and
�3 correspond with the antisymmetric |S = 0,0i state while �2 and �4 correspond
with the symmetric |S = 1,ms = 0i state.

Now let us look at the optical transitions allowed between these states. Again, the
electric dipole operator behaves as �4 for E k c (⇡ polarization) and as �5 for E ? c
(� polarization). We can then derive the electric dipole transition selection rules for
the zero field states using e.g. Table 34 from Koster as given in Table A.4.

From this, we see that at zero field we expect three ⇡-polarized transitions and four
�-polarized transitions, which is what we observe! We also note that the �1 ! �3

(|00i ! |00i) and �2 ! �4 (|10i ! |10i) transitions are forbidden. This then helps
the assignment to the order of the energy levels based on the observed transitions.
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Table A.4: Electric dipole transition selection rules

�1 �2 �5
�3 - ⇡ �
�4 ⇡ - �
�5 � � ⇡

Further, we can observe how the transitions split in a magnetic field. We observe
that highest energy optical transition splits into four in an applied magnetic field,
which means that the degenerate state |1 ± 1i is lowest in energy in the ground state
and the highest energy in the excited state. There is then still a sign ambiguity
on the ordering of the |00i and |01i states. This ambiguity can be resolved from
the measured values of g and A, which (through judicious following of Eliot and
Stevens) fixes the order of these states.

The ordering of the states is then (from low to high) |1 ± 1i, |00i, |01i for the ground
state manifold and |00i, |01i, |1 ± 1i for the excited state.

A.2 Calculating transition strengths from the spin Hamiltonian
The transition strength Si j between the two states |ii and | ji goes as

Si j ⇠ ���hi | P̂↵ | ji���2, (A.6)

where P̂↵ is the electric dipole operator for the ↵ polarization. In terms of our spin
Hamiltonian, we can write the electric dipole operator for light polarized along z as

P̂z = �z,e ⌦ In, (A.7)

where �z,e is the Pauli z matrix acting on the electron spin basis and In is the identity
on the nuclear spin basis. From above, we see that P̂z transforms as �4 and we
can do similar for the other polarizations. The nuclear spin contribution to the
optical transition strength is then given by the overlap of these states. In the spin
Hamiltonian language, we’ll use the basis of the form

*......
,

|""i
|"#i
|#"i
|##i ,

+//////
-
, (A.8)
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where our notations is |me,mni, with |"i ! ms = +1/2 and |#i ! ms = �1/2. We
can then write P̂z as

P̂z =

*......
,

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 �1 0
0 0 0 �1

+//////
-
. (A.9)

We can then check that the selection rules in the spin Hamiltonian picture match
those given by the group theoretical approach:

h1 ± 1| P̂z |1 ± 1i , 0, (A.10)

which correspond to the �5 ! �5 transition being allowed for ⇡ polarization. And
similarly,

h10| P̂z |10i = 0 (A.11)

h00| P̂z |00i = 0 (A.12)

h10| P̂z |00i , 0 (A.13)

So we have �2 ! �4 and �1 ! �3 are not allowed for ⇡ polarization, while �1 ! �4

and �3 ! �2 are allowed. In a similar way, one can also show that � polarization
transition rules in the spin Hamiltonian picture have been properly mapped to the
selections we predict.


